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Introduction by Former Superintendent 
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SALISE INDIANS
I was in the employ of the United States Indian service 
for more than thirty years, two thirds of this service was 
executive and supervisory, either as Superintendent of various 
Indian reservations or as Special Supervisor, During this 
period of Service I was at all times In more or less Intimate 
contact with many of the Indian tribes occupying the western 
half of the United States and have had some contacts with the 
Indians of British Columbia, These long years of service 
afforded an excellent opportunity for studying the different 
tribes and making comparisons of their native abilities.
The Sa^-lsh Indians, occupying the present Flathead Indian 
Reservation are of the Sallshan family and rather closely re­
lated to the Coeur d* Alene, Fend 0»Rlelle and Kallspel tribes. 
Remnants of the two later tribes are with the Sallsh on the 
Flathead reservation.
The Sallsh have fever been a peaceful people and are proud 
of their long continued friendship with the white race. Before 
white settlement put an end to tribal warfare, the Sallsh 
suffered severely from raids of the fierce Blackfeet, While 
they were peace loving and did nothing to Incite war. In defense 
of their homes and hunting grounds they were brave and resource­
ful, and were able to defend their heritage against their more 
aggressive neighbors.
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The records of the Lewis and Clark expedition show the 
Salish Indians as being of the highest type of Indians encount­
ered on that historic journey. They particularly emphasized 
the Salish traits of honesty, truthfulness, and morality.
The religious history of the Salish is peculiar and very 
interesting and differs from that of any other tribe of North 
America. The missionaries in all other cases carried the gospel 
to the Indians, but the Salish made a sustained effort of their 
own to get this religion. Having heard something about the 
Black Robes (Priests) from some wandering Iroquois Indians, they 
desired to have this new religion for their own. The 
nearest priests were in St. Louis, more than a thousand miles 
away. The trails were momarked and unknown and country through 
which they must travel inhabited by warlike and hostile tribes. 
To undertake such a journey required courage, intelligence, 
perseverence and many weary months of hard and dangerous travel. 
Without going into details, it is sufficient for the purposes of 
this article to say that the Salish started four different 
expeditions to St. Louis to request the Black Robes to bring 
the gospel to them. Some of these expeditions failed and were 
never heard from, but these Indians refused to succumb to the 
hardships of the trail or to give up their quest, and finally 
reached St. Louis. The Black Robes came, established a Mission 
at St. Mary's, now Stevensville. This Mission was later moved 
to St. Ignatius, and the school established there was the first 
educational institution in Montana. The story of the Salish 
Quest presents all the elements of devotion to an ideal, per-
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sistence against unknown dangers and almost imsnrmonntable 
difficulties that were displayed by the Knights of King Arthur 
in "The Search for the Holy Grail,"
The foregoing sketches from Sallshan history afford 
striking illustrations of the dominant traits of these Indians^
I was Superintendent of the Flathead reservation for nearly 
fifteen years and I believe I know all of the older members of 
the tribe as well as a white man can ever know an Indian. I have 
celebrated with them in their festivals and sympathized with and 
aided them in their sorrows. These contacts have caused me to 
admire and respect them and to rate their native ability, 
charQ.Cter, and intelligence very highly among the tribes of the 
United States.
Missoula, Montana.May 10, 1957. )Signed) Charles E. Coe
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INTRODUCTION
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Th(à etudy of this problem has been undertaken for the 
purpose of Uiscovering the aiflerences, if any, existing in the 
intelligence and achievement of the Salish Indians as compared 
Vfith the white people w&th whom they are associated»
For the purpose of making the stuoy more complete the 
social, historical, and economical background of the Salish 
tribe has been included» These factors the writer feels give 
the reasone for certain characteristics the Salish now have 
which are dependent upon, or have been dependent upon these 
or other factors.
When the early explorers landed on these shores and 
fouud a pre-literate race of mankind, it became evident at 
once that their civilization and the pre-literate must at some 
future time come in contact» That a stru^gle would later take 
place that would alter the history for the two groups was emi­
nent from that time » No one doubted that toe higher culture of 
the white group wocld ultimately survive, out at the same time 
thinking people knew that the people then found here would 
have some influence on the future of this country.
However, only in the most recent years has trxe impor­
tance of studying the history, habits, arts, euuciatioii, etc», 
of our Indians been fully appreciated. Not only has this study 
been important in the working out of the problems of history, 
philology, sociology, and anthropology, but it has been impor­
tant as to the bearing it has had in bringing about the present
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political, social, eôucational, and other conoitions in the 
peoples and races of our country, as well as tije other 
countries of the Korth American continent.
Native Indian influence has afieoteo every government 
in this PdÇt of ttie western hemisphere, ana has left its 
impress upon all of our political machinery ana institutions.
It is felt in everyoay life, as Inaian names cno customs 
abound in all parts of the country* Indian treaties fill 
volumes of our libraries; Indian men ana women are fouiKi 
in all walks of life; Inaian people have married into many 
prominent white families and vitally more important, this 
element is not beccming extinct on our continent* Because of 
these problems, this etuay is mace of ttoat part of Lake-Miseoula 
County covered in this report* With these ideas in mind no 
apology is offered for the subject of this treatise, as this 
will be a vital question until the Indian is cwpletely 
assimilated*
The finoings in this stuoy u>a.y be of use to others in 
making coc^parisons witli other tribes, as many other tribes 
are located in the territory embraced in the Northwestern part 
of the United States. Valuable contributions seemingly may 
be made in this way to cur present knowledge of the social 
life, the intelligence, ana the achievement of the various
tribes studied.
The problems, as before stated, which are covered in 
this study are of the intelligence and achievement of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Salish Indians, and more especially of those located in that 
part of Lake County, and a small portion of Missoula County, 
which lies within the "boundaries of School District No. 28.
The techniques used were a) historical, b) library, c) 
interview, d) measurement, e) letters, f) case study, g) and h) 
the questionnaire. The historical technique should naturally 
be used to give a background to the study. We need to know 
who these people are; where they, or their ancestors, resided 
in the past; what facts set them apart as a group of Indians 
under the name of Salish; what characteristics they had in 
part, which they have retained or lost; and the reason for 
either with its accompanying results on their lives.
pie library gives the only connection we may 
have with many facts of the near or remote past.
Interviews were had with many persons who have intimate 
knowledge of the Salish people. Superintendent L. W, Shotwell 
of the Flathead Agency was interviewed to ascertain the 
present set-up of the government educational program for these 
Indians; M. A. Branson, their Day-School Indian Official was 
interviewed in regard to records of degree of blood, home 
conditions, and economical status; Superintendent G. E. Kidder 
of District No. 28 was interviewed many times in the course 
of the study, as it was under his direct supervision that 
many of the tests here recorded were given; Mrs. Henry Buck, 
Stevensville, Historian for the Montana Historical Society,
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who is engaged In writing Salish history, was interviewed; as 
well as many others on and off the reservation.
Tests and measurements have been used in a way to estab­
lish the facts recorded, while letters form a considerable 
part of the important information obtained. The questionnaire 
method was used for the purpose of getting material which the 
other methods failed to bring out; while the case study 
brought the intimate facts of social life to the observation 
of the case worker,
The following records were obtained for use in making 
this study:
A, Attendance and scholarship records for white children 
who attended the schools of district No.28 of Lake County 
for the year 1935-36.
B, The records for,,, Indian children attending the 
same schools for the same time,
0, Intelligence quotients for all the #iite children 
attending the schools listed during this period,
D, Intelligence quotients for the Indian children attend­
ing these schools for the year 1935-36.
E, Results of . other tests given during the period 
1935-36, and the drawing test of the year 1936-37,
F, Many statements from authorities as to historical, 
social, and economic factors of the Salish tribe, together 
with their relations with other tribes and white people since 
about.1800•
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G. The history of the Government's attempt to educate 
the Flathead Indians and result of the efforts.
H. Intelligence records and estimates of many white people 
who have had business, social, and professional relations with 
this tribe.
I. Intelligence records and estimates of. teachers who have 
observed these children for several years.
J. The 1935-36 census for the Flathead tribe as compiled 
for the government by Superintendent L. W. Shotwell, showing 
the exact degree of Indian blood of all members of the 
Flathead tribe,
K, School Surveys as made by the Day-School Inspector 
Marion A. Branson.
L. Annual Report, Extension Division, Flathead Reservation, 
by J. T. Farmer, extension worker,
M. The school census for the year 1935-36, as compiled 
by M. A. Branson.
N. The monthly reports from' the schools concerned as 
sent to the Indian Day School Inspector, M. A. Branson, for 
the year 1935-36.
0. Official records of District No. 28, and test results 
from Superintendent G. E. Kidder's office and extensively used 
in this study.
Acknowledgement of assistance and appreciation of assist­
ance is graciously given to the following;
Dr. Freeman Daughters, Dean of the Department of Education, 
University of Montana
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J>Xé Paul C« Phillips» Chairman# Division of Social Sciences# University of Montana
Dr* W* H« Ames, Professor of Education and Psychology# University of Montand,
Dr. Harry llürney-Hlgh, Chairman of the Départagent of 
Economics and Sociology# University of Montana
Gordon E. Kidder# Superintendent of District Ko. 28 Lake*Missoula County# Ronan* Montana
L* W* Shotsell# Superintendent of the Flathead Indian 
Reservation# Dixon# Montana
M. A* Branson# Day-School IncIan Official# Ronan, Montana
Reverend Father L* Taelman of the Catholic Church. St. 
Ignatlu^# Montana
Mrs* Henry Buck of Stevensville, Montana
Charles E. Coe. Ex-SuperIntendent of the Flatheao Indian Reservation# Dixon# Montana# and nmny others Inducing 
my det*r frlenos Dr. and Mrs. John H* Heidelman of Honan# 
Montana
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND'
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Trualtlonfc^l Home of Group ie in Bitter Root Valiev^
« » I
How Montana's Sallsh Inc Ians— the yiatheaOs proper—  came to enjoy the customs of both the plateau and plains 
peoples Is told by Dr* Harry Turney*Hlgh, Montana State 
University anthropologist, who has stualea Sallsh eth­nology for many years*
• I
Dr* Turney-Hlgh says that the Salish are definitely a plateau people who migrated— so legenos tell— from a 
region which Is not far from the California-Oregon bound­
ary* Ihelr traditional home is the Bitter Root valley*
A long time after they migrated Into the Bitter Root, the 
horse was Introauced into their culture, and they began to take on some of the characteristics and customs of the plains IndIans*
"It was thus that we white men found the Flatheads in Montana, and some of us blandly slapped a museum label—  
'Chreat Plains'— on them* To the west was friendship, 
recognized kinship, ano free access for men and ideas*
The plains were rarely visited until the horse came up 
from the south* To the east was implacable enmity, the 
great bison pasture accessible only by great feats of arms against overwhelming numbers•*
The University professor disagrees with theme who would 
list the Fend d'Oreille, Ealispel, Spokan, Flathead,
Smteus and TUnaxe Indians as belonging to the Great Flat­
head group*
Bxtinct Groups
The Smteus group is extinct* "They survived only in 
the tribal memory as a half-legendary people, notable 
for their stupidity and lack of proper human emotl<.ns*
It is impossible to separate fact from fiction today. * * (but)..* from the memory of their physical appearance, it 
more and more seems that they practiced the culture which I have found archeologically for the past two years."
1* In a private conversation the above sketch of the 
Flatheao Indians was given to the writer. It is from 
The Flatheada. Am* Anth. Assoc. LIV, 1937*
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If this is true. Dr. Turney-High says, the Smteus 
represent a western expression of the "Talus and Cairn 
burials of the coast," If the Smteus are the archeolog­
ical people which certain other archeologists have dis­
covered, "then their pit-dwellings, use of virgin copper 
ornaments, dentalium and other marine beads, flexed 
burials in cremation pits under the talus and cairn, 
certainly takes 'them, living or extinct, out of the Plat- head group.’ "
The Tunaxe group, supposedly extinct, is "Merely 
Kutenai." The existence of the Spokan is extremely 
dubious, save in very modern times. (It is doubtful 
if spokan meant anything but a water-fall, before white contact. Dr. Turney-High says.)
"The separation of the terms Pend d’Oreille and 
Kalispel is an artificiality of white nomenclature.
Such peoples consider themselves the same folk... The 
Kalispels and Flatheads are somewhat different in 
dialect, material culture and with very different tribal 
histories."
Dr. Turney-High’s research— he has spent eight years, 
studying the Flatheads--convinces him that the Bitter 
Root valley of extreme western Montana is the true 
home of the tribe.
Tribe’s True Home
"A long time ago two bands of Salish were encamped, 
fishing in a large river not far from where the Cal­
if ornia-Oregon bouddary runs into the Pacific ocean,"
Dr. Turney-High says. "A flight of ducks passed overhead, 
which caused a quarrel to arise between the two band 
chiefs as to whether the quack was made with the ducks’ 
bills or with the wings. This developed into a bloody fight for several days’ length between the two bands. 
Finally the chief whose band was being beaten called 
a truce, offering to lead the "Wing" faction to the 
new home into the interior, while the "Bill" party 
could stay in the old range. Striking off northeastward, 
they soon came to another river which might have been 
the Owyhee. Following this they came to its confluence 
with the Snake, which they followed until they arrived 
at the site of Lewiston, Idaho.
"At this point the Clearwater river flows into the 
Snake, The latter little river beckoned them into the 
Bitter Root mountains, and its headwaters pointed to an 
easy pass, the Lolo, into Montana. The Bitter Root valley was the property of the Pend d ’Oreilles-Kalespels
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who took pity on the Salish because of their desperate 
condition. The Kalispels returned to the Flathead 
lake region where they were found by the whites. The 
two peoples were friends, intermarrying, in time growing 
closer together, both culturally and linguitically."
Plateau Traits
The factors. Dr. Turney-High says, which point to the 
Flatheads having a "plateau culture" include the gather­
ing of the bitter root, (spetlem, native term for the 
bitter root) as well as other roots and a host of berries, 
which prevented their abandonment of a semi-sed&ntary 
life; the organized, economic, male, communal salmon 
fishing; the former use (before the coming of the horse) 
of the communal house; and the social organization, 
which points to western Influences. The Flatheads were 
ruled by a head chief, who had many powers— powers 
"which go far beyond the authority of any bison hunting head man."
Other factors which smack strongly of western influences- 
as contrasted with the influences from the eastern plains—  
are the "formalized Intertribal ceremonial gift-exchange 
with the Snakes,"the great annual fair with the Nez 
Perces, property inheritance along the female line, a 
great reverence for the Individuals and families. There 
are also religious factors traceable to western back­grounds ,
The Flatheads, after the introduction of the horse, 
took many traits from the plains Indians. Bison hunting 
by the use of the horse rendered the old long house of the 
Flatheads obsolete. They adopted the customs of the plains Indians, with the exception of the headwear.
They accepted the stiff-backed cradle of the plains 
Indians and diffused It among the other interior Sallshans. 
There were many social traits adopted by the Flatheads 
after their intercourse with the plains groups. Military 
affairs were conducted in the plains manner.
The Flatheads were thus notoriously culture-borrowers. 
Dr. Turney-Hlgh Says. But they did have some ideas of 
their own. They rejected many of the ideas and customs 
of the plateau and north coast Indians, as well as re­
fusing to adopt some of the plains habits.
The University professor points out that while the 
study of Indian ethnology may appear to be "impractical," it Is in the results and conclusions It yields that it 
is practical. It is possible to examine the Flatheads 
objectively, studying their culture, migrations, environ­
ment, life cycle, habits. It is possible to study the 
effect foreign ideas had on them.
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Historical Background (con'd.)
Still a somewhat different division of the tribes ia
omade by James A. Teit , who in speaking of the Salish or Plat- 
head Indians says;
"The Flathead group consists of four tribes, and there 
were two others which are now extinct. The ones left are the 
Flathead or Tetes Flattes, the Fend d'Oreilles, the Kalispel, 
and the Bpokan. The Flatheads are also called Salish, Selish, 
Salees, etc., which terras are derived from their own name.
They say that long ago there were two tribes of people inhabit­
ing the Flathead country. One of these was called "Leg people" 
and the other "Flat-Head (or Wide-Head) people." The former 
were the ancestors of the Flathead tribe today. They did not 
press their heads..."
That the Flathead Indians of Western Montana did not 
flatten their heads is further substantiated by The Handbook 
of American Indians, where the statement is made b at the 
Flathead tribe received its name from the surrounding people, 
not because they artifically deformed their heads, but because, 
in contradistinction to most tribes farther west, they left 
their heads in their natural condition, flat on top.
2, James A. Teit- Sallshan Tribes of the Western Plateaus,
edited by Franc Boas
in Forty-fifth Annual Report of the Bureau of 
^erican Etlmology (1927-28) Smithsonian Inst­
itute, Washington, D. C. United States Govern­ment Printing Office, Washington, 1930. Ch. 1,
3, James A. Teit,- op. cit.. Book 30 p. 415, Handbook of
American Indians
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However, to return to the two tribes, it is believed by 
Mr. Teit and others that although the exact location of the 
two tribes is not known, it is thought that the leg people 
lived farther east and south, and the Wide-Heads people about 
where the Flatheads now live— around the Jocko and the Bitter­
root Valley, west of the main range of the Rocky Mountains.
It seems that the Leg people were originally entirely or 
partly east of the range. In later times the two tribes lived 
together here.... At all events it seemsthat none but the Leg 
people remained in the country where the Wide-Heads had been, 
but their name persisted.
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND
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Mr. Teit further states^; "In historié times these tribes 
known as the Flathead Group have used the tepee which is of 
plains origin as dwellings. In tribal ceremonies the use of the 
double lean-to has been perpetuated and is so used today. It 
is well-known that the archaic holds over in the religious 
ceremonies of many people.
Slavery was not prevalent among the Flathead tribes. 
Sometimes slaves were taken in war but were usually well treated 
In later times slavery ceases to exist as the Flatheads and)(̂  
Kalispells took to captives, preferring to kill as many as pos­
sible and let the rest escape.
There is no tradition of a time when these tribes did 
not smoke. A kind of wild tobacco was used in smoking. Tubular 
pipes were used very long ago. Pipes were made of soapstone 
of various colors, red and black predominating."
For the last two hundred years, or since the horse was 
introduced, the Flatheads have had the traits of the plains 
people. Before that their material culture more closely 
resembled that of the plateau tribes. Arrowheads, spearheads, 
knives, and pipes were made by this tribe, but they did not 
make the pestles, hammers, and mauls which were made by the 
other Salish tribes. No pottery was made by the Flatheads, 
and their work In wood and bone carving was poorly developed.
4. James A. Teit,-op. cit., pages 580
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Ornamentation by painting and dyeing was practiced to a 
great extent. The dyes were principally blue, red, and yellow. 
Qhills, mats, and sometimes hides were dyed. Paints of a great 
variety of colors v/ere obtained from mineral earths. Skins 
were smoked and dressed in the same manner as by the Couer 
d* Alenes. The Flathead Indians made bags of nothing but skin. 
Sewed tule mats were made by all of the tribes, as were mats of 
woven rushes and the dead bark of the willow trees. These were 
occasionally striped with gaudy dyes of red and blue. Coiled 
basketry of more or less circular shapes were made from split 
cedar roots.
Women made all of the baskets, mats, and bags, and dress­
ed all of the skins. They made nearly all of the clothes, made 
and erected the tents, gathered most of the fuel, dug all of the 
roots, did the cooking, and cured all of the berries. Yet they 
found time to help the men with the horses. The men hunted, 
fought, and looked after the horses, and made all of the weapons 
and tools.
Clothing was made entirely of skins. No clothing of woven 
bark or vegetal materials was used. The only overclothes used 
were robes, largely made of buffalo skins. Some robes of deer, 
bear, and elk were used. The men’s costumes consisted of a 
shirt reaching to the hips, long leggins, belt, breechclout, 
moccasins, and a cap, headband or featherbonnetWomen’s
5, L. B. Palladino, Indian and White in the Northwest (Wicker-
sham Pub. Co., Lancaster, Pa., 1922. p. 1-5
6. James A, Teit, op. cit., p. 80
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clothing consisted of a long dress reaching nearly to the 
ankles, short 1eggins, moccasins, a belt and a headband. 
Ornamentation of clothing was by fringing, puncturing, dyeing, 
painting, and by decorating with qull work. After bead work 
became of general use clothing was richly beaded. Almost 
all of the designs were geometric.
Before the advent of the horse, the great open plains 
were seldom visited by the tribe. A sufficient amount of meat 
could usually be had in the Flathead country by ordinary methods 
of hunting such as the surround and the still hunt. The 
hunters surrounded the buffalo in small numbers, and shot or 
killed from ambushes at the watering places.
Pishing was of less Importance than hunting; small fish 
were plentiful in the streams and lakes. Hooks and lines were 
used. Nets were little employed.
Dogs were common to all of the tribes. They were haired 
like wolves and coyotes and resembled them in appearance and 
shape. The hair and the skins of the dogs were not used nor 
was their flesh eaten. The extent to which they were used 
for hunting is not made clear.
The chief weapons of warfare were the bow and the arrow, 
also the tomahawk, various kinds of knives, clubs, and spears. 
Cuirasses of.heavy elk skins were in use, but were discarded 
after the introduction of the horse as cumbersome in mounting 
and riding. Guns were Introduced later than among the Black- 
feet. The Flatheads had no wars among themselves but had many
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with the Blackfeet Indians.
The social organization appears to have been in general, 
the same kind as that common to the other Salish tribes; 
there were no priveleged classes, clans, gentes, phratries; and 
it is doubtful if there were societies of any kind."^ Each 
tribe formed a unit bound together by blood ties, mutual int­
erests and dialect. Each tribe consisted of a number of bands, 
each band making its headquarters as a rule in some definite 
locality and composed of families closely related by blood.
Each band had a chief, and an assistant chief who looked after 
the affairs of the band. The tribal council was formed of the 
head chiefs of the bands. It is now certain that./ the tribal 
chief was m o t  chief of a band. The head chief kept the tribal 
pipe and other ceremonial property. The ancient social org­
anization changed so long ago that little information can be 
secured about it. The separate bands disappeared and the social 
organization became centralized in a tribe. The bands ceased 
to have any local or geographical significance.
There appears to have been a considerable number of 
ceremonies connected with wars and many kinds of dances among the 
Flathead tribes. There were two periods, one about midsummer 
and the other about midwinter when the whole tribe assembled 
for feasting and dancing. Singing formed an accompaniment to 
all of the dances.
History records that this tribe was a happy contented 
people until the white man came among them. They readily
7. James A. Teit, op. cit., p. 150
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took up the white man's culture and religion; they called for 
the white man's school to be established among them. IJnitl 
the white man came their only cause of anxiety was the Black- 
feet Indian tribe,^
8, James A, Teit, op, cit. p. 380
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ECONOMICAL AND HOME BACKGROUND
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The Indian population of the Flathead reservation (1936) 
was 3051 people which represented 806 homes, with an average 
estimated income per family of $454.00, which came from the
Qfollowing sources:
Payrolls, XJ.S.I.S.........f 48,708,00
Rocky Mt. Pr. Co,..,.,,.,, 80,000,00
ECW.................  59,600.00Roads Division...... 19,680.00
WPA.................  40,545.00
Lease Rentals....... 25,387.00
Timber Permits.........   750,00
Totals.. .$274,670.00
There are 195 farms operated by Indians on the Flathead 
Reservation, while at the same time 281 white farmers have 
farming leases from the Flatheads, who own in all 698 farms.
Four livestock associations are functioning in this tribe; 
and the value of the livestock alone in 1936 was $229,875.00. 
$22,375.00 was received from sale of wool, eggs, butter, cheese. 
Wheat, oats, barley and crested wheat seed were grown in the 
thousands of bushels, while potatoes and beets were other money 
making crops. Apples, cherries, and plums were grown, as were 
raspberries, and strawberries. 22,400 quarts were canned, and 
5,280 pounds dried.
Forty-six families made gardens and each one saved seeds 
for this year. Thirty-five homes on the farms have electric 
lighting. Nine new homes were built and twenty-four were 
remodeled in 1936•
There were five 4-H clubs, enrolling children from the 
ages of ten to seventeen.
9. J, T. Farmer, Annual Report of Extension Workers, Jan, 1936-
D è ~ T 93i r --------------------------------
9a (Rocky Mountain Power Company) 9b.(Works Progress Ass*n)
9c. (United States Indian Service)
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There were 1840 Indians who wore modern attire; 1216 
eligible to vote; 1826 who spoke English; 1265 who wrote the 
English language; 483 who neither read nor wrote the,English 
language, or their own language, Indians who are entirely 
self-supporting from their own thrift and industry were 432.
The 3051 people spoken of on page 20 were divided as 
follows :
Census of December 1935
Total Males..........     .1548Total Females..............................1503
Total.......  3051
Full Blood Males  ............... 197
Full Blood Females.......................   205
Total.......  402
Mixed Blood Males...  .................... 1351
Mixed Blood Females ................     .1298
Total......  g649
Total Full Eind Mixed 3051 
Bloods.
Total Males this jurisdiction...........1237
Total Females this jurisdiction.........1135
Total '2372"" 2372
Total males at another jurisdiction..... 63
Total Females at another jurisdiction... 46Total...... 1 ÎÜ9 109
Total Males elsewhere ............... 248
Total Females elsewhere.................. 322Total...... 1 5?0 570
Grand Total...... .% 3Ô51
Total Males wards of the government 1241
Total Females wards of the government...1218Total  2459 2459
Total Males non-wards of the government,.307 
Total Females non-wards of government....285Total   592  592
3051
10. L. W. Shotwell. Census of the Flathead Indian Reservation as
of December 31, 1935, M. A. Branson, Field Agent
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Number partlàlly self-supporting from their own thrift 
and industry, 618.
No. who have Individual incomes to cover deficit............. 18
No. of male Ind. 21 yrs. old and over, unemployed........... 85
No. of Adult Indians who make no effort at self-support.... 67
No. of these whose individual incomes are sufficient for... 15
No. Ind. belong, to co. or state farm org. of all kinds.... 29 
Total number of individual belong to farm org. of all kindsll29No. families living in permanent homes.............   772
No. Families whose homes have wooden floors................. 798
No. " who live in tents, tepees, or temporary homes.... 34 
No. Indians engaged in trades, professional, and industries, 
hired by others;
Clerical or office.... No. Engaged 16...Earnings.$18,420.00
Other work............. No. Engaged 9... ” 13,350.00Skilled work No. Engaged 9... " 12,400.00
Unskilled work.........No. Engaged 412... " 230,500.00
Amount of Indian Money in banks(Disbursment Officer)# 44,579.01
Total value of Indian homes, b a m s  .....   188,200.00
Total value of furniture in Indian homes..........  49,300.00
Total value of tools..........     32,400.00
Total value of wagons and other vehicles.......   230,000.00
Total value of livestock and poultry..........  227,963.00
Total value of allotments........................ . Ij552,690.00
Total value of all Indian property..........2,104,132.01
When one realizes that this small tribe is financially 
fixed as above shown, the conclusion would be that the fathers 
and mothers of a group of Indian children studied in the schools 
are economically fitted to give a good environment to their 
children. We shall see If the results of the further study bear 
this out.
11. T. F. Farmer, Form B. p.2-6, op. cit
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CHARACTER OP THE FLATHEAD INDIANS 
AS TOLD m
EXPLORERS, MISSIONARIES, AND EARLY WHITE SETTLERS
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Father DeSmet, in his travels among the Indians of North
America in October 1841, spoke touchingly of the character of
these people when he said, "It is the opinion of the missionaries
who accompany me and of the travelers I have seen in the Far
West, in short, of all of those who have become acquainted with
the Flatheads, that they are characterized by the greatest
simplicity, docility, and uprightness. Yet, to the simplicity
of children is joined the courage of heroes I have spoken
of the simplicity and courage of the Flatheads; I shall make
some other remarks concerning their character. They little
resemble the majority of Indians, who are, generally speaking,
uncouth, importunate, improvident, insolent, stubborn, and
cruel. The Flatheads are disinterested, generous, devoted to
their brethem and friends; and even exemplary as regards probity
and morality. Among them dissentions, quarrels, injuries and
12enmities are unknown,"
Patrick Gass calls the Flathead Indians "the whitest
13Indians he ever saw,"
Father Palladino says, "But if inferior in numbers to the 
other tribes in the Rocky Mountains, they seem to have sur­
passed them all in prowess and daring, and as a warlike people
12. Chittenden,Hiram M, and Richardson, Alfred T., Father DeSmet* sLife and Travels among the North American Indians. 
Vol. I. p. 319,321 (Francis P. Harper, N. Y. 1905.
13. Gass, Patrick. Life and Times, (Jacob & Smith, Wellebury,
Va., 1859) p. 83.
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they are considered by their enemies the bravest of the brave 
14 " Father Palladino considered the Flatheads as a very
chaste tribe, and quoted Patrick Gass, Ross Cox and others to 
substantiate his point; but also used one of them, Ross Cox, 
to show that they used torture on their slaves,
Helen Fitzgerald Sanders In writing of these Indians 
says, "Lewis and Clark were received with great kindness and 
much wonder by the Salish." She tells of how eager these 
Indians were for Christianity, In that they made four attempts 
to get the Black Robes before they were successful
Again years later, after Father DeSmet had come back to 
labor among these Indians, he wrote, "The upper Pend d'Oreilles, 
the Kootenay8, and the Flatheads, I found as years ago, strong 
friends and adherents to the whites, and I have every reason 
to think that they will remain faithful; they even glory, and 
truly, that not a drop of white man’s blood has ever been 
spilled by any one of their respective tribes. This was In 
1859,^®
Isaac I. Stevens said of these Indians, "The heroics of 
the Flatheads In battle, and their good faith towards others, 
have been the theme of praise, both from priest and layman.
14, L, B. Palladino, Indian and White In the Northwest (Wlcker-
sham Pub, Co., Lancaster, Pa,, 1922) p. 1-5
15, Helen Fitzgerald Sanders, Trails through Western Woods
The Alice Harriman Co., N. Y, & 
Seattle, 1910. p.
16. Reverend P. J. DeSmet, New Indian Sketches (D & J Sadi1er
and Co. New York (1859) p.
17. House Executives Documents Report of Stevens, (33 Cong.____________)p p _
2 Sess, Ser 746.) Vol. 1 Part 1. p.415-428
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Thomas Fitzpatrick, chief of the mountain men, throughout his
book speaks of the friendly Flatheads and their kind deeds.
General Miles also supported these characteristics of the Flat- 
19heads; while our own Arthur Stone speaks knowingly and feel­
ingly of their many kindly characteristics in his book. Pollow-
20ing Old Trails.
Lieutenant Mullan, who knows his Indians because of his 
extensive work among the many tribes of the northwest, says of 
the Flatheads,"The Chief Victor said that the Flatheads had 
promised to live in peace with the Blackfeet, and only war when 
their lives were threatened, and that none of his Indians 
should steal horses from either the whites or Indians; that 
since you promised to protect them, the matter should be refer­
red to you. Here then is an act of bravery, nobleness, and 
honesty, on the part of the Indians that is but seldom if ever 
met with among any other tribe of Indians..." He finally sums up 
the Flathead Indians with this, "They are the best Indians in 
the mountains. They have treaty arrangements with the gov­
ernment  They own great numbers of horses and cattle, and
cultivate the soil more than any other Indians except the Fend 
d*Oreilles. They are friendly and under their chiefs, Victor,
Ambrose, and Moise, will always remain so uhless some great
21injustice is done them.
19. General Nelson A. Miles., Personal Recollections (The Werner
Co., Chicago & N. Y. 1896) P.136-59
20. Arthur L. Stone, Following Old Trails (p.61,71,159,194.)
Missoula"Pub. Co. 1913
21. Captain John Mullan. Miners and Travelers' Guide. Wm. M.
Franklin N. Y. 1865, P. 18-19
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Mrs, Elizabeth Heidelman, wife of Dr. J. H, Heidelman,
(the Indian doctor who came to the Flathead reservation at 
Arlee in 1901) of Ronan, Montana says of these Indians and their 
chief. Chief Chariot,” If ever there lived a noble man, it was 
Chief Chariot, On Sundays when the priest didn't come. Chief 
Chariot would gather his Indians into his home and would have 
services with them. He Regretted the government's action in 
taking his whipping post away as he felt it had a salutary in­
fluence on his people." Mrs, Heidelman further stated "To
understand and know the Flathead Indian as he really is today,
22— one has only to read 'The Surrounded' by D'arcy McHickle."
Dr, Heidelman was the only doctor between Missoula and Kalispel, 
so he had all of the sick to care for in that territory; he 
soon learned the language, especially the sign language, while 
he was caring for them. He speaks in the highest terms of 
Michael One-Bight, Pierre LaMoose, Louie Pierre, Old Angus 
McDonald I, and many of the older men of the tribe, who are only 
a memory now,
23In a touching story, by Reverend P, H, Point, we see the
character of the Flatheads brought out, when in dealing with
their old enemies, the Blackfeet, the Flatheads so impressed the
Blackfeet with their religion that the Blackfeet went to their
own home saying "The prayer of the Flatheads shall be ours."
It was that the two should live like brothers.
Father Taelman, the Catholic priest at St. Ignatius, who
has rounded out more than fifty years of priesthood has this
the most ofto say of the tribe with whom he has spent/this busy lifej
22, D*arcy McNickle, The Surrounded, Dodd, Mead & Co. N.Y.(1936)
23, Rueben Gold Thwaites, Ll.D. op.cit. Vol. XXIX, p. 416
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"My experience le that the Salish Inaians* intelligence is 
abuut the earns as that of other Indians ivhom I have known, but 
the spirituality of this tribe is surely the highest of the 
Indiana with whcac I have worked* I do not think the Indians as 
a whole are of as high Intelligence as the whites.* In closing 
our interview he was asked if he expected to remain where be 
was, and he said, "Yes, X shall spend the retraining years of my 
life here, working for the salvation of my Indians, "
£5a« Bather Xhelnian said that he had always intendec. to 
become a priest,but while he was attending a Jesuit college in Europe he had a chance of r^^ading Bather 
DeSmet*s letters ana be at once because interested in 
the American Indians * Later when he was teaching 
languages in another school in Europe Bather ColaIda 
came looking for recruits* He made talks to the students* Then ana there Bather Haelman made up his 
mine to be a Jesuit missionary to the Indians*
In September 1865 he entered the Jesuit Order*In 1898 he was ordained to the priesthood at Spokane, 
Washington with Bishop 0*Day officiating# He spent sixteen years in preparation for the priesthooc* He 
came to the Crow Mission in 1901, was there four years 
and in 1905 was sent as Superior to the St* Ignatius 
Mission. He also built tne first church in Poison*
In 1909 he was transferred to Spokane to be the 
president of Oonzaga Qollege* Through his efforts in 
1912 Gonzaga college was mace into a university and 
the law department was started* After four years at 
Gonzaga be was transferred back to "his life's work 
to be an Inoian Missionary*" Back to the Crvw Inoians 
he went in 1913, where he built three churches* Then 
in 1924 because of his knowledge of the Blatheaa lan­
guage it was decided that be should coue back to the 
Blathead Reservation, where his ministry calls for the 
speaking of Brench, English, ana Inoian.j He speaks 
ten languages*) Bather lUeloan has 1308 Indians and 
330 white Catholics unaer his jmrisdiotion. He has 
just finished compiling a census of his people for 
the government*
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Bàtilur kav» œy Xnûiana* I &m
in  taucn « i t ü  eepeoialXy »xth  tb« ola
Ho hao travo lô o  o» tb» overa^o of o ror one thoueanù 
m llee  « month f o r  tne i# e t  th ir te e n  y&*re to  oontaot 
h ie  peuple# lie preaohee in  Owth lEngiieh and Ino ian  
in  h ie  eerv ioea#
Ikther Xael&an oouhte there being any full«»bIoui Flathead Indiana left* Chief Charlo*e daughter, eife 
of Brag11 Felix, before the oied. eaio mho very muoh 
doubted that toe re %er@ any full*hlood Flathead 
Indiana left*
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BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE’S ESTIMATES
OP
INTELLIGENCE OF FLATHEAD INDIANS 
TOGETHER WITH 
TEACHERS’ RATINGS AND ESTIMATES
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STUDY A
As a prelude to the real study of this thesis, the writer
undertook to obtain the estimate of the intelligence of the
Indians of this tribe, by a questionnaire which was given to
twenty-five men and women who had been in business among these
people for from five to twenty-five or more years; some have
lived in the homes of these people for years; some have learned
thèir language; some have worked for years at the side of these
people; and some have married into this group. The questionnaire
was worded as follows :
We wish you to use the following list as a basis in giving us the mark for ten Indians that you know. We 
wish you to pick out two very bright ones, six average 
ones, and two dull ones, placing the ranking of each 
according to the following table, which has been used 
for ranking white people;
Genius or near genius .............. above 140
Very superior intelligence............  120— 140
Superior Intelligence.................. 110— 120
Normal or average..... .............. . 90--110D u l l 80—— 90 
Very dull, almost feeble-minded........ 70—  80
Definitely feeble-minded. ......... ...below—  70
Using these rankings, what score would you assign 
for an average full-blood Indian?
Twenty-four replies were received which were as follows:
The two bright ones:1 rated them........,120-140
6 rated them........ ,110-120
12 rated them........ 90-110
5 rated them.........80-90
The six average ones:
5 rated them at..... 90-110
8 rated them at..... 80- 90
11 rated them at..... 70-80
The two dull ones:24 rated them below... 70
The full-bloods:6 rated theml.........110-120
6 rated them...........90-110
7 rated them...... . 80- 90
4 rated them. ...... . 70- 80
1 rated them.. below 70
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STÜIÏÏ B
In the following study teachers* evaluations were used
in estimating the intelligence of our Flathead Indians. Only
estimates were used from teachers who had known their pupils
for years# The Questionnaire used was similar to the one used 
24hy Gold.
This is"an attempt to get teachers* ratings as to 
the intelligence of the Salish or Flathead Indian 
children. Using 100 as representing the intelligence 
average for white children# end rememhering that it 
is the intelligence and not achievement we are evaluate ing. please assign intelligence scores to;
1 • Full-blood Indian children# average2. Hixed-blood Indian children# average.#
Nineteen replies were received# The results of 
tabulating these showed a median score of 82.5 for 
the full-blood Indian and 90 for the mixed-blood#
;   sTuiïsr c
A' still further study was made in the following question­
naire which was sent to twenty teachers and principals of 
District No# 23# This questionnaire was;
To the Teachers t Please answer the following questions# 
but do not sign your name;
1. Do you find the Flathead Indian boys and girls 
difficult in the matter of discipline as compared
with the white children?»•.•*#•••*••  .... .
2» Do they seem to learn as rapidly as the white 
children?##,##.....##*#...*#.#.......#...,..5. Do they profit by industrial and academic training?Underline the one showing the
most profit#4# Do they show a gradual curve of achievement or do 
you find a slowing down period?..#.#,.#.* If so In 
what grades?...# At what ages?.#.................. .
The replies from eleven teachers and principals showed;
Question 1...#.#......... No. 10..,#....Yes 1
Question 2.#.........*### No* 10...#....Yes 1
Question 25.....#.##...#.## No# 1.•.«••..Yes 10 (Ind. Tr.)
Question 4 .LWa.j,or 1 ty-81 owing down,,,» 7th, Ages 12-15.
24. Douglas Gold. 5râïê̂ l;eiXijî?:onoe and Achievement of tne
mSc k f» e rE aC5SsT~sÆàTéTa'ï W l~<T:554) 
tlniversity of Montana
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In each of these schools studied there was a prepondrance 
of white children.
If value may be attached to such a subjective study as the 
foregoing marked and ”C”, the results would seem to
indicate ;
1. The mixed blood Indians are not as intelligent 
as the whites.
2. The Intelligence quotients rise as there is a 
lessening of Indian blood.
3. The Indians profit more by industrial training 
than by academic training.
4. The Indian children seem to have a lengthened 
plateau of learning at about the seventh grade level, or from 
at about fourteen to seventeen years of age.
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RESULTS OF INTELLIGENCE TESTS
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As an effort to get a more reliable medium for conclusions 
In regard to the Intelligence of the Salish Indians as com­
pared with the whites. Intelligence tests* results were used.
The tests used were given during October-November, 1935, by 
the same person under as nearly similar conditions as possible 
to obtain
The schools of District No. 28, which were used In this 
study are:
1. Ronan Gtrade School
2. St. Ignatius Grade School
3. Arlee Grade School
4. Fable Grade School
5. Hillside Grade School (i>ural)6. Valley Creek School (rural)
Charlo Grade School and Round Butte Grade School, although 
two of the larger grade schools In this district were not 
used for the reason that Indian children are not found In 
these schools
26The Following report gives the Indian School census for 
the Flathead Indian Reservation for 1935:
A. Total School Population: 6 to 18 years Under 6 and over 18Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total509 473 982 18 6 24B. Enrollment:
Non-Reservation 8 14 — .22.. 6 4 10Mission (Boarding 65 77 142Private ( Par.) 16 17 33 2 2 4State (Boarding) 6 7 13 3 3Local Public 262 210 472 5 5Public Sch. off R. 78 90 168 2 23Total Enrolled 435 415 850 18 6 24
24a G, E. Kidder, Supt of Dlst. No. 28, Lake-Mlsso\ilaCounty
25. M. A. Branson, Monthly Report of Indian Pupils In Public
Schools. Office of Indian Affairs
26. Recapitulation, Indian School Census 1935, Report of L. W
Shotwell,” Su-pt. of Flathead Reservation
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Not enrolled Boys Girls Total(ages 6 to 18 only) 
Physically unfit 1 3 4
Married 5 30 35Feebleminded 1 1Past Comp.School Age 56 13 69Not comp, Sch. Age (Mont.) 10 5 15Totals 73 51 124
No Information as to
enrollment (6-18) 1 7 8
Indians enrolled by schools in Dlst. No 28. 1935-36 
covered by this study:
 School________________ Grade____________ High_________WhiteRonan 76 16 ™St. Ignatius 57 13
Arlee 45 6
Fablo 30Hillside 9
Valley Creek 5 —
Totals ... 222 55
The Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests were chosen; first, because
of the belief that they represented to a marked degree the
right degree of difficulty for the mental level at which they
were used; second, there are thirty-nine tests In this scale,
arranged In the order of difficulty which children have In
passing one-half of the trials and no more, each of which Is
scored for mental age Independently of the rest, with the
score earned on the battery of tests as the median of the ten
scores; and, third, it Is felt that the nine batteries of
tests constitute a continuous scale with tests of Increasing
difficulty from the first to the last; and fourth, they were
adapted equally well for group testing and for individual
examinâtion.
26. P. Kuhlmann— "The Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Tests
Compared with Seven Others" Journal Appl. 
Psychology, December 1928 ”
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The chart shows the following batteries as they were used
27for group testing.
' Age Where TestsSchool Grade Tests Pit Best
I (First Semester).......  1-10...............  6-0
I (Second Semester).........4-13........    6-6
II........................ 8-17...............  7-6III......................... 12-21...............  8-6
IV......................... 15-24...............  9-6
V ........................ 18-27...............  10-6VI........................ 22-31................  11-6
VII-VIII................... 25-34...............  13-0
IX-XII...................  30-39............... 15-6
Only Salish blood pupils were used in obtaining the scores
OQused for the Indians. Very few full blood Indians were found 
in the six schools included in this study. By reference to the 
census total as found in Cha;^ter III, one finds but 402 
adult full-blood Indiana. Fifty-two marriages were contracted 
between men and women of this group. The census^^ shows that 
there were 88 offspring from these 52 full-blood marriages;
27 families had no children; 5 families with a total of 18 
children of school age reside in Canada; 5 families have only 
grown children; 5 families have their 21 children in parochial 
schools; 4 families with a total of 11 children of school age 
are found elsewhere in Lake County schools, while the under 
achool-age group and the government-school group take out all 
but five full-blood Indians from this study. No 13-16, 14-16, 
or 15-16 blood Indians were found in the group studied.
27. Kuhlmann-Anderson Instruction Manual, Page 2.
28. Superintendent L. W. Shotwell, School Census of IndianChildren, 1955.
29. L. W. Shotwell, Census, op. cit.
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This would lead one to the conclusion that the Salish people 
are rapidly becoming assimilated into the white group*
The division for distribution was made on the basis of six­
teenth degree of blood, as shown in Table No. I.
TABLE I
Distribution of Intelligence Quotients 




Cases Low Quart, Median Third Quart, High Mean
16/16 5 70 72 78 100 113 86.6
12/16 5 70 76 78  ̂ 94 94 82.5
11/16 5 62 75 77.5 92 104 81.3
10/16 3 72 96 117 95.0
9 /16 5 85 88 89 108 108 95.6
8 /16 14 84 91 92 96 108 93.8
7 /16 7 70 86 90 97 111 91.4
6 /16 16 34 ! 76 89 98 135 89.1
5 /16 29 69 75.5 86 99 111 87.8
4 /16 25 58 78 89 98 3/4 107 87.0
3 /16 33 75 88 93.5 101 121 95.2
2 /16 33 60 87.5 96- 101 130 94.6
1 /16 16 94 95.5 98.5 107.5 117 100.6
All Indl ans 294 34 82 93 100 135 90.4
Whites 722 35 92 100 106 139 99.2
Owing to the unreliability of the small number of cases in 
some of these groups, they were again grouped into eighths, 
placing all above 6/16 as 4/8 blood, the 5/16 and 6/16 as 3/8,
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the 3/16 and 4/16 as 2/8, while the 18/ and 2/8 were classed 
as 1/8 blood. This gave the resulting groups of 51,46,62, and 
45 respectively, or a total of 204 cases which could be carried 
through while the other 18 of the 222 were discarded for the 
same reason
TABLE II
Distribution of Intelligence Quotients 






Quart Median ThirdQuart High MeanjQneHalf 51 56 78 88 97 119 88.7Three
Eighths 46 34 77 87 97 135 86.9
TwoEighths 62 58 83 91 101 121 90.3
OneEighth 45 60 90 97 104 135 96.1
All
Indiana 204 34 82 93 100 135 90.4
White 722 39 93 100 110 149 99.2
The percentile graph was used throughout this study as it 
was the most effective way of cougar ing two or more classes.
This graph shows at a glance not only the median of the class, 
but also range and variability; it also shows what per cent of 
a class attains or exceeds any given score. Two or more curves 
032 the same graph show very plainly the amount of overlapping of 
the scores of the different classes.
By observing Graph I, the reader will see that only about 
twenty-five per cent of the three larger amounts of Indian blood
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groups reach the median of the whites, while those with the 
highest intelligence quotient reach only about 32 per cent of 
the median of the white group. In no instance does any Indian 
blood group reach the level of the white group.
The following conclusions were drawn as a result of the 
intelligence testing results;
1. Flathead or Sallsh Indians decrease in intelligence as 
they increase in degree of Indian blood.
2. In no part of the test did the Indian children reach 
the level of the whites.
Æ greater divergence is found between the lower one- 
half of the Indian and white groups than in the upper one-half.
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In th.e further study of this tribe of Indians, the 
following achievement tests were used:
1. The Unit Scales of Attainment Form ̂  developed by the 
Universities of Iowa, Wisconsin, and Mlnnéasota.
2. Natlon-wlds Every Pupil Scholarship Test
3. Goodenough Intelligence Test
These tests were selected because: (1) one form smd make 
of test could be used throughout all testing, (2) they were 
easy to administer, (3) easy to score, (4) they had established 
norms, and (5) they had a high degree of reliability and 
validity.
The Unit Scales of Attainment were given at the same 
time that the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Tests were given In 
October and November 1935. The Every Pupil Scholarship Test 
was given In January, 1937. The Goodenough Intelligence Test 
was given In March, 1937. All were given by the same person 
or under his direct supervision and Instruction.
By a close observation of the Intelligence quotients we 
note that all groups are within thirteen points of the same 
median, hence we should not expect to find any great variance 
In the results of the achievement tests. The educational age 
for the scores accompanies each graph.
Reading Graph II
Perhaps in reading more than In another subject should 
we expect to find the Indians having difficulty. The results 
of the test as graphed show that the one—eighth bloods have a 
lead over the idiltes In the lower grades, but we find them
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dropping back in the upper groups. The two-eighths group 
made a median but little under the whites. The three-eighths 
group still is low. The graph shows the Indians as inclined 
to outdo the whites in the lower grades but that they fall back 
at the upper curve of the graph.
Geography Graph III 
Geography shows a wide range at the ten-percentile with 
three groups of Indians doing better work at the twenty-five- 
percentile line, only two points better at the fifty-percentile 
line, and slightly ahead at the seventy-five-percentile line.
A further example in the following chapter would seem to sub­
stantiate these findings. Here again we find a slowing down 
of Indians in the upper grades.
Literature Graph IV 
Literature follows quite closely the reading graph. A 
surprising fact was that the one-eighths led the whites until 
almost the sixty-percentlie, but the graph also shows that 
while the whites lead at the seventy-five-percentile, there is 
only ten per cent less efficiency in the poorest Indian group.
Science Graph V 
Almost perfect correlation is shown on this graph, with 
the one—eighth blood Indians doing ten per cent more efficient 
work at the seventy-five-percentile than the whites who are 
next to the lowest.
History Graph VI 
The spread is wide in the lower part of the curve. The 
three-eighths blood Indians are low in most of the graphs
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five points of the fifty-percent lie, but all Indian groups
fall back at the seventy-fIve-percentile with the exception
of the one-eighths, who equal the whites at that point, yet
they have not maintained their early 3ead over the whites at 
that percentile.
Punctuation Graph XI 
The whites are outstanding in this work, for at no time 
do the Indians even approach their standard after the twelf th— 
percentile is reached. Only twenty-five per cent of the best 
group of Indians approach the white median while only five 
per cent of the lowest group reach the whites' median.
Usage Graph XII 
The usage study makes such a close correlation between 
the several groups of Indians and the whites, that no out­
standing factors are noticeable.
Art Graph XIII 
It is frequently stated that by nature, the Indian is an 
artist. In order to ascertain to what degree this is the case with 
the Flathead Indian children, the Florence Goodenough Intell­
igence Test was given in the grade schools of District No. 28.
All papers were scored by the same person who had previously
scored six thousand of the same test. This drawing test waswith
chosen because : (1) it was something'which all children 
were equally familiar; (2) it presented very little variability 
in its essential characteristics; (3) it was so simple in its 
general outline that very small children would be able to attempt 
It, yet it was sufficiently complicated in its detail to tax
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tile abilities of an adult; and (4) because the subject chosen.
was one of universal interest and appeal*
The one subject which seemed to fill all these requirements
was a human figure* As greater uniformity exists in man's
clothing a man was chosen as the subject.
The scale for scoring has never been worked out for those
above thirteen years of age. However, in this study we shall
attempt to show only the ranking in points made by Indians
and whites compared grade for grade, regardless of age, but
with the thought in mind that age has bearing on the results.
Fifty-one points are possible in the drawing, the key to a
32copy is appended-
The pupils were given blank sheets of paper and were in­
structed as follows: "On these papers I want you to make a
picture of a man. Make the very best picture that you can.
Take your time and work very carefully. I want to see whether
the boys in ___________  school can do as well as those in other
schools. Try very hard and see what good pictures you can 
make
30. Florence L. G-oodenough-Measurement of Intelligence by
Drawings. World Book Co, Chicago. 
19^6
Earl Barnes- "A Study in Children's Drawings." Pad. Sem.
Vol. 2 (1893) p. 453-463
31. P. 0. Smith, Chairman of Psychology Department of the Univ­ersity of Montana is now working out such a 
scale. This data is taken from his files.
32. Appendix. No. 1. Page 6
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Table III and Graph XIII are the results of this study* 
Table III shows the points made by grades for both Indians and 
whites. This shows the artistic ability of the Indians as 
slightly greater than the whites, as does the graph, which shows 
the Indians slightly in the lead at the twenty-five percentile, 
the fifty-percentile and the seventy-five-percentile.
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AGE-GRADE DISTRIBUTION
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A casual glance at graphs II to XIII would lead one to 
think that there was no difference in the achievement quotients 
of the Indians and the whites,
A close study of Table IV and Graph XIV, which show the 
results of the age-grade tabulation from the records of the 
Unit Scales of Attainment tests given in October and November 
1935, reveals that the white children are competing in all 
grades with Indians one year their seniors, while in case of 
the seventh grade the Indian median shows over one year difference 
in age.
A further comparison of records of the ages and grades of 
both Indians and whites in the first eight grades was made from 
the Goodenough test results. This is shown in Table V and 
Graph XV,
This bears out the earlier assumption that white children 
are conqseting with Indians who are one year more matured. This 
gives a decided difference to the apparent results of the 
achievement teats shown in the graphs in this chapter.
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Grades Cases Low Median High Mean
1st Gr. 
White 89 5 6 8 6Indian 28 6 6 9 6.6
2nd Gr.
White 73 6 7 10 7.3Indian 15 7 8 10 8.2
3rd Gr,
White 92 7 8 11 8.3Indian 22 8 9 11 9.0
4th Gr.
White 88 8 9 13 9.3Indian 31 9 10 14 10.
5th Gr.
White 88 9 10 14 10.5
Indian 22 9 11 14 11.0
6th Gr.
White 113 10 11 15 11.7
Indian 26 11 12 15 12,1
7th Gr.
White 101 10 13 15 12,7Indian 22 12 14 16 13.5
8th Gr,
White 80 12 13.5 17 14.0
Indian 22 12 15 18 14.6
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Grades Cases Low Median High Mean
1st Gr
White 65 5 6 11 6.5Indian 27 5 7 9 6.9
2nd Gr. 
White 92 6 7 9 ' 7.5Indian 15 7 8 11 8.2
3rd Gr.
White 89 8 9 12 8.7Indian 19 8 10 13 9.6
4th Gr.
White 129 8 10 15 10.2
Indian 14 9 10 14 10.7
5th Gr.
White 72 8 11 13 10.8
Indian 24 10 12 15 12.3
éth Gr.
White 83 11 12 14 11.7
Indian 16 11 12.5 15 12.5
7th Gr. 
White 102 11 13 16 12.4
Indian 16 12 13 16 13.3
8th Gr.
White 84 11 13 16 15.7
Indian 13 13 15 16 14.4
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CORRELATING STUDY
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As a further attempt to ascertain whether other tearts 
would sustain the finding of the Unit Scales of Attainment 
results, the Nation-wide Every Pupil Scholarship Test results 
of the January 12, 1937 tests from one large school were tab- 
ulated. It was believed that this school would give a very 
good cross-section of the group studied.
The same care was used in giving these tests, as they were 
given under the direct supervision of the same person and 
scored by the people who had scored the former tests. However, 
they were given one year and three months later.
Table VI shows the Indian and white scores together with 
the state scores for the same test.
In English reports the Indians of the fourth grade lead 
the whites, but in no other grade. By referring to the Every 
Pupil Scholarship Test in Elementary English we find it is 
divided in sections marked punctuation, capitalization, sentence 
recognition and usage. By taking the punctuation, usage, and 
capitalization graphs of the Unit Scales as a composite whole, 
this seemingly Is borne out.
However, it is well to keep in mind that according to the 
state percentiles both the Indians and the whites are below 
the state norms. Attention is called to the fact that in but 
three cases are the norms above state norms and in those three 
cases, the Indians are the group above.
The reading results show the second and fourth grades 
ahead of the whites. Graph II shows Indians of one and two- 
eighths leading in early years. In spelling results the median
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scores of the second, fourth and eighth grades exceeded the 
median scores of the whites. Graph IX showed this to be the 
case.
In geography, the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades exceeded 
the whites. This bears out the findings recorded in Graph III.
In history, the fifth grade tied in their median with the 
whites but were low in the other grades for which we have the 
records. Our history graph. Graph VI, does not show by the 
composite curve that the "All Indians" are leading in any 
grade.
The fourth grade seems to be outstanding in attainment.
A coincidence in this group is that there are five Indians In 
It; one Is one-eighth, one is eleven-sixty-fourths, one is 
three-sixteenths, one is five-sixteenths and one is eight- 
sixteenths Indian blood.
The one-eighth Indian takes the lead in three subjects, 
while the eleven-sixty-fourths Indian takes the lead in the 
next two subjects. The one-half blood is at the bottom of the 
lino, and he takes fifth place in each subject.
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Jan. 12. 1937 Table VI
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COMPARISON OF PERCENTILE SCORES
Jan. 12. 1957 Table VI:
GEOGRAPHY HISTORY1 2  3 1 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ÔLow W 4 18 25 40 Low Til/ 21 22 42I 19 15: 29 44 I 23 32 48
8 1 S ^5“48L. Q .W
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CONCLUSIONS
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The writer started out to ascertain the differences in the 
intelligence and ahhievement between the Salish Indians and 
the whites with whom these Indians live and associate. The 
findings from our various studies tend to shows
1. The Salish Indians were classed by early explorers
and leaders as the "best Indians in the mountains."
2. The Salish Indians were the best farmers found by the
early white men.
3. The Salish Indians appear to be one of the most 
peaceable and d%untehtedbfd tribes.
4. The Salish were the most eager for the white man's 
religious culture.
5. People who know these Indians very well class them 
as of less intelligence than the whites, with their intelli­
gence rather definitely correlated negatively to their degeee 
of Indian blood.
6 . The estimates of business and professional people
of the intelligence of the brightest Indians rank those as of 
the average white man's intelligence. The average Indian was 
rated by those professional and business people as 80 to 90 
on the basis of 100 for the average white. The full bloods, 
who were rated a little lower than the average Indian, were 
placed between 75 and 90.
7. Intelligence tests bear out the theory that Indian 
children are not as intelligent as the white children.
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and that their intelligence is correlated to a marked degree 
negatively to their degree of Indian blood, their medians being; 
one-half, 89-; three-eighths, 87; two-eighths, 91; one-eighth, 
97; a composite score of all Indians, 93, and whites, 100.
8 . Grade for grade, the Salish Indian children are but 
little below the white children in their school work, with the 
degree of Indian blood again showing definitely in negative 
correlation to their degree of Indian blood.
9.Grade for age the Indian pupils are one year, and in 
some grades niore, older than the white children.
10. The seemingly close correlation between the white and 
Indian children does not exist for the reason that white 
children are competing with Indian children a year more mature 
than themselves.
11. The average Salish Indian is not a disciplinary 
problem in the schools.
12 The fact that very few full blood children are found 
on the Flathead Reservation leads one to conclude that the 
tribe is being rapidly assimilated by the white population.
In closing these words written by Captain John Mullan^^ 
in 1865 come to my mind;
”I have seen enough of Indians to convince me of 
this fact, that they can never exist in contact with 
the whites; and their only salvation is to be removed, 
far, far from their presence. But they have been 
removed so often that there seems now no place left
33. Captain John Mullan- op. cit. p. 24-25
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for their further migration; the waves of civilization 
have invaded their homes from both oceans, driving 
them year after year towards the Rocky Mountains ; and 
now that we propose to invade these mountain solitudes, 
to wrest from their hidden wealth, where under heavens 
can the Indians go? And may we not expect to see these 
people make one desperate struggle in the fastnesses of 
the Rocky Mountains for the maintenance of their last 
homes and the preservation of their lives. It is a 
matter that but too strongly commends itself to the 
early and considerate attention of the general govern­
ment. The Indian is destined to disappear before the 
white man, and the only question is, how it may best be 
done, and his disappearance from our midst tempered 
with those elements calculated to produce to himself 
the least amount of suffering, and to us the least 
amount of cost."
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K uhlm ann-A nderson Tests
f o u r t h  e d it io n
GRADE VI
NAME
L a s t First M id d le
Boy or Girl.................Grade.. Teacher
D A T E ............................................................School
Y e a r  M o n th  D a y
DATE of 
B IR T H ....
Y e a r  M o n th  D a y
.City
T e s t  N u m b e r




22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
See Scoring Procedure in  Instruction Manual.
Y e a r s  M o n th s
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E X A M P L E S :  bread  m e at eggs p late cheese
bush stone tree flower grass
1. top ra ttle  doll sled playing
2. book m arb les pencil m ap  slate
3. cup saucer plate spoon bowl
4. skating language arithm etic spelling reading
5. apples peaches nuts pears cherries
6. m other cousin brother aunt friend
7. tow n house village ham let city
8. sp arro w  b u tte rfly  bee rabb it eagle
9. you we and I  he
10. free happy glad joyous pleased
11. autom obile ship m otorcycle bicycle aeroplane
12. general ensign m ajor colonel captain
13. energetic ambitious cautious industrious zealous
14. am azem ent wonder surprise astonishment anger
15. foolhardy dangerous reckless venturesome rash
T«it Vo. aa
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box furn iture  bed cloth wood 
cherry seed fru it leafgrow
red pretty  dress fashion cloth
m eat w ater swim Ash food 
flock anim al m eat w oolly butchered 
precious value sparkles jew el ring  
carpenter nail tool useful iron  
v ^ e ta b le  green leaves healthful garden
boy strong Aghts muscle person 
shoot m uzzle weapon dangerous wound
tools trade man wages house
brig h t valuable m ineral ring money 
vehicle brake wood ride carriage
practice diamond healthful team sport
w ax birds honey insect stings
bum s spice powder strong flavor 
excellence best virtue rig h t desirable







• ■ • •
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A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
E X A M P L E S :  ( A )  T h e  th ird  le tte r  o f the  alphabet is ..................
( B )  T h e  second le tte r  before th e  s ix th
le tte r  is .....................................................................
1. T h e  fifth  le tte r of the alphabet i s ................................................... 1
2. T h e  second le tte r before the last le tte r is .   2
3. T h e  th ird  le tte r before M  i s ............................................................ 3
4. T h e  le tte r m idw ay between H  and N  is . . . .   4
5. T h e  second le tte r a fter the fourth  le tte r is ...........................  5
6. T h e  le tte r tw o letters to  the rig h t of the le tter E  is ........... 6
7. T h e  firs t le tte r to  the le ft of the tenth le tte r is . . - ......... 7
8. T h e  letters  of the w ord the in  the order in  which
they come in  the alphabet a r e .............................     8
9. T h e  letters of the w ord boy in  the order in which
they come a r e -------------------------------------------------------    9
10. T h e  w ord you get by putting  the first le tter between
the tw o m iddle letters of the alphabet is . . .  10
Test No. 26
r
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14. tr ia l
15. contest
table top paint legs cloth dishes 
tree shade nuts roots leaves branches
story pages shelf picture printing
nuts fu r ta il cage tree
hair owner mouse claws m ilk
arms legs rocker seat com fort
sidewalk w indow bed furnace door
shoes legs suit head knife
furn itu re  lam p people walls ceiling
encore perform er violin singing 
applause music
officers tents fighting soldiers ships 
deaths
music w ine guests dancing food
laughter
alarm  flame danger heat fireman
insurance
winds death thunder danger snow wrecks
banquets meetings committees clubhouse 
fun members
sentence crim e defendant judge ju ry  
g u ilt
opponents crowds row ing strength  
riva lry  dislike
Test No* 28
1
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Test No, S7
31 16 7 6 13 25 17 26
8 46 18 22 10 23 49 32
31 50 29 27 14 35 26 34
44 37 10 38 41 9 43 21
29 19 28 49 25 27 34 6
50 7 26 21 13 29 44 17
23 18 14 8 46 35 11 41
32 31 38 27 47 28 19 35
9 37 25 19 43 31 16 23
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E X A M P L E S :
chair book couch desk box letter
dog cheese dish potato table bread
1. d irt iron force silver wool w ire
2. ship waves cart road wagon bricks
3. store banana basket apple seed plum
4. sea rock m ountain lake storm  river
5. glass hat room  ribbon basket dress
6. robin w in ter horse song squirrel fence
7. rain  w ind sky steam heat w ater
8. brass piano violin party pleasure flute
9. submarine officer duty bomb trench gun
10. poetry physics physiology beauty chemistry
resonance
11. sermon newspaper m anuscript book magazine
speech
12. house cave bam  hotel store castle
13. paper crayon pencil blackboard pen in k
14. frog  feathers fish chicken anim al duck
15. gold ruby stone pearl jew el diamond
Teit Ko. 28
 #"j
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K-O-B-O  
T-O-F-S .
1. I-C -H  -D  -L  __
2. O-C-A-T ........
3. U-E-O -H -S
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EX A M PLES : m y not is book that
ran the boy the street down
1. apples trees on grow
2. play boys like marbles to
3. grow boys men to become up
4. is lesson girl her studying the
5. there days are the week in seven
6. children room of the out ran six
7. away winter for nuts store squirrels
8. Mary I runs as as fast
9. do go we Saturday school on not to
10. she youngest selected our the in girl room
11. thousand many a year cars makes Ford
12. true stories teacher about the a told them colonies
13. who her lost girl pencil the another bought
14. allowed upon skate to they never river were the
15. an embankment train leaped lost lives their and many people the
Test Ifo. 30
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EX A M PLES : girl come ill his
apple shell ripe banana
1. sit can pie big
2. ton sing boy some
3. tell some me can
4. why bury still you
5. are bat out tell
6. truth happy people riches
7, mirth beauty business ugly
8. trill hurry battle leaves
9. tramp lease trial found
10. across bought camel truce
11. makes story tremble asking
12. early income fashion simply
13. anchor sample truth ripple
14. beacon giving nation humble
15. family forgive angel bought
Test No. 31
1
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R E A D IN G
Directions: Read sample paragraph A carefully.
A
America, was discovered for Spain by an 
Italian sailor, Columbus, in 1492. Shortly after - 
this another Italian sailor, John Cabot, sailing  
from England, reached ‘the coast of Labrador. 
Still later the country was explored by the 
French sailor, Cartier, and the Spanish explor­
ers, Cortez and Ponce de Leon. America could 
be reached only by a long and dangerous 
voyage across the Atlantic ocean in small 
wooden sailing vessels.
-?• The paragraph is mainly about 
1. Columbus 2 . Labrador
3. crossing the Atlantic
4. discovery and exploration of America
5. Spain 1 ...... 4
B y whom was America discovered if
for Spain ? ^
1. John Cabot 2. Cartier 3. Columbus ,
4. Cortez 5. Ponce de Leon..........................f ...........
S. The early explorers came to J®
America in k
1. steamboats 2. sail-boats 3. airplanes
4. canoes 5. rowboats S............
4 . The early explorers o f America *
were il®
1. foolish 2. weak 3. cowardly |||t
4. brave 5. fearful 4 ..........
Beginning with paragraph 1 below, read each paragraph carefully, then draw a 
line under the one word or phrase that is true for each question or statement at the 
right of the paragraph and put its number in the space at the right as in the samples 
above. You may read the paragraph more than once if you need to do so.
The telephone is made of many different 
things. The wires are made of gold, silver and 
platinum melted together. The receiver case 
is made of rubber. The part into which you  
speak, called the transmitter, contains alumi­
num, mica, nickel, coal and a paper made from  
linen. Iron, copper, tin and zinc are used on 
the inside of the receiver, the part you hold 
to your ear. Shellac is used in making the 
mouth-piece.
1
-Z. Paragraph 1 is mainly about 
1. metals 2 . telephone wires
3. making the telephone
4. parts of the telephone
5. what telephones are made of 1 .. .
W hich of these is used in making
the transmitter?
1. coal 2. silver 3. rubber 4. zinc 
5. shellac S . ...
W hich of these is used in making 
the receiver?
1. gold 2. nickel 3. tin 4. linen 
5. mica 3 .. .
4- Copper is used in making the 
1. wires 2. transmitter 3. receiver case
4. receiver 5. mouth-piece 4. ...
Nearly every insect lives through four 
stages in its life. The first stage is the egg. 
The second is the larva stage. In this stage 
some insects are grubs, some are m aggots and 
some are caterpillars. The larva eats leaves, 
grains and vegetables, causing great loss to 
farmers. During the third or pupa stage the 
insect is usually resting or sleeping and often 
is inside a cocoon. The pupa is sometimes 
called a chrysalis. The last is the adult stage, 
when the insect is full grown, has w ings and 
lays eggs. Grasshoppers, bees, ants and mos­




The cocoon is found when an 
insect is a
1. maggot 2. pupa 3. larva 4. grub 
S. adult 5..
Most damage by insects is done 
when they
1. are larvae 2 . have wings
3. are adults 4. are cocoons
S. are pupae 6 . ..
E ggs are laid by
1. maggots 2. grubs 3. pupae
4. cocoons 5. mosquitoes 7 ..
E ggs are laid by %
1. caterpillars 2 . grasshoppers ÿ(
3. chrysalis 4. pupae 5. larvae 8 ........... 15
Continue on next pa g e
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At the tim e A nsgar arrived in Sweden in the 
linth century iron was in universal use in the 
ountry and had been so since the fifth century 
lefore Christ. It w as during this period, the 
ron Age, that, the inhabitants ,pf Sweden first 
lecame acquainted w ith brass, silver, lead and 
dass, as w ell as iron. A s works of iron could 
lot, like those of bronze, be produced only by 
lasting, the sm ith’s craft came to have far 
reater significance during this age. Prior to  
he Iron A ge there was another period, the 
konze A ge, when the use of iron w as alto­
gether unknown. W eapons and tools were 
hen made of bronze— a mixture of copper and 
in. Gold was th e  only other metal known dur- 
ng this period, which continued from about 
he 15th century B. C. to the fifth century B. C. 
kevious to the Bronze A ge the people of 
Sweden were in com plete ignorance of the use 
)f any m etals.,T hey were compelled to make 
heir weapons and im plem ents of such mate- 
ials as stone, horn, bone, and wood. This 
)eriod is recognized as the Stone Age.
When Bamboo w as brought to live in the 
!oo, five years ago, he was just a baby. One 
(f the principal difficulties in keeping a gorilla 
live in captivity is hom esickness and loneli- 
less. To keep him company Lizzie was shipped 
nth him from Africa. T hey became great 
ilaymates and are great playfellows today, al- 
hough Bamboo is grow ing rapidly toward the 
itage in a gorilla’s life where he turns brutally 
iavage. A couple o f tim es a young ape has been 
ilaced in the cage w ith them. Bamboo treated 
he newcomer like a long-lost brother— some­
one to wrestle about with. Lizzie, however, is 
hanged into a biting, tearing, punching little  
demon until the stranger is removed.
In a typical flower there are four distinct 
yhorls, an outer calyx of sepals, usually green  
ti color and protective in function ; w ithin it is 
he corolla of petals, comm only highly colored 
0 attract insects; next the androecium of sta- 
nens, arising from receptacles w ithin the pet­
its and consisting each of a stalk, the filament, 
m which is an anther containing the pollen 
;acs from which the pollen is ultim ately dis­
charged, and in the center the pistil or gynoe- 
tium of carpels which is made up of stigm a, 
style and ovary, and after flowering, is en-
,3 ...
P aragrap h  3 is  m a in ly  abou t
1.Ansgar’s arrival in Sweden
2. Iron Age in Sweden
3. metals used in Sweden at different
.7 periods. ' c  . . - 7 . ' . ' 1 7?
4. weapons used in different a g e s: . .... . . .  ?..
. ... d^-what'fironze is  made oL -- ^
:W h ich  of; th ese  were- in: u se  dur^:' 
in g  the S to n e  A g e ?  ■
1. glass ' 2. copper 3. lead 4. w ood -? -
5. tin 10 ..............
W h ich  o f th ese  cam e in to  use  
d u rin g  th e  Iron  A g e?
1. bronze 2. gold 3. brass 4. horn
5. copper 11 .............
5,000 years a g o  th e  people o f  
S w ed en  m ad e th eir  to o ls  o f  
1. bronze 2. stone 3. copper
4. iron 5. brass 12 .............
13. W h ich  o f th ese  cam e in to  use  
d u rin g  th e  B ron ze A g e?
1. silver 2. brass 3. bone 4. glass
5. gold 13 .............
14- A rtic les  o f iron  w ere m ade by  
c a st in g  and a lso  by  
1. baking 2. cutting 3. hammering
4. heating and hammering
5. pressing into shape 14 ............
4
13. P aragraph  4 is  m ain ly  about 
1. Bamboo and Lizzie 2. an ape
3. Bamboo 4. Lizzie’s fighting
5. a zoo 15 .............
16. W h en  a n ew co m er  is put in th e  
cage, L izz ie  becom es
1. friendly 2. jealous 3. cowardly
4. sorrowful 5. afraid 16 .............
ly .  G orillas require
1. much care 2. large quantities of food
3. freedom 4. much exercise
5. companionship 17 .............
18. W h en  about five years o f age  
go r illa s  u su a lly
1. become dangerous 2. become homesick
3. become lonely 4. die
5. become gentle 18 .............
5
19- P aragrap h  5 is m ain ly  about
1. functions of different part of a flower
2. variations in flowers
3. structure of flowers
4. interrelationships of different parts 
of a flower
5. evolution of flowers 19 .............
^6. T h e  p istil con ta in s
1. petals 2. anthers 3. sepals
4. stigmas 5. filaments 20.............
Continue on next p age
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larged to form the fruit and contain the seeds. 
The parts of the calyx are sometimes free or 
separate, at other times united; in the former 
case, the calyx is polysepalous, in the latter 
gamosepalous. A  corolla is dipetalous, tripe ta­
lons, etc., according as it has two, three, etc., 
separate parts; the general name polypetalous 
is given to corollas with separate parts, while 
those in which the parts are united are mono- 
petalous, gamopetalous or sympetalous. The  
filaments may cohere to a greater or lesser ex­
tent, the anthers remaining free. Thus, all the 
filaments may unite to form a tube around the 
pistil, in which case the term monodelphous is 
used, or they may be arranged in two bundles 
(diadelphous) as in the pea. W hen a gynoe- 
cium consists of a single carpel it is simple or 
monocarpellary, when composed of several car­
pels, each of which has its own ovary, style 
and stigma, it is compound or polycarpellary.
6
The people of Athens and Sparta spoke a 
common language, Greek. Athens, rising high 
from the plain and exposed to the fresh breezes 
from the sea, was a fast growing city of busy 
trade, but not so busy but that the freemen 
loved to sit in the sun and discuss poetry or 
listen to the wise words of a philosopher w ith­
out a thought of war. Sparta, built at the bot­
tom of a deep valley, used the surrounding 
mountains as a barrier to foreign thought. It 
was an armed camp, where the people knew  
how to fight and liked to fight but they never 
wrote a line that was considered literature. 
W hen Athens, attacked by the Persians in 
superior numbers, asked aid of Sparta, too  
small an army was dispatched to keep Athens 
from being sacked by the Persians, but when 
the Persians with their larger numbers threat­
ened to overrun all Greece, the Spartans led 
the victorious land attack on the Persians 
while the Athenian ships destroyed the 
enemy’s fleet. Famous sculptors, painters and 
scientists were sought far and wide to help re­
build the city of Athens and make it more 
beautiful but at the same time high walls were 
built to make it the strongest fortress of that 
day, stronger by far than Sparta, despite the 
fact that the Persians had been completely 
broken.
7
Although wages have been rising for half a 
century the natural connection between labor 
and ownership, as the means by which labor 
is made effective, has been severed in the large 
manufacturing industries. Sharing in the prof­
its has been adopted in some enterprises and 
piece payment has been advocated in others, 
but neither has been found an adequate substi­
tute for the present wage system  and neither
21. When the petals of a flower are
separate the corolla is
1. gamopetalous 2. dipetalous
3. monopetalous . 4. sympetalous
5. polypetalous....................  ^1.
W hen the sepals are separate the 
calyx is' :
L polysepalous :2 .'polycarpellary
3. monodelphous 4. gamosepalous
5. diadelphous . . 22.
23 . The development and distribution 
of the pollen is a function of the
1. corolla 2 . calyx 3. styles 4. stamens
5. ovaries 28.
The stam ens are usually
1. green 2 . parts of the corolla
3. bearers of the pollen sacs
4. protective in function
5. highly colored 24.
29 .
<̂5. T h e  paragraph is  m a in ly  about the ^
1. Persian attack upon Athens ®
2. the contrast between Athens and Sparta (it
3. rebuilding of Athens |jy
4. destruction of the Persian attackers jj,,
5. union of Sparta and Athens 2 5 ....... :1|
A th en s and Sparta had sim ilar sm
1. speech 2. ideals 3. interests
4. ideas 5. attitudes 2 6 . .....
■̂ 7. T h e  S p artan s ev id en tly  looked  
upon th e g ro w th  o f A th en s  w ith
1. suspicion 2. admiration 3. envy
4. pride 5. fear...........................................2 7 .....
T h e  Sp artans fo u g h t w ith  the  
A th en ia n s aga in st th e P ersian s
1. to aid the Athenians
2 . because they liked to fight
3. because they hated the Persians
4. to protect themselves
5. to win the approval of the Athenians 2 8 .....
30 .
The thing which the Spartans and 
Athenians had in common was
1. trained army 2 . foreign trade
3. literary products 4. interest in art
S. language 29.
The Spartans were evidently
1. artistically gifted 2. self centered
3. liberal in their views 4. peace-loving
S. of wide interests SO.
3 1 . The natural connection between 
labor and ownership is found in
1. manufacturing 2 . mining 3 . shipping
4. agriculture S. education 31.
Continue on next p a ^
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involves the natural connection between labor 
and ownership. In the days when it was pos­
sible for any workman of good parts to become 
the owner of the shop, this natural connection 
was a real one, and still is, in the agricultural 
industries where the working farmers own the 
land. Under existing industrial conditions 
there is no w ay in which this identity can be re­
established in the manufacturing, mining and 
transportation industries except by some form  
of industrial partnership which transfers to the 
workers not only a measure of control but also 
prospect of loss as well as profit to result 
from wisdom  or mistakes. U nless the risks of 
an enterprise, as well as its possible profits, are 
shared by all who enter in the control of an in­
dustry, advantageous changes in machinery or 
processes w ill be resisted and neither progres­
sive nor prudent minds developed.
8
Just as at any earlier date the scientist 
looked first upon the molecule and then upon 
the atom as the ultimate element of matter, so 
today he envisages all the stuff of the universe 
in terms of electrons and protons, the negative 
and positive electricities which were earlier 
assumed to explain all electrical phenomena. 
So now we say that matter is granular in struc­
ture and electrical in nature. The constant 
change and motion of matter which appear as 
chemical, electrical or gravitational phenom­
ena are ascribed to energy, the existence of 
which is an inference from the motions in­
volved in the changes that occur in the form, 
chemical com position or location of bodies of 
matter. Only in this kinetic form can it be 
measured or detected, for between such occa­
sions it masks its potentialities and appears as 
harmless as the explosive shell, the high ten­
sion wires or the reservoir of still water in the 
hills above the hydroelectric plant. To fill the 
broad spaces in which our tangible and pon­
derable matter forms mere specks, a vast ether 
is assumed through which energy may be 
transmitted from one body to another, wheth­
er as light or heat from solar bodies, or as so- 
called ether waves from a radio broadcasting 
station to a receiving set. Of the three entities 
of matter, energy and ether— ether is the most 
debatable assumption for energy may not be 
transmitted through a continuous ethereal me­
dium but hurtled through space like a bullet, 
for which there is much evidence. In a science 
where the ether is a convenient postulate and 
energy a form less unknown, the electron 
stands out in stark reality as a definite pon­
derable particle, the tiny material and ultimate 
element of the universe.
S2. The natural connection between 
labor and ownership is found in
such an enterprise
1. ra ilw ays 2. departm ent stores
3. steam ship  lines 4. coal m in es
S. dairy  farm s SB.
BS. In the-transportation industry the 
workers mainly
1. share in th e m anagem ent
2. receive w a g es  3. share in  the profits
4. share in  th e risks and profits
5. share in th e ow nership  33.
BA. The means by which labor is made 
effective is
1. ow nersh ip  b y  w orkers 2. h igh  w a g es
3. profit sharing 4. p iece paym ent
S. freedom  from  risk 3A.
8
BB. T h e  paragraph is m ain ly  about
1. nature of en ergy
2. u ltim ate e lem en t of m atter
3. nature of m atter, energy and ether
4. e lectrical and gravitational phenom ena
5. kinetic form  of energy 35.
36. H eat from  th e sun is th o u g h t o f as
1. gravitational phenom ena
2. transm ission  of en ergy
3. m otion  of bodies 4. ether w a v es
5. chem ical phenom ena 36.
37. T an g ib le  m atter  is th o u g h t by  
sc ien tists  to  c o n s ist  o f
1. en ergy  in its  k inetic form
2. the ether in space
3. gravitational phenom ena
4. electrons and protons
5. ether w a v es 37.
38. T h e  sm allest know n p articles of 
w h ich  th in g s  are com posed  are
1. k inetic form s of en ergy  2. m olecu les
3. a tom s 4. chem ical phenom ena
5. electrons 38.
39. T h e  ex isten ce  o f en ergy  is  
inferred from
1. changes in th e location  of m atter
2. the chem ical com position  of m atter
3. reservoirs of w ater
4. granular structure of m atter
5. ether w a v es 39,
AO. T h e  ex isten ce  of w h ich  o f th ese  is  
an assu m p tion  on ly?
1. electron s 2. gravitation al phenom ena
3. ether 4. en erg y  5. atom s AO.
’E n d  o fK lï ïU ir if /  test. Look over your work.
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G E O G R A P H Y
D irectio n s: Read these two sentences carefully.
A. Furs are a product o f  1. fishing 2. hunting 3. lumbering 4. manufacturing 5. mining A 2.,
B. T h e  anim al o f the desert th at can g o  the lo n g e s t  tim e w ith o u t w ater  is the
1. horse 2. cow 3. goat 4. sheep 5. camel - - .  - - - _
You see that there are five possible answers in each sentence. Only one answer is right. 
In the first sentence the right answer is hunting, so a line is drawn under hunting, and 
the number in front of it, 2 , is put at the end of the line.
Now look at the second sentence above and listen to the next directions.
In each of the following sentences you are to find the right answer, draw a line under it 
and then put the number that is in front of it at the end of the line, just as in the samples 
above.
1 . T h e m ost im portant fruit th at w e g e t  from  the H a w aiian  Islan d s is 1. grapefruit
2. pineapples 3. oranges 4. lemons 5. bananas - - -  - -  - -  - -
2 . T h e surface o f A n tarctica  co n sists  o f 1. forests 2. grasslands 3. sands 4. rocky ex­
posures 5. snow and ice - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3. T h e U n ited  S ta tes is in the 1. north temperate belt 2. south temperate belt 3. north
frigid belt 4. south frigid belt 5. torrid belt - - -  - -  - -  - -
4. T h e nom ads of the A rabian D esert live  in 1. houses of wood 2 . houses of stone
3. houses of adobe brick 4. tents 5. houses of burnt brick - - - - - -
5- T h e largest city  of G erm any is 1. Hamburg 2. Munich 3. Berlin 4. Essen 5. Breslau
1. Rocky Mountains 2. Sierra Nevada 
5. block mountains of the Great Basin
3. Mexico City 4. Tuxpam
6. The greatest mountain mass in the W est is the
Mountains 3. Coast Ranges 4. Cascade Mountains
7. The largest city of M exico is 1. Vera Cruz 2. Tampico
5. Pueblo - - -  - -  - -  - - - - - - - -
8. Norway is warmer than the northeastern coast of North America because
1. it is much nearer the equator 2 . it is much nearer the north pole
3. It is nearly at the level of the sea 4. it is nearly surrounded by water
5. it receives warm winds from the ocean - - -  - -  - -  - -
9. Sailors who go out into the Arctic Ocean, fear most 1, storms 2 . ocean currents
3. fogs 4. ice 5. shallow places - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -
1 0 . Greenwich, England, has a famous 1. castle 2 . observatory 3. prison 4. bridge
5. church - - -  - -  - -  - - - - - - - -
11 . T he m ost im portant kind of live stock in the N etherlands is 1. hogs 2 . sheep
3. horses 4. dairy cattle 5. beef cattle - - -  - -  - -  - -
12 . The chief industry of England is 1. farming 2 . fishing 3. manufacturing 4 . mining
S. lumbering -
13. The greatest am ount of developed w ater pow er is in the continent of
1. North America 2. South America 3. Europe 4. Asia 5. Africa - - - -
14. T he greatest m anufacturing city  of France is 1. Havre 2 . Marseilles
3. Lyon 4. Lille S. Paris - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -
15. T he m ost im portant river of China is the 1. Tarim 2. Amur 3. Yangtze
4. Si 5. Ĥ w'ang — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
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16. S h a n g h a i h a s  b een  ca lled  th e  N e w  Y ork  o f C hina because 1. this city has many sky­
scrapers 2. this city is in command of the best route through the mountains
3. this city has foreigners from almost every nation
4. this city is on the flood plain of a great river 5. this city is the leading seaport of China 16. .
17. T h e  early  se ttle rs  fou n d  th a t N e w  E n g la n d  in  co n tra st to  E n g la n d  had
1. colder summers 2. colder winters 3. heavier rainfall 4. a longer growing season
5. a lighter snowfall -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  -  17..
18. T h e  an n u al ra in fa ll in  m o st o f th e  d en se ly  populated  reg ion s o f th e  w orld  is
1. between 20 and 80 inches 2. between 0 and 20 inches 3. between 80 and 120 inches
4. between 120 and 150 inches S. between 150 and 200 inches - - - - - -  18 ..
19. T h e  ch ie f p ort o f  Japan for e x p o r tin g  raw  silk  is 1. Osaka 2. Nagasaki 3. Kobe
4. Yokohama S. Nagoya - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  19.
20. T h e  m o st im p ortan t ex p o rt o f th e  fo re sts  o f S iam  is 1. rubber 2. nuts 3. teak wood
4. mahogany 5. wood pulp for paper - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  20..
21. T h e  ch ie f b u ild in g  m ateria l for  h o u ses  in  th e  N eth er la n d s is  1. wood 2. bricks
3. sandstone 4. limestone 5. sheet iron - - - - - - - - - - -  21. .
22. T h e  lea d in g  o ccu p ation  o f  Japan is  1. manufacturing 2. mining 3. fishing 4. farming
5. lumbering - 22.
23. T h e  U n ited  S ta te s  is  d iv ided  in to  1. two time belts 2. three time belts
3. four time belts 4. five time belts 5. six time belts -  - -  - -  - -  -  23.
24. China p rodu ces about th ree-fou rth s o f th e w o r ld ’s su p p ly  o f 1. lead 2. zinc
3. antimony 4. copper 5. emeralds - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  24.
25. T h e  la rg est c ity  o f th e P acific  S ta te s  is  1. Seattle 2. Portland 3. San Francisco
4. San Diego 5. Los Angeles - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - 25.
26. T h e  c ity  o f  B ak u  on th e  C asp ian  Sea is  k n ow n  for 1. oil refineries 2. flour mills
3. sugar mills 4. textile mills 5. shipyards - -  - ...................................................26.
27 T h e  lea d in g  co u n try  in  th e  produ ction  o f copper is 1. Japan 2. Belgian Congo
3. Chile 4. the United States 5. P e r u .................................................................................................. 27.
28 G erm any lea d s th e  w orld  in  th e  produ ction  o f 1. sugar beets 2. rye 3. oats 4. barley
5. flax - - - ...............................................   28.
29. A nother nam e for firth is 1. peak 2. plateau 3. grassland 4. lake 5. estuary - - 2 9 .
30. T h e  lake p la in  o f N e w  Y o rk  S ta te  is  fam ou s for 1. wheat 2. fruits 3. vegetables
4. dairy cattle 5. s h e e p .............................................................................................................................. ^0.
31. T h e  lea d in g  co tto n  m a n u factu rin g  cen ter  o f Ind ia  is  1. Calcutta 2. Madras
3. Karachi 4. Bombay S. H y d e r a b a d .................................... ......... ...............................................
32. T h e  grea t e x p o r t crop  o f E g y p t is 1. wheat 2. cotton 3. rice 4. corn 5. dates 32.
^  *  .  -  4  f  ,  '  _ i  T i 4 r - i ______ 4  o  - : i —
33.
33. T h e  m o st im p ortan t m ineral produ ct o f B ritish  M alaya  is  1. gold 2. silver _
35. A  very  im p ortan t m ineral ex p o rted  from  n orth ern  A frica  is  1. phosphate 2. silver
3. copper 4. gold 5. p o t a s h ............................................................................................................ 35.
36. T h e  c ity  o f N ew  Y o rk  is  b u ilt m a in ly  on  l.a n  isthmus 2. peninsulas 3. islands ^
37. Albem aHe Sound borders the state o f 1. North Carolina^ 2. South Carolina 3. Georgia
38. T h e ^ a n a r y  is la n d s  b e lo n g  to  1. Portugal 2. Italy 3. Great Britain 4. France  ̂ _ gg
39. A t ^ l ^ p o r t l n t  product of North C hina is  _ l.r ice  2. soy beans 3. tea _
40. Th citP^ofl:he Balkan P eninsula  is l.Brigrade 2. Bucharest 3. Salonika _
4. Istanbul 5. Athens
Number right,
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L IT E R A T U R E
D irections: Read these two sentences carefully: '
A. In the story of “Joseph and His Brothers,” Joseph’s brothers treated him very 1. kindly .,.
2. cruelly 3. justly '4. nobly 5. generously ' -- - - - . - - -' , - A....... 2.
B. Robinson Crusoe was 1. lost on the ocean 2. left by his sailors 3. lost in a desert
4. shipwrecked on an island 5. seized by bandits - - - - - - - - B...........
You see that there are five possible answers in each sentence. Only one answer is right.
In the first sentence the right answer is cruelly, so a line is drawn under cruelly, and the 
number in front of it, 2 , is put at the end of the line.
Now look at the second sentence above and listen to the next directions. '
In each of the following sentences you are to find the right answer, draw a line under it and 
then put the number that is in front of it at the end of the line, just as in the samples above.
1. In “The Pied Piper of Hamelin,” the pied piper was followed by 1. cats 2. dogs 3. rats
4. birds 5. snakes - - - - - — — - — - - _ _ - 1 . ..........
2. Penrod was a I. soldier 2. hunter 3. bandit 4. sailor S. boy _ _ _ _ _  2 ...........
3. Helen of Troy was I. a Greek 2. an English 3. an American 4. a French S. a Dutch
woman _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 3 , .... .
4. In the story of “Reynard the Fox,” Bruin was caught by the Fox's 1. greater strength
2. faster running 3. kindness 4. trickery 5. honesty _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..4...........
5* The poem “Miles Standish,” is about 1. a shipwreck 2. a courtship 3. an Indian attack
4. an exploring party 5. scattering a settlement -....................................................................5............
6 . Heidi in her new home in Frankfort was very 1. homesick 2 . sullen 3. happy 4 . peevish
5. spiteful _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 0 , .........
7. Sir Galahad was a 1. crusader 2 . prince 3. king 4. knight 5. baron _ _ _ 7...........
8 . The Barefoot Boy was a 1. savage 2. nature lover 3. bully 4. lazy idler 5. fighter _ - 8 ............
9. The story, “Tom Sawyer,” is 1. sad 2. inspiring- 3. joyful 4. frightful 5. humorous -....9............
10. In the poem “My Bed is a Boat,” the sailor is a 1. feather 2. toy 3. little child 4. doll
5. fairy -
11. Indian characters are prominent in 1. The House of Seven Gables 2. The Great Stone Face
3, Ivanhoe 4. The Legend of Sleepy Hollow 5. Deerslayer - _ _ _ - H
12. The poem. The Daffodils, is 1. mysterious 2. joyful 3. humorous 4. heroic S. sad - 12.
13. Anne of Green Gables was 1. sickly 2. bad-mannered 3. wealthy 4. an orphan
S. bad-tempered - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
14. Ivanhoe is a story of the days of 1. Chivalry 2. colonial America 3. Spanish explora­
tion 4. the industrial revolution in England S. French revolution .- - _ _ _ 14 ...........
15. The greatest heroes of the Iliad were 1. Jonathan and Samson 2. Tom and Huck
3. Achilles and Hector 4. Penrod and Sam S. Lohengrin and Arthur _ _ _ _ 45 ...........
16. WMch one of these gives a picture of life in early England? 1. Evangeline 2.Hiawatha
3. Vision of Sir Launfall 4. Arthur and His Knights of the Round Table S. Snowbound........ 16...........
17. Abou Ben Adhem 1. was selfish 2. was afraid of God 3. loved his fellow men
4. loved God 5. was a hypocrite - 47
18. Which one of these is a story based upon facts of history? 1. Two Years Before the Mast
2. Penrod 3. Secret Garden 4. Midsummer Night’s Dream 5. Evangeline _ _ _ 4g...........
19. by 1. Scott 2. Cooper 3. Tennyson
20. “The Great Stone Face” is an 1. essay 2. short story 3. poem 4 . play S. novel _
Continue on next  page
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21. Holmes’ poem, “How the Old Horse Won the Bet,’’ is 1. joyful 2. inspiring 3. sad
4. humorous S. mysterious - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  21,
22. “The Merchant of Venice’’ is a I. novel 2. play 3. essay 4. short story 5. poem -  - 22..
23. Kipling’s poem, “Recessional,” shows that 1. worldly power is temporary
2. kings never doubt their power 3. boasting wins success 4. captains never fail
5. force always wins - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - 23. .
24. “The Gold Bug” is a 1. novel 2. play 3. poem 4. essay 5. short story - - -  - 24..
25. “To a Waterfowl” was written by 1. Lanier 2. Poe 3. Bryant 4. Whittier 5. Lowell - 25..
26. In “The Idylls of the King,” the Knights of the Round Table 1. robbed the villages
2. raided neighboring lands 3. conquered weaker peoples 4, fought for the oppressed
5 . cared for the poor - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - 26. .
27. Bret Harte was 1. a short story writer 2. an English poet 3. an American poet
4 .an English novelist 5 .a New England novelist - '  - - - - - -  - 27. .
28. Gray’s “Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard,” is a tribute to those who 1. attain fame
2. conquer others 3. live honestly 4. die in war 5. fail - - - - - - -  28. .
29. In “The Vision of Sir Launfal,” Sir Launfal found the holy grail in l.h is own castle
2. battle 3. church 4. preaching to the hard-hearted 5. sharing his little with a leper - 29.
30. In “Tom Brown’s School Days,” Tom came to 1. hate the Doctor 2. love him
3. despise him 4. fear him 5. be intimate with him - - - - - - - -  30.
31. The poem, “Maud Muller,” is 1. sad 2. heroic 3. joyful 4. frightful S. humorous - - 31.
32. Lowell was 1. a Scotch poet 2: an English poet 3. a New England poet 4. an American
novelist 5. an English novelist - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - 3 2 .
33 In “How They Brought the Good News from Ghent to Aix,” those who reached Aix were 
1 all three horsemen 2. Dirck and Joris 3. Dirck alone 4. Joris alone 5. Roland and 
his rider - - -  - -  - -  - ....................................................................33.
34. In “Sohrab and Rustum,” Rustum refused during the combat to tell Sohrab who he was
because he thought Sohrab 1. would be afraid to fight 2. would boast of challenging 
him 3. was his son 4. was a girl 5. was a poor fighter - - - - - - 34.
35. As a boy at Castle Devlen, Myles, in “Men of Iron,” was 1. cautious 2. timid 3. under­
handed 4. courageous 5. lonesome - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  35.
- 36.
36. In Brewing’s poem, “Home Thoughts from Abroad.” the poet tells of the beauties of
England in the 1. summer 2. fall 3. winter 4. sprmg S. evening " " " 7
37. Lenore is a character in 1. Annabel Lee 2. The Bells 3. The Raven 4. Fall of the
House of Usher 5. the Gold B u g ..................................................................................- - 37.
s a . . , .
5. Huldah M e s e r v e .......................................................................................... .........
39. Browning was 1. an American poet 2. an English poet 3. a short story writer 4. an
English novelist 5. an American novelist - - - - ..................................................39.
40. W h i c h  o n e  o f  these was an English poet? 1. Poe 2. Whitman 3. Lanier 4. Lowell
5. S h e l l e y .........................................................................................................................................
Number right .
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E L E M E N T A R Y  S C IE N C E
1D irectio n s : Read these two sentences carefully. S'
A. T h e  sun rises in the 1. evening 2. west 3. south 4. morning S. north - -  - - A 4.... j/
B. W o o d  com es from  1. lakes 2. trees 3. mines 4. river bedf 5. plants - - - - g ..........
You see that there are five possible answers in each sentence. Only one answer is right.
In the first sentence the right answer is morning, so a line is drawn under morning, and the
number in front of it, 4, is put at the end of the line.
Now look at the second sentence above and listen to the next directions. 5,1
In each of the following sentences you are to find the right answer, draw a line under it
and then put the number that is in front of it at the end of the line, just as in the samples
■ above.
 _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________   V
1. E nam el is a part o f on e’s 1. heart 2. brain 3. lungs 4. teeth S. intestines - 1............  l ]
2. A  food  th at con ta in s m uch starch  is 1. potatoes 2. lettuce 3. tomatoes 4. spinach
5. cabbage - - - - - -  - - -  - -  - -  - -  - 2 . ............
3. T h e  part o f an electric circuit th at burns ou t w h en  th ere is too  m uch current is the
1. faucet 2. valve 3. damper 4. switch 5. fuse - - - - - - -  - 8 ..............
4. A  bird th a t u su a lly  builds its  n est on  the ground or in lo w  bushes is the U (
1. robin 2. swallow 3. meadow-lark 4. wren 5. bluebird - - - - - - - 4....
5. T h e  part o f a furnace pipe w h ich  con tro ls  th e  draft is  a 1. faucet 2. damper 3. valve
4. switch S. fuse - - -  - -  - -  - - - -  - -  - -  5............ ,
6. G erm s m ay be k illed  by 1. moisture 2. warmth 3. dirt 4. boiling 5. water - - 6............
7. T h e  m olar teeth  are designed  for 1. grinding food 2. defense 3. biting off food n
4. good looks 5. attacking an enemy - - - -  - -  - -  - -  - 7 .............
8. Saliva is a d ig estiv e  ju ice found in th e 1. stomach 2. intestines 3. mouth 4. liver
5. pancreas - - -  - -  - - - - - - - -  - - 8 . ...............  &
9* D istan ce  above sea level is ca lled  1. latitude 2. altitude 3. longtitude 4. velocity
5. density — — — — — 0 . ...........
10* H ard w ater  m eans 1. cold water 2. frozen water 3. impure water 4. distilled water |
5. water containing dissolved minerals _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  10.........
11. T h e  flow ers of clover are pollinated  by 1. honey bee 2. grasshoppers 3. mosquitoes ^
4. house flies 5. b i r d s ..................................................................................................................._ 11............
12. A  flow er that gro w s b e s t  in th e sh ady  w o o d s is th e 1. buttercup 2. daisy 3. aster
4. bloodroot 5. poppy - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12..............
13' A  con ste lla tion  is a 1. large star 2. a group of stars 3. the north star 4. bright star
5. a planet -............................................................................................................................................ - 1 3 .............
14. T h e  bones o f the back are called  1. radius 2. ulna 3. humerus 4. spheroid 5. vertebrae 14............... ^
A n  anim al helpful to  m an is the 1. rat 2. rattlesnake 3. toad 4. gopher S. field mouse 15.............
16. L igam en ts are found in  1. joints 2. the head 3. the intestines 4. the glands 5. the
s t o m a c h ...............................................  16.............
17. A n exam ple o f a g a s  is 1. iodine 2. carbon 3. quartz 4. hydrogen S. radium - - 17..............
18. A n  exam ple o f a w ater  form ed rock is 1. granite 2. limestone 3. pumice 4. basalt
5-g n e i s s ...................................................................................................................................... -......... 18..............
19. R ock m ade up o f m ica, felspar and quartz is called  1. hornblende 2. obsidan
3. granite 4. shale S. basalt - - - - - -  - - - -  - -  - 1 9 .
20. L im e is used in m ak ing  1- brick 2. terracotta 3. asphalt 4. asbestos 5. plaster - 20..............  ^
Continue on next page
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21. T h e  v erteb rae  are parts o f  th e 1- skull 2. foot 3. heart 4. backbone S. arm - - 21.
22. A  sta m en  is  a part o f a 1. bird 2. flower 3. insect 4. seed 5. leaf - - - 22. .
23. T h e  part o f th e  ey e  th a t ch a n g es  in  lo o k in g  from  so m eth in g  c lo se  by to  som e­
th in g  far a w a y  is th e  1. lens 2. cornea 3. retina 4. iris 5. optic nerve - - - 23. .
24. A  fo o t-p o u n d  is a u n it o f 1. distance 2. weight 3. energy 4. capacity S. work • - 24 ..
25. L ig h t tra v e ls  a t the rate o f  1. 1,100 feet 2. 5,200 feet 3. 186,000 miles 4. 25,000 miles
5. 8,000 miles a second - 25. .
26. A t sea  lev e l w a ter  b o ils  a t 1- 100° F. 2. 144° F. 3. 182 F. 4. 212° F. 5. 256° F. 26 ..
27. T h e  sy ste m  to  w h ich  th e  cap illaries b e lo n g  is th e 1. circulatory 2. digestive
3. excretory 4. respiratory 5. nervous - - -  - -  - -  - -  - 27 ..
28. W a te r  is  m ade up o f  tw o  e lem en ts, o x y g e n  and 1. sodium 2. nitrogen 3. carbon
4. helium 5. hydrogen - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  28 ..
29. O f th e  fo llo w in g  th e fo o d  th a t co n ta in s  th e m ost iron is 1- lemons 2. peaches ,
3. raisins 4. potatoes S. cabbage - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  -  29 ..
30. A  co m p lete  se t o f ad u lt hum an tee th  has 1. 24 teeth 2. 20 teeth 3. 28 teeth
4. 32 teeth 5. 36 teeth - - -  - -  - - -  - -  - -  - 30 ..
31. A  p lan t th a t reproduces b y  m eans o f spores is the 1. dandelion 2. daisy 3. buttercup
4. aster 5. fern - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  31. .
32. W o o le n  c lo th  keeps us w arm er in w in ter  than  does co tto n  c lo th  because it
1. is a poor heat conductor 2. is thicker 3. has a coarser weave 4. comes from an animal
5. wears well - - - - - - -  - - -  - -  - -  - -  32. .
33. A n  organ  n ecessa ry  for  p lan ts to  produce seed s is th e 1. corolla 2. calyx 3. ovules
4. pistil S. petals - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  33. .
34. V erteb ra te  an im als d iffer from  oth er an im als in h av in g  1. four legs 2. backbones
3. hair 4. milk glands 5. a nervous system - - -  - -  - -  - -  34^
35. W h e n  air is coo led  it 1. becomes dryer 2. expands 3, falls 4. goes up
5. becomes lighter - - - - - - - - - - - - -  35. .
36. T h e  sa liva  1. dissolves fats 2. dissolves proteins 3. changes fats to sugar 4. changes
starches to sugar 5. changes proteins to fats - - - _ - gg,
37. L ea v es  w ith  five p o in ts  or lob es are fou nd  on the l.oak  2. maple 3. elm 4. ash
5. willow - - -  - -  - -  - -  - - - - - - -  37.
33. T h e  lig h t  fleecy  c lo u d s are ca lled  1. cumulus 2. stratus 3. gnomon 4. nimbus
5. cirrus - - - - - - - - -  38.
39. T h e  a m o u n t o f w ork  don e is m easured  by 1. time taken 2. force and time 3, force and
distance 4. distance and time 5. force, time and distance - - - - - _ -  39.
40. B ile  is  secreted  b y  th e  1. liver 2. kidneys 3, appendix 4. stomach 5. intestines 40.
Number right..
End of Elementary Science test. Look over your work. 
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A M E R IC A N  H IS T O R Y
D irec tio n s: Read these two sentences carefully.
A. T h e  ship in w h ich  th e  P ilg r im s sa iled  to  A m erica  w a s  th e  1. Victoria
2. Mayflower 3. Ark 4. Golden Hind 5. Constant - - - - - - -  -  A ..... 2,,
B. T h e  hom e o f the P resid en t o f  th e  U n ited  S ta tes  is  ca lled  th e  1. Mansion
2. Palace of Justice 3. Capitol 4. White House 5. State House - - - - - - B........
You see that there are five possible answers in each sentence. Only one answer is right.
In the first sentence the right answer is Mayflower, so a line is drawn under Mayflower, and 
the number in front of it, 2, is put at the end of the line.
Now look at the second sentence above and listen to the next directions.
In each of the following sentences you are to find the right answer, draw a line under it 
and then put the number that is in front of it at the end of the line, just as. in the samples 
above.
1. T h e  g ro w th  o f factories a lso  caused  th e  1. plantation system 2. return to farm life
3. growth of cities 4, taking of the census 5. end of small towns - - - -...1.........
2. T h e  Spaniard w h o  conquered M exico  w a s 1. Cortez 2. Magellan 3. de Vaca
4. de Soto S. Montezuma - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  g........
3. In  C olum bus’ tim e th e  k in g  o f Spain w a s 1. Philip 2. Ferdinand 3. Charles 4. John
5. D i e g o   -  - -  - -  - -  - -  3........
4. T h e  W orld  W a r la sted  from  1. 1918-1921 2.1906-1908 3.1900-1910 4.1914-1918
S. 1898-1900 - ........................................................................ ^ ................................................................4.........
5. T h e  first persons in A m erica  to  m ake a su ccessfu l airplane fligh t w ere
1. Maxim and Ader 2. Byrd’s company 3. the Lindbergh family
4. Amundsen and his helpers 5. the Wright brothers - - - ....... - - - - - S ..........
6. T h e  m an w h o  invented  th e  ph onograph  w a s 1. Victor Herbert 2. Thomas A. Edison
3. Marconi 4. Theodore Vail 5. Daguerre - - -  - -  - -  - - ....... - 6 ..........
7- C olum bus believed  th a t he had fou nd  1. Vinland 2. America 3. the coast of Africa
4. the Indies 5. a new world - - - - - - - - -  - - - - 7 ..........
8- T h e  U n ited  S ta tes bu ilt a canal co n n ec tin g  th e  A tla n tic  and  Pacific  O ceans
th rou gh  th e country  o f 1. Nicaragua 2. Mexico 3. Panama 4. Venezuela
5. Costa iRica — — — — — — — — — — 3 , .........
9. In  M aryland th e law  about relig ion  w a s th a t
1. no one might attend his own church 2. even Jews were to be allowed 3. only Protest­
ants might come to the colony 4. only Catholics might come to the colony 5. all Chris­
tians were to be allowed to worship in their own way - - - - - ....9..........
. 10. T h e  earliest m achine in ven ted  for sp in n in g  w a s  called  th e 1. spinning jenny
2. cotton gin 3. power loom 4. carding brush S. flying shuttle - - - - - -  10........
11. In  th e  U n ited  S ta tes  th e frontier  l. always remained at the Mississippi River
2. kept moving, westward 3. followed the Atlantic coast 4. moved toward the South
5. always remained at the Appalachian Mountains _
12. T h e  m ou nta in s w h ich  forced the E n g lish  to  rem ain near th e  co a st w ere th e
1. Laurentian Highlands 2. Sierra Nevada Mountains 3. Ozark Mountains
.4. Appalachian Mountains 5. Rocky Mountains -  - -  - -  - -  - -
13. T h e  first Secretary  o f the T reasu ry  w a s  1. Alexander Hamilton 2. Robert Morris
3. Albert Gallatin 4. Andrew Mellon 5. Peter Zenger - - - - - - -  ...........
14. T h e  people w h o  work in factories in the U nited  States form  a 1. middle class
2. aristocratic class 3. wage-earning class 4. communistic class S. office-holding class 14..........
15. T h e  m ost fam ou s fu r-com p any in all A m erican  h isto ry  w a s  th e
1. American Fur Company 2. Dutch West India Company 3. Muskovy Company
4. The North West Company 5, Hudson’s Bay Company - .......................................... 15...........
16. M o st o f  th e  people in N e w  E n g la n d  lived  l . in  fur-trading posts 2. on plantations
3. in towns 4, in missions 5. scattered in the wilderness - - r - - - - 16...........
17- T h e  g rea tes t gen era l o f th e  C onfederate arm ies w a s 1. William T. Sherman
2. Ulysses S. Grant 3. P. G. T. Beauregard 4. Joseph E. Johnston S. Robert E. Lee " 17..........
Continue on neî ^J^QQ^
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18. T he E nglish  colonies in A m erica wanted to l. send representatives to Parliament
2. forget that they had ever been English 3. be under the rule of France
4. govern their own affairs 5. pay no tax whatsoever 18.
19. R obert G ray’s  v o y a g e  and th e  L ew is  and Clark exp ed itio n  g a v e  th e U n ited
S ta te s  a  c la im  to  1. The Hudson Bay region 2. Oregon 3. Alaska 4. Mexico 5. Texas 19.
20* T h e  rou te  w h ic h  led  from  th e  M issou ri R iver to  the far N o r th w est w a s ca lled  th e
1. Oregon Trail 2. Black Hawk Trail 3. Chilkoot Pass 4. Inside Passage 5. Young’s Pass 20.
21. M o st o f  th e  im m ig ra n ts  to  th e  U n ited  S ta tes  d u rin g  early  d ays cam e from
1. southern and eastern Europe 2. eastern and northern Africa 3. central Asia 
4, southern Australia 5. northern and western Europe 21.
22. E n g la n d  m ad e la w s  to  g o v ern  th e  co lon ies as to  th eir  1. agriculture
2. manufacturing 3. traveling 4. education 5. lumbering - - - - - -  22.
23. W h ich  o f th ese  d a tes w a s  in the 17th cen tu ry?  1.1812 2.1783 3.1664 4.1519 
5 a 1492 —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  23*
24. T h e  M isso u r i C om p rom ise  w a s  agreed  upon in 1.1820 2.1828 3.1790 4.1850
2. 1800 — — — — — — — — — — « — ™ — — — — 24a
25. O ne o f th e  m o st w id ely -read  p u b lication s in  th e  co lo n ie s  w as  
1. The New York Herald 2. The Canterbury Tales 3. The Liberator
4. Poor Richard’s Almanac 5. The Federalist - - -  - -  - -  - -  25.
26. E n g la n d  fou n d  th a t her trad e la w s  w ere  hard to  enforce so she passed  th e  
1. Writs of Assistance 2. Port Bills 3. Stamp Act 4. Intolerable Acts
5. Navigation Laws - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - 26.
27. W h ic h  on e o f th ese  have been  secured b y  an am en d m en t to  th e  U n ited  S ta tes  
C o n stitu tio n ?  1. Interstate Commerce Commission 2. extension of suffrage to women
3. Initiative and referendum 4. restriction of immigration 5. recall - - - - - 27.
28. T h e  cap ita l c ity  o f th e  A z tec  Ind ian s w a s 1. Vera Cruz 2 . Lima 3. Cuzco
4. the City of Washington S. the City of Mexico " - -« - - 28.
29. O ur first D em ocratic  presid en t w a s 1. Thomas Jefferson 2. Aaron Burr
3. John Adams 4. George Washington 5. Samuel Adams - - - - - -  29.
30. T h e  M on roe D o ctr in e  w a s s ta ted  iîî  1.1898 2.1914 3.1876 4.1823 5.1869 30.
31. T h e  ea r liest road to  th e  reg ion  w e st o f  th e A p p alach ian s w a s  th e
1. Cumberland Road 2. Old Bay Road 3. Wilderness Road 4. Forbes Road
5. National Road - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  31.
32. T h e  ch ie f ca u se  o f th e  S p an ish -A m erican  W a r w a s 1. hatred of Spain
2. the wish to punish Cuba 3. the desire to gain more territory 4. the desire of the Philip­
pines for independence 5. the treatment of the Cubans by the Spaniards - - - - 32.
33. M erch an t sh ip s w h ich  serve as w ar v esse ls  in tim e o f w ar  are ca lled
l.men-of-war 2. privateers 3. galleons 4. clipper ships 5. ships-of-the-Iine - - -  33.
34. T h e  g r ea te s t  A m erican  gen era l in th e S ou th  d u rin g  th e  R evo lu tion  w a s
1. Nathanael Green 2. Francis Marion 3. Andrew Dickens 4. Thomas Sumter
S. Marquis de La Fayette - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  34.
35. M o st o f  th e  earliest E n g lish  traders carried th eir  g o o d s  to  th e Ind ian  co u n try  
b y  m ean s o f  1. keel boats 2. covered wagons 3. flat boats 4. pack horses 5. wagons 35.
36. C yrus M cC orm ick  ch o se  as th e  p lace to  build h is factory , th e c ity  o f
1. Omaha 2. Chicago 3. Minneapolis 4. Pittsburgh 5. St. Louis - - - - _ 36.
37. W h ich  o f th ese  m eans o f travel w a s  the S E C O N D  to  com e in to  use?
1. trolley car 2. airplane 3. automobile 4. horsecar S. bus line 37.
88. In  th e  N o rth , a speaker for th e cause  o f th e  co lo n ies  w a s  1. Patrick Henry
2. Horatio Gates 3. Daniel Webster 4. Israel Putnam 5. Samuel Adams - 38.
39. W h a t P resid en t Jefferson  p lanned to  b u y  from  F rance in 1803 w a s
1. Santo Domingo 2. All the Mississippi Valley 3. The Natchez Trail 4. New Orleans
S. the present state of Louisiana - _ - - - - - - - - -  39.
40. B y  1750 th e  la rg est c ity  in th e  E n g lish  co lo n ies  w a s  1. New York 2. Charleston
3. Philadelphia 4. Savannah 5. Boston  40.
Number right.
E n J  o f  A m e r ic a n  H i s t o r y  test. L o o k  over  y o u r  work .
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A R IT H M E T I C —p ro b le m s
Directions: Do each example as you come to it.
D o AU F lgurlm g in  B lan k  Space* B elow .
W rite the Answ ers at the right side o f this page.
1- Farmer Jackson received $42.75 for 9 bar­
rels of apples. What did he receive a barrel 
for the apples?
2. The father gave Harry 11 chickens. He gave 
Charley 6 chickens more than Harry. How 
many chickens did both boys have?
3. In a school auditorium there are 1,300 seats. 
There are 50 seats in each row. How many 
rows of seats are there?
4. What is the area of a room 4 feet by 5 feet ?
5. At $ ,25 a hundred what do 600 post cards 
cost?
<5- A  bunch of bananas contained 120 bananas. 
Allowing three bananas to a pound, what did 
the grocer receive for the bunch if the bananas 
were sold at 14)  ̂ a pound?
7. At 2 for 5ÿ( how much do 16 papers cost?
S. A  quart of milk weighs 2.155 pounds, and 
a quart of water weighs 2.09 pounds. Find the 
difference in weight?
9. Find the cost of 50 pounds of sugar at $7.62 
a hundred pounds.
70. Jack wished to earn $18.50 to buy a new 
bicycle. One Saturday he worked 7 hours for 
$ .40 an hour. How much more must he earn 
before he can buy the bicycle?
11- What number multiplied by 6 gives 21 !
72. Ninety days is what fraction of 360 days?
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s
An airph.ne flew 95.7 miles one day, 76.24 
îles the second day, and 796.89 miles the third 
IV. How many miles did the airplane fly in 1̂ -
le three days ?
L
Find the average weight of three chickens, 
re weighing 3.6 pounds, one weighing 3.75 
lunds and one weighing 4.125 pounds.
A man receives $5.40 for 9 hours of work, 
I'hat should he receive for 12 hours of work at 
le same rate ?
A n s w e r s
. How long will 75.6 pounds of sugar last if -
2 pounds are used each day ? 1̂ '
15.
16.
Mary spelled 90% of the words in a spelling 
st correctly. If she spelled 18 words correctly, ^ 7
)w many words were there in the test?
A book dealer allowed 10% off on a book 
cause it was slightly soiled. What did the is .
lok sell for if the regular price was $2?
• What is the yearly interest on $100 at
21.
On an auto trip Harold traveled 29.6 miles 
e first hour, 32.7 miles the second, 34.1 miles 
le third, and 30.2 miles the fourth. What was 
“ le average number of miles traveled an hour ?
In a certain class 16% of the pupils re­
ived a mark of “A ” and 20% a mark of “B.” 
fhat per cent of the class did not receive marks 
‘A” or “B” ?
On Saturday an $8 picture which had been 
larked 25% off was changed to 37j^% off. 
ow much less did it sell for after the .second 
duction than after the first?
■ One store offered baseball mitts, regularly 
riced at $2.00, at 33%% off ; another store, at 
off. How much less must a customer pay at 
re store than at the other ?
Susan Miller made an automobile trip at 
35 miles in 4 hours 30 minutes. What was the 




A carpenter cut three pieces, each 2 feet, 3 
iches long, from a board 12 feet 8 inches long. 25.
'ow long was the piece that was left ?
End of Arithmetic—Problems. Look over your work.
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Number right.
A R I T H M E T I C —FUNDAMENTAL OPERATIONS
  /
IXMcüMis:!^ each example asyoucom e toit .  m^itnition: adünw* 4 7  6  J l n . w
Do your figui ing on tins paper. 7 4 o
Use additional blank paper of your own 1 2 2
for figuring if necessary.-------------------------------------------------------------------------
W rite the answers at the right side of this po.ge. 3  5 4- .......
I . M u ltip ly  S. D ivide 3. S u btract 4 . •ddd ■ 5. - 1 ............
.07 X . 2 5 =  3 ' I t  - 2 =  % ^............
8 8 . 9 6
.4 8  ' ..........
.9  7 4 ............."
+.•41 '.... ,
6. D ivide~  7. D ivide 8. D ivide 9. JO. A d d  6 ............
7
. 1 2 ) 9 ^  S - ~ 2 ~ =  .48) 3 6  6 % o f 786=  .̂............
6 .̂...
4
I I .  IS . 13. 14. M u ltip ly  S u btract 11 ............. .
40 = ___ % c f 4 0 ___ 1.375=_____ % 130% of 600=  4 x 3 - ^ X 7 =  23 bu. 2 pks. 7^.............
 ̂ 6  bu. 3-|- pks. 13 .............4
14..
15 ............. ...
16. 17. 18. 19. SO. 26 ..............
Express as a
decimal 2 Y, ...........
118 .5% =  7 =  20%  of------  3.5% o f 650=  5 = ----- % o f 200 _|_ =  7 5 ^ o f ___
1 9 .............
SO.............
^1- M . A d d  23. D ivide 24. M u ltip ly  25. S I ..............
, , Carry the work to
" ^ f  1% o f 3 20=  7 bu. 2-|- pk. decimal places 9  y j  2-— ft. 37.57 % of 720= 22 .............
5 bu. l - f  pk. 3 9  ) 6 6 5 8  .̂............................................................. .............
6  bu. 3“|-  pk.  ' -
------------------------------------------------------------------  2 5 ...........
Number Right .
Look over you r w ork .
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S P E L L IN G
1  21:  ; : -  ;.........................
I
2.    22. - ; :
3 . ................................................................. ......................... 23.........................................................................
4 . ..........................................................................      24................ ...........................
 5........................................................................... ................. 25.............................................................................
 6  2 6 ............................................................................
7.  27.............................................................................
&  28  .................................
9 ...................................................................................................  2 9 .....................................................................
1 0............................................................................................. 3 0 ............................................................................
1 1............................................................................................. 31.............................................................................
1 2............................................................................................. 3 2 ............................................................................
1 3............................................................................................. 33.............................................................................
1 4.............................................................................................  34 ...........................................................................
1 5...... '.............................................................................................  35....................................................................
1 6.....................................................................................................  36......................................... ...........................
17 . ............................................................................................ 3 7 ...........................................................................
18 . ............................................................................................ 38.............................................................................
9 .............................................................................................  39.............................................................................
20l....................................................................................................  40................................................: .....................
Number Right.
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E N G L IS H —c a p i t a l i z a t io n
Directions: Read the following sentences: . ^
1. are go in g  to boston.
2, the dog’s name is shep.
W e are going to Boston. The “w” in We and the “b” in Boston are underlined because they should
be changed to capital letters. Look at the nexj sentence. What letters should be changed to capital letters ^
to make the sentence correct? Yes, the “t” in The and the “s” in Shep should be changed. Draw lines
under these letters. Read carefully each sentence Vhich follows. Underline all letters which should be **
changed to capital letters. Underline only the letters; not the whole word. Many sentences or groups of Ü
words, contain more than one word that should be capitalized. Be sure to underline all the letters which 1
should be capitals. ,
1. the tramp asked, “where is your pump?” ,
2. sincerely yours,
3. the source o f the m ississippi river is at itasca.
4. we have turkey at thanksgiving, goose at Christmas, and eggs at easter. !
5. that is a Spanish shawl. ,
6. she attended george peabody teachers college.
7. mr. austin said, “yes, mary has gone to europe.”
8. the fourth o f July is commonly known as independence day.
9. superintendent webster w as succeeded by mr. carroll r. reed who is now superin- !
tendent o f  schools.
10. she asked, “why don’t you w ait until easter vacation?” *
11. the soldiers o f the south met the soldiers o f  the north on the field o f  bull run. 1
12. she went east to school.
13. the national tuberculosis association sells Christmas seals to promote health.
14. william jennings bryan was the choice o f  the democratic party.
15. we celebrate st. valentine’s day in february.
16. he is reading “an elegy written in a country churchyard.” 1
17. the grand army o f the republic is rapidly decreasing in number. I
18. the breton pilot saved the french fleet from  being captured by the english.
19. w e next visited holland, which is called the land o f  dykes. '
20. i stood in venice, on the bridge o f sighs. 1
21. the week o f april 14-18 was designated as schoolmen s week. |,
22. lives o f great men all remind us
we can make our lives sublime, ^
and departing, leave behind us i
footprints on the sands o f time.
23. he received his bachelor of arts degree in June.
24. he replied, “waste! it is a shameless w aste!” 2:
25. “the assyrian came down like the w olf on the fold ; j 
and his cohorts were gleam ing in purple and gold.”
26. is it your uncle harry who lives on fourth street?
27. james m. barrie, who wrote “peter pan,”is a Scotchman. 2
28. french, algebra, english, and physics are high school subjects. 3
29. he found latin very difficult to master but had little trouble w ith algebra.
30. our father who art in heaven, ^
Number right  2S
Continue on next page
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E N  G L IS H  — PUNCTUATION
DirSCtiOIlSI Read the following sentences:
1. The wind is cold today
2. D oes he come from  Chicago Illinois
The sentences are not punctuated. What mark should be placed at the end of the first sentence? A
period is right. Put it in. What marks should be used in the second sentence to .make it correct?
Put them in. Read each sentence which follows carefully. Put in all marks of punctuation; such as periods, 
commas, question marks, etc., which are needed to make the sentences correct. The words following each 
number are to be punctuated as one sentence.
1. W e had apples oranges and grapes at the picnic
2. M y uncle lives in Racine W isconsin
3. Silk  is shipped to Seattle W ashington
4. John Fred and H elen divided the candy
5. W e m ay go  on a picnic said Pauline
6. School opened Sept 2
7. N o  I cannot come ,
8. H e doesnt live in this city
9. D r  R C Bell is go in g  to D allas T exas
10. I bought hose handkerchiefs and perfum e yesterday
11. D ont touch that wire
12. Its our duty to inform  him
13. D ear M r H anson
14. T he ladys dress and the mans coat are blue
15. She stays at my uncles house
16. T he m ens hats were scattered about the floor
17. Y ou m ay tell them said Robert whatever you please
18. M r Sm iths house burned last night
19. H is  w ords were as follows
20. W h o is there the soldier asked
21. W hat shall w e do asked John
22. Ladies coats are displayed on the second floor
23. Thom as Carlyle w ho w as o f  peasant orig in  wrote forty  volumes
24. Its ones duty to do so
25. I  bought Robinson Crusoe and T reasure Island for my nephew
26. H ave you read Trader H orn
27. H e shouted Can you hear me
28. H ave you read M rs W ig g s  o f  the Cabbage Patch
29. Col Charles Lindbergh is often  called L indy
30. Jan Feb M ar are abbreviations
Number right............
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E N ^ G L I S H — USAGE





D irec tio n s: Read the following- sentences: are
1. T h e y  h ere .
2; It is are dog.
3. I saw  him yesterday.
They is here. Is is placed in black face type because it is. the word we must decide about. Is is not 
thé correct word to use; therefore we have crossed it out and written the right word, are, above. Read ^ 
the second sentence. Are is placed in black face type to show us that it is the word we must decide 
about. It makes the sentence wrong. Cross out are and write the correct word above. What should it **
be? Our is correct. Write it above. Read the third sentence. What word must we decide about? Yes, 
saw is the word. Is it correct? Yes, it is. Leave the sentence just as it is because it is correct.
Gross out words in black face type which are not correct and write the correct word above. Leave 
words in black face type which are correct just as they are.
1. She knew  w h eth er  th ere was a n y  pencils. • 11*
2. H e  d o n ’t  seem  to  understand, itii
3. W e  arrived tO late to  celebrate.
4. T h ey  declared their leader to  be he.
5. T h e  m ost a tten tive  people at the debate w ere  him and h is m other.
6. Whom did you  th ink  called  ?
7. G ive it to  John or I ,
8. Y  ou are awfully kind.
9. W ho did th ey  say  cam e ?
10. H e said, “It w as him •”
11. T h is  food  sm ells badly .
12. H e  hates b ein g  taunted .
13. I have rode on a m erry-go-round.
14. T h e  num ber o f m en and w om en  a tten d in g  are in creasin g .
15. T h ey  laugh ed  at us fa llin g .
16. T h e  father, as w ell as h is four sons, were hurt.
17- T here goes the m en.
18. T h e y  le t no one beside th e teacher help.
19. T h e  cat takes care o f it’s k itten s.
20. H is  audience were the parents.
21. I t seem s like no one lives here.
22. I will leave for C hicago Sunday.
23. T h e  three thiefs ran aw ay.
24. E ith er  o f the g ir ls  are to  go .
25. O ne should  do ones w ork carefu lly .
26. T h e  b o y ’s failure is dew to his in ab ility  to  read good.
27. I w ork  m y problem  carefuller th an  he.
28. Jam es, whom I am  sure yo u  k n ow , is th e  best of the tw o  boys.
29. N e ith er  M ary nor Jane has their lesson .
30. H e  to ld  m e too b rin g  th e  b ox  in th e house.
Number r ig h t .............
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D IR EC TIO N S: Read the
directions fo r each part 
and follow them. Answer 
easy items first; return to 
others later. You w ill have 
exactly 25 minutes.
EVERY PU P IL SCHOLARSHIP TEST  
January 12, 1937 
Bureau of Educational Measurements 
Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia
ELEMENTARY ENGLISH TEST
Grades IV -V III  
By Paul C. Owen, M anhattan High School 
M anhattan, Kansas
Posàble score 8 8
Number wrong 
and omitted ...
F IN A L SCORE
N a m e .....................................................................................A g e ........................................Grade
S c h o o l.................................. .................................................T ea ch er .............................................
Town ..State  .............   Date
PART I
DIRECTIONS: If the sentence is correct, place  
a plus ( +  ) in the parenthesis at the left. If the  
sentence is incorrect, place a minus (— ) in the  
parenthesis. W rite nothing b u t . the plus or 




{— ) 1. Are you going to school.
( - f )  2. The bell rang, but the children 
did not hear it.
B. Capitalization
(4 - )  1. Here comes Jam es.
(— ) 2. jack  has a dog.
C. Sentence Recognition
(-f-) 1. Mary and John are building a 
playhouse.
{— ) 2. Sitting by the stream.
A. Punctuation. -
( ) 1. Skating, skiing, and sledding are
sports of the winter season.
( ) 2. Fred, come here quickly, shouted
Harold.
( ) S. Jack jump for  your life.
( ) 4. W ashington D. C. is the seat o f our
national government.
( ) 5. July 4, 1776, is the dqte o f the sign­
in g  o f the Declaration of Independ­
ence.
( ) 6. My father’s watch, which is over
fifty years old, is keeping good time 
yet.
( ) 7. John and Mary’s playhouse was
built by their uncle.
(  ) 8. Hurrah! Skating w ill be fine to­
morrow.
( ) 9. I w alked to town with Mr. Jones,
the grocer, this morning.
( ) 10. W hen I am ten years old, I am going
to have a gun of my own.
( ) 11. I shall do m y best; however, I fee l
th at I w on’t  h it the mark.
( ) 12. The flames leaped and flashed ; the
em pty hay barn soon toppled over 
but no one seem ed to fee l sorry 
about it.
) 13. Lumber which is warped should not 
be used for a table top.
) 14. Yes, I think I can do that.
) 15. Mary asked, "W hat did you say’’?
B. Capitalization.
) 16. Mary had a little lamb,
its fleece w as w hite as snow.
) 17. Italy is the home of mussolini.
) 18. The Old Testam ent contains many 
interesting stories.
) 19. She likes German, French, and sci­
ence.
) 20. The city is located on lake M ichigan.
) 21. "The Call of the w ild’’ was written  
by Jack London; many people have  
read it.
) 22. The Fourth o f July is not celebrated  
in the N ear East.
) 23. The letter started with "Dear dr. 
Sm ith:’’ it  closed with “Yours truly, 
Henry Adam s.”
) 24. Last easter w e heard Dr. Cadman 
over the radio.
) 25. The boys shouted, "hold th at lin e!” 
they were cheering for Dartmouth.
C. Sentence Recognition
( ) 26. W hoever takes the book from  the
shelf,
) 27. Along the fence w ere rambler roses. 
) 28. That it w as raining m attered not a t  
all.
) 29. The dog barked ; the birds flew.
) 30. The Cardinal, the singer o f Ken­
tucky, and his mate.
) 31. Jerry, whom  all the boys called  
"Hunk,” and who w as a fine athlete. 
) 32. Two little birch trees stood up 
crookedly on the hillside.
) 33. Speak.
) 34. The beautiful scenery in and around 
the Grand Canyon when I w ent to 
Arizona.
( ) 35. The soaking rain; the sw ollen river;
the m any rowboats ; the drowned  
cattle.
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PART It 
Language U sage  
DIRECTIONS; Note carefully this example,
( 2 ) Apples [1 . am, 2. are, 3. is, 4. b e ] good  
to eat.
The correct sentence is, “A pples are good to  
ea t.” A “2” has been placed in the parenthesis 
before the sentence, to show th at number 2 of 
he four forms in the brackets ntiakes the sen- 
ence correct. In the parenthesis before each  
sentence write the number of the one form  
found in the brackets which makes the sentence 
correct. W rite nothing but the number.
86. Hundreds o f buffalo [1 . are, 2. is]  
roaming the plains no more.
37. He came [1 . to, 2. too, 3. tw o] oft­
en for any good use.
38. My mother has [1 . written, 2. wrote, 
3. w rit] to me e v e ^  day this week.
39. They said only his [1 . character,
2. reputation] could be ruined by 
gossip.
40. John, you [1. can, 2. may, 3. kin]
go to the baseball game today.
41. John and [1 . m e, 2. I] went to see 
our brothers play football.
42. W alter Johnson [1 . use to  could,
2. use to, 3. used to ] be a great ball 
player.
43. I [1. can’t, 2. can] hardly talk.
44. The proceeds of the carnival were 
divided [1 . among, 2. between,
3. amongst] the two classes.
45. He did that [1 . like, 2. a s] I have 
done it many times.
46. I shall give it to [1 . whoever,
2. whom ever] earns it.
47. She [1. doesn’t, 2. don’t]  hear you.
48. She says she [1 . isn’t, 2. am not,
3. ain’t]  going.
49. It is a store where [1 . ladys’, 2. lad­
ies, 3. ladies’] wearing apparel is 
sold.
50. He [1 . began, 2. begin, 3. begun]
snoring very loudly.
51. She said she [1. seed, 2. saw,
3. seen] the vase on the mantle.
62. She has [1 . set, 2 . sit, 3. sa t] the  
dish on the table.
53. The little rag doll has [1 . set, 2 . sat,
3. s it] in the little rocking chair for  
thirty years.
54. W hen he [1 . dove, 2. dived,
3. doved], he broke his nose.
55. John's father [1 . raises, 2. rises] at 
5 o’clock every day.
56. It takes stren ^h to [1 . rise, 2. raise] 
200 pounds o f weight.
57. He [1 . never et, 2 . didn’t eat, 3. has 
not eaten] his supper yet,
58. She gave a box of candy to John  
and [1 . I, 2. m e.]
59. Mary sewed [1 , w ell, 2. good] mak­
ing this dress.
60. I rented the car [ I .  from, 2 . off,
3. off o f]  the Gaylord Co. j
61^ They didn't te ll m e [1 . whose,
2. w ho se, 3. who’s ]  to  take.
62. Mary said she would be very glad  
to [1 . except, 2 . accep t] it.
63. The w olf killed fifteen [1 . sheep,
2. sheeps] in as m any minutes.
64. She has [1 . swam , 2 . swimmed,
3. sw um ] the English Channel.
65. Did you say that to Harry and [1 . I,
2. me, 3. m yself] ?
66. F ew  are the boys who have not 
[1 . saw  a, 2, seen no, 3. seen a ]  
football game.
67. They thought Clayton to be [1 . she,
 ̂ 2. h er].
68. It w as [1 . he, 2 . h im ] wh6 did it.
69. Every one should be [1 . respective,
2. respected, 3. respectful] to his
elders.
70. [1 . John’s got, 2 . John has, 3. John 
has got] more nerve than I.
71. The team  [1 . had ought to  hav^
2. ought to have] won the game on 
that play.
72. The crowd [1 . sung, 2. singed,
3. sang] loudly.
73. The sick girl [1 . laid, 2. lay,
3. layed, 4 . lied] motionless.
74. [1 . “A lright, 2. “A ll right, 3. “All- 
right] I’ll go now,” said Herschel.
75. Jack w as [1 . a ll hot, 2. heated up,
3. angry] over the matter.
76. John said Mary [1 . lied, 2. lay,
3. la id ]  her scarf on the bed.
77. The player [1 . done, 2. has done 
gone and done, 3. has done, 4. has 
did ] remarkable playing.
78. She has [1 . goed, 2. went, 3. gone] 
to a show  every night.
79. I have [ I .  drinked, 2. drank,
3. drunk] too much water.
80. The horse [1 . in back of, 2. behind 
of, 3. behind, 4 . back off o f ]  the 
leader is gaining.
81. Just then the bell w as [1 . wrung,
2. ringed, 3. rang, 4. rung], and we 
had to stop playing.
82. Nothing has been [1 . proved,
2. proven] by this evidence.
83. W hat is the use o f taking all o f the 
[1 . boys’, 2. boys’s ]  cars?
84. Your style o f writing is much differ­
ent [1 . as, 2 . than, 3. from ] Mary's.
85. Father has looked over tw o makes 
of cars, and he likes the second one 
[1 . better, 2. best]. j
86. W here d i d , you get [1 . those,
2 . them there, 3. them , 4 . those 
there] apples?
87. I f  you don't [1 . let, 2 . leave] go of 
my brother. I’ll h it you.
88. I noticed in the m agazine [ I .  as 
how , 2. where, 3. th at] Frank's 
poem  w as accpted.
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PART 1
DIRECTIONS: Bead the following sentences carefully. If 
a statement is true, place a plus (+ )  in the parenthesis be­
fore the statement, as in example A below. If the state­
ment is false, make a minus (—) in the parenthesis before 
as in example B. Make the +  and the — small and clear. 
Examples: C+) A. Apples are good to eat.
(—) B. Potatoes grow on trees.
) 1. The best way to get a law changed is for all 
people who do not like the law to violate it.
> 2. Property for which no legal heir can be found 
reverts to the government.
) 3. The right to have an immediate trial may be se­
cured through the writ of habeas corpus.
) 4. It is more important to help dependent people to 
help themselves than it  is to  provide for their 
continuous support.
) 5. The treatment accorded crimnals in modem times 
is designed only to protect society.
) 6. Training for a worthy use of leisure time is a 
function of the school.
} 7. All states have a legislature consisting of two 
houses.
) 8. The United States Constitution may be amended 
by a popular vote of the people.
) 9. If  the two houses of Congress cannot agree on a 
time of adjournment, the president may adjourn 
Congress.
) 10. The smallest unit of society is the family.
) 11. The township plan of government originated in 
New England.
) 12. The Constitution guarantees to every state a re­
publican form of government.
) 13. John Marshall favored a strong central govern­
ment.
)  14. Political bosses favor the direct primary method 
of nomination of candidates.
) 15. The basis for American liberties may be traced 
back to the Magna Charta.
) 16. One of the greatest defects of our present ballot 
system is the length of the ballot.
) 17. Most of the work of Congress is actually done on 
the floors of Congress, by Congress as a  whole.
) 18. According to the Constitution, the president has 
the power to coin money and regulate the value 
thereof.
) 19. The three branches of the national government 
are so organized that they act as checks upon 
each other.
t e .................................... D a te ...............................
) 20. The president of the United States is elected by 
a direct vote of the people.
) 21. In case the president is impeached, the chief jus­
tice of the United States Supreme Court presides 
over the Senate at the trial.
) 22. A president of the United States, so far as the 
law is concerned, could be elected for a  third term.
) 23. In criminal cases, the state is always the defen­
dant.
) 24. Most of the federal appointive offices in 1929 
were subject to civil service.
> 25. In most states a voter does not need to be a 
United States citizen.
) 26. Very few states have state police systems.
) 27. One of the best methods of group control is pub­
lic opinion.
) 28. International law is based on treaties and agree­
ments between nations.
) 29. Modem police systems originated in England.
) 30. A writ of mandamus is a court order.
) 31. Filibustering is wasting time in Congress.
) 32. Federal pardons can be granted only by Congress.
) 33. Property tax is a form of a direct tax.
) 34. The president makes all treaties without the help 
or ratification of either house of Congress.
) 35. The first two political parties were called Fed­
eralists and Democratic-Bepublicans.
) 36. Churches receive practically no support through 
government taxation.
) 37. Common law is law based upon customs, tradi­
tions, and court decisions.
) 38. Each Congress has two regular sessions.
) 39. All states are compelled by national law to pro­
vide for free public education.
) 40. Money is a means of exchange.
) 41. Nations are becoming more and more Independent 
rather than interdependent.
) 42. The chief source of government income is taxa­
tion.
) 43. In a dictator form of government, the r^hts of 
the people are always considered first.
) 44. The problem of community beautification is 
largely in the hands of the individual citizens.
) 45. Child criminals should be tried in criminal courts 
and treated as adult criminals.
) 46. The community should be more interested in pun­
ishing crime than in preventing crime,
)  47. There is a greater need for supervised recreation 
today than ever before.
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PART n
DIRECTIONS: Place the number of the part which makes 
he best answer to the statement in the parenthesis before 
the statement.
( 3 ) Biology is a: 1. habit. 2. education. 3. science.
In this sample, “science” is the correct answer. The num- 
>er of the word “science” is 3. The figure 3 has been placed 
the parenthesis.
) 48. The trial jury in a case at court is called a: 
L grand Jury. 2. civil jury. 3. criminal jury.
4. petit jury.
) 49. A restraining order of the court is called: 1. an 
injunction. 2. a writ of habeas corpus. 3. a writ 
of mandamus. 4. a  subpoena.
) 50. A United States senator must be at least [(1) 35 
years. (2) 40 years. (3) 30 years. (4) 25 years] 
of age.
) 51. A United States senator must have been a citizen 
for: (1) 7 years. (2) 10 years. (3) 9 years. (4) life. 
) 52. The referendum provides that: 1, the people may 
propose a  law. 2. a  law must be referred to the 
people before it can go into effect. 3. the people 
may recall an officer. 4. the Constitution may be 
changed.
) 53. Law enacted by a legislative body is called:
1. common law. 2. international law. 3. statute 
law. 4. Constitutional law.
) 54. The right of the government to take property for 
public use by paying the individual for it but 
without securing his consent is called: 1. eminent 
domain. 2. escheat. 3. franchise. 4. ordinance.
) 55. Unfair distribution of the population of a state 
into representative districts for political purposes 
is known as: 1. filibustering. 2. lobbying. 3. pork
barrel 4. gerrymandering.
) 56. The smallest political unit is the; 1. county.
2. precinct. 3. city. 4. state.
) 57. The number of members of any body which by
law must be present in order to do business is 
called: 1. a quorum. 2. an escheat, 3. suffrage.
4. referendum.
) 58. A short ballot provides: 1. that the majority of
officers shall be elected. 2. that a  few officers
shall be elected and the rest appointed. 3. that 
no officers shall be appointed. 4. that all officers 
shall be appointed.
) 59. A permit for a corporation to operate within a 
city is called: 1. an ordinance. 2. a writ of habeas 
corpus. 3. a franchise. 4. a budget.
) 60. The best way to show good citizenship is: 1. obey 
laws. 2. salute the flag. 3. stand when “America" 
is sung. 4. take office regardless of fitness for 
office.
) 61. The most recent form of city government is the:
1. commission. 2. anarchy. 3. mayor and council
4. city manager.
) 62. The sales tax bases a man's ability to pay taxes 
upon his: L income. 2. property. 3. personal prop­
erty. 4. consumption of products.
) 63. All cases between states must be decided: 1. by a 
special court. 2. by the president. 3. in the state 
supreme courts. 4. in federal courts.
) 64. The power to regulate interstate commerce Is in 
the hands of: 1. Congress. 2. the various states.
3. the president. 4. the Supreme Court.
( ) 65. All bills for raising national revenue must be or­
iginated by the: 1. Senate. 2. president, 3. House 
of Representatives. 4. state legislatures.
( ) 66. Laws for the District of Columbia are made by:
1. the president 2. Congress. 3. the city council
4. the Supreme Court
PART m
DIRECTIONS: In the list of answers in Column H  find the 
word, phrase, name, or date which correctly matches each 
item in Column I, and write the number of the answer in 
he parenthesis at the W t of the item. The items of ime 
ection may be matched with the answers in Column H  of 
he same section only.
) 73. Jury for investigating evi­ 1. Civil and
dence criminal
2. Decision
) 74. Serious crime 3. Felony
) 75. Decision of a jury in a crim­ 4. Grand jury
inal case 5. Judgment
6. Misdemeanor
) 76. Decision of a jury in a civil 7. Petit jury
case 8. Verdict
Column I
) 67. Inauguration of the presi­
dent (date)
) 68. Convening o f  Congress 
(date)
) 69. Exchange of votes by mem­
bers of Congress 
) 70. Calls out the army and navy 
) 71. Declares war 












( ) 77. Method of recalling an offi­ 1. Family
cer 2. Germany
( ) 78. Grants state pardons 3, Governor
( ) 79. Local law enacted by city 4. Initiative
council 5. Japan
( ) 80. Interprets state law 6, Ordinance
7, Recall
8, Referendum( ) 81, Simplest unit of society
( ) 82. Bight of people to propose 9. State
a law 10. State supreme
( ) 83, Country whose immigrants court
are excluded from the United 11. Twentieth
States amendment
( ) 84. Repeal of national prohibi­ 12. Twenty-first
tion amendment
) 85. Founder of kindergarten 
) 86. Inventor of telephone 
) 87. Emancipation Proclamation 
) 88, The man who proposed the 
organization of League of 
Nations
) 89. Great leader for national 
prohibition 
) 90. Discoverer of germ theory 
) 91. Control of yellow fever 
) 92. First American flag 
)  93. Man who served his coun­















13. William H. Taft
14. Woodrow Wllscm
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DIRECTIONS to teacher:
Follow the directions for 
each part. The time to be 
allowed Is given with each 
part. See that each pupil 
observes the samples for 
each part. Give no other 
assistance. See “General 
Directions” for more de­
tailed rules.
q  EVERT PCPIE SCHOLARSHIP TEST 
January 12, 1937 
Bureau .0  ̂£du<»tiona| Measurements - ‘ 
^  Kansas'^tate Teachers Cidlege, Emporia
‘ PRIMARY ARITHMETIC TEST
 ̂ Possible score .................  ^ 0
Number wrong 
and omitted ..
< ,  J .
Grade I I H




II Ui -Age.. Grade
Teàchèr ...............................
 .£.*>. l - J S t a W o . .......................... :........ Date
' ! t u  p a r t  I '
DIRECTIONSt Find the answer"to each,problem  and write it. where it 
belongs. Look at the sam ples at the left'o f each rowl N otice the words 
and signs in the-sam ples,-for they» tell, you w hat to do in each row. As 
soon as you finish one fo w , go right on to 'the next one. ‘ You will have
8 minutes for this part. ,1 VI f-"' Î ^
Samples À w w .C •C 4 * J ■
A dd (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)f (6) (7)r (8) (9)
1 5 r , ’4 3 I . , . . 7  ̂  ̂ 6  14 23 243
+ 1 + 1 +  2 +  0 +  3 3' i . ,+. 5. . 4” 7 +  9 +  326
2 T • i * i t â X
vL'k’i : t f .
Subtract (10) J C14) (15) (16) (17) (18)
4 6 8 7 5 1 2  16 34 37
-  1 - 1  , - 4  , 3 , 5 . *— 0 ^ 3 - 1 0 - 2 2 - 2 8
3 ... ■ >ï ~ -
r
r> ni I
A d d (19) (20) (21) (23) (24) (25)
6 X  , „ 5 9 5 4 23 67 103
4 2  ' ^ 2 6 5 32 31 317
2 5 7  ̂ ' -4 V'fvi 7 51 43 422
+  5 +  2 +  3 +  3 ■ -f 9 . i 13 + 82 +  233
17
- , c'» '
i ' . »
M ultip ly (26) (27) (28) . j (39)' w 1-
(30) (31) (32) (33)
3 5 7 4 6 8 32 37 623
X 2 X 2 X 3  • ■ X 9 - X 6 X 6  X 4 X 2 X 3
6 - .. - T .... 1 J.
' J.
■ • * . .  n V. t •
t)ivide (34) <35),,, (36) (37) (38) (39)
2)4 2 )1 0  • ■ * 3)6 % * 4)48 2)84 5)25 2)462
2 (i y
i - ‘ 1 Î ^ t, in
r»
. i .
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PART II
DIRECTIONS: Read each sentence carefully^  
Decide w hat number should be in th e blank. 
W hen you have decided upon the correct nunoK 
her write it in the blank. You w ill have 5 iturt- 
utes for this part.
Samples:
1 boy and 1 boy are . 2.... boys.
3 apples less 1 apple are ...2.... apples.
. -  ............
1. 2 cats and 2 cats a r e    cats.
2 . 4 pigs and 4 pigs a r e ...............pigs..
3. 9 dogs and 1 dog a r e  dôgs.
4. 8 hats less 5 hats a re  . . . . . .  hats.
5. M a ry  has 22  dolls. B e tty  has 3 4  
dolls. W h en  th e y  p la y  together,
th ey  have   dolls.
6 . N ed  had 15 sheep. H e  sold 8  of 
them . H e  has . . . . . .  sheep le ft.
7. F lo yd  had 65 m arbles. H e  lost 
37 o f them . N o w  he has o n ly
............... m arbles.
8. M o th e r m ade 4 8  n u t cookies and  
7 2 p la in  cookies. T h e re  w ere
................cookies in  a ll.
9 . P a tty  sold 6 pop corn balls a t 3
cents each. T h e n  she h a d ...........
cents.
Î 0. Jack saved 4  cents a w eek  for* 8  
w eeks. H e  s a v e d ................cents.
PART III
DIRECTIONS: W rite the tw o numbers that 
follow  those given in each line. You w ill have 
2 minutes for this part.
Sample: 25 26 27 . 2 8 .  -2 9 ..
1. 6  7 8
2. 72 73 74..............................
3 . 34  35 36 ..............................
4 . 67 6 8  69 ..............................
PART IV ti JDIRECTIONS: Draw 1 line under the large: 







2. 6 3 87
3. 41 14
4. 32 5 5 5 8
5. V X
6. V I I I I
7. second m inute
8. n ickel p en n j
9. q u arter d o lla r
10. d ay w eek
PART V
DIRECTIONS: On the line write the number j, 
th at means the sam e. You w ill have 2 minutes 
for th is  part. -
Samples:
1. th ree
2 . five  .
3. six  . .
4 . I l l  . .
5. I X , .
6 . V I I  .
7. one d o lla r and fo rty  cents .
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blKEOl’lo K s: Bead the
directions for each part 
and follow them. Answer 
easy items first; return to 
others later. You will have 
exactly 15 minutes for 
Part I and 15 minutes for 
Part IL
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Grades VII VIII 












D ate...................          .S ta te .....................................
P A R T I
DIRECTIONS: G et the right answers to as many exam ples as you can, 
and write th e answers in the spaces le ft for them  near each exam ple. 
Make your answers stand out clearly. You will have 15 minutes for  
this part.
















5. 47 )20 ,257
6. 6%— 4%.
7. M ultiply  
68.4  
.027





9. 9 % ^ 6 = 16. 448 — 6.4% of .. .




8 hr. 35 min. 15 sec. 
6 hr. 40 min. 20 sec.
19. 5 pints = .........gal.
12. % X #  =
13. 4 % X 3 %  =
20. Change to a decimal
4% % =
14. M ultiply 
94.32  
.76
21. 4 ^ %  of 50 =




3) 8 yd. 2 ft. 3 in.
25. Add
4 hr. 20 min. 17 sec. 
9 hr. 24 min. 47 see. 
7 hr. 32 min. 22 sec.
26. Change to percent 
. 5 3 2 = .............. %
27. The square root o f 
529 =  .......................
28. Multiply
7 gal. 2 qt. 3 pt.
9
29. 62.5% of 80
30. The square of 19 =
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PART II
DIRECTIONS; Work these problems on sepa­
rate paper, and write the answers in the spaces 
le ft for them. You will have 15 minutes for  
this part.
31. Mr. Brown raised 45 bushels of potatoes 
and sold 13 of them . How many bushels 
did he have left?
Ans.......................................... .......
32. Carl had three pencils, 
tim es as many as Carl, 
cils did James have?










I f 20 tons o f hay cost $160, how much 
would 9 tons cost?
Virgil had $15. If he paid $1.25 for a 
school book, $3.75 for a hat, $0.69 for a 
tie, and $0.35 for a hote book, how much 
money did he*have left?
Luther has 4 gallons 2 quarts of feed  for 
his rabbits. If he uses 2 quarts each day, 
how many days w ill it last?
If it  takes a car 6 hours to go 195 miles, 
how many hours w ill it take to go 650 




42. ’ W hat w ill be the fe e  for selling  a piece of
land valued at $1,208 i f  a commission o f  
4 t4  % is charged?
A.ns. .*— ...........-----—. —  —
43, If it takes 24 fee t o f w ire to fence a square 
rabbit pen, how miich wire w ill it  take to 
fence a sim ilar pen having an area four 
tim es as great?
The heights o f three boys in a class are 
5 fee t 5 inches, 5 feet 7 inches, and 4 feet 
9 inches. Find their average height in 
inches.
A ns......................................... *.......
37. An article listed at $340 is sold at a 25%  
discount. How much is paid for the arti­
cle?
A ns......................................... +.......
38. Leo saved $120 which w as 60% of what 
he earned. . How much did he earn?
A ns......................................... i .......
39. A  rectangular lot is 50 rods long and 33
feet wide. Find the area o f the lot in sq.
rods.
A ns.............................. !.......... .........
40.
Ans...................... ............................. ...............................
44. A bridge is 60 fe e t  long and 15 feet wide. 
How many board feet o f lumber will it 
take to lay a floor on it if  the planks are 2 
inches thick?
A ns .......   — ........
45. Over how many square fee t can a cow
graze if  tied  to a post by a rope 28 feet 
long? (Let Make no allowance
-  for fastening the rope.
A n s ..............................................
46. Find the w eight o f an iron bar that is 4 
inches wide, 3 inches thick, and 60 feet 
long if  1 cubic foot w eighs 480 pounds.
t
Ans..............................................L.
47. Charles lives 5 m iles east and 12 miles 
north of school. W hat is the shortest dis­
tance in m iles from his home to school?
AnS..................................................
48. A  school enrollment of 400 increases - 50. 
W hat is the per cent of increase?
Ana............................................. ....
49. Find the diam eter of a pircular tank if  the  
circumference is 110 feet. (U se i r= 3 } j )
Ans.............................................. .
50. A box shaped tank is 20 inches wide, 18 
inches deep, and 6 fee t 5 inches long. 
How many gallons of w ater w ill it  hold? 
(1 ga llon= 2 3 1  cubic inches)
Ans.
51. A rectangular fleld is 30 rods w ide and 50 
rods long. Find its perimeter in rods.
Ans  .................................... ..
52. A circular disk 6 inches in diameter is 
how  many tim es as large in area as one 3 
inches in diameter?
Ans..............................................
53. A prism 4 feet wide and 7 fee t long con­
tains 112 cubic feet. How high is it?
Mr. Smith borrowed $1,200 at 5i/^% sim­
ple interest for a period of tw o years. 
W hat was the total interest charged for 




Mr. Sm ith’s car uses one-sixth of a gallon 
of gasoline in traveling five miles. How 
m any gallons w ill it  take to travel 150 
m iles ?
4" Ans.
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PART I
DIRECTIONS: Read the following sentences carefully. If 
a statement is true, place a plus (+> in the parenthesis be­
fore the statement, as in  example A below. If the state­
ment is false, make a minus (—) in the parenthesis before 
it, as in example B. Make the +  and the — small and clear. 
Examples: ( +  ) A. George Washington was the first pres­
ident of the United States.
< — ) B. Woodrow Wilson was elected president 




Ï . The contribution o f the H ebrews to 
American life  w as in th e field of re­
ligion.
2. The purpose of the Crusades w as to 
capture the H oly Land from the  
Turks.
3. The Renaissance or “Revival o f  
Learning" began in Italy during the  
latter part o f the fifteenth century.
4. Columbus explored the mainland of 
North America.
The desire to establish hom es in the  
N ew  World w as the principal rea­
son for the coming o f the Spanish. 
One reason for rivalry between  
England and Spain w as their relig­
ious differences.
7. W ith th e  defeat o f the Invincible 
Armada the supremacy o f the seas 
passed from Spain to England.
8. The English colonists from the first 
came to America with the idea of 
establishing permanent hom es.
9. The House of Burgesses o f Virginia, 
which m et in 1619, w as the first leg­
islative body in North America.
10. A fter England becam e a Protestant 
nation, religious toleration w as ac­
corded to all.
11. The colony o f M assachusetts Bay 
gave religious and political liberty  
to all persons.
12. In Maryland any Christian m ight 
worship as he p leased  w ithout los­
ing his political rights.
13. The “patroon system " o f land hold­
ing flourished in Georgia.
14. The W est India Company w as a 
Dutch company which m ade settle­
m ents along th e Hudson, Delaware, 
and Connecticut Rivers.
A ll o f the French colonies w ere lo­
cated in w hat is now Canada.
Grade ... 
 Date
) 16. The Frenchmen in the N ew  W orld  
w ere given self-governm ent.
) 17. A s a result of the French and Indian  
W ar, England took Canada from  
France.
) 18. The local unit of governm ent in the  
Southern colonies w as the county.
) 19. In the English colonies there were 
free public schools for all children.
) 20. England wished to keep English  
trade in English hands after the  
close of the French and Indian W ar.
) 21. The tax  which the English placed  
on tea was so high th at the colonists 
could not afford to buy the tea .
) 22. The Townshend Acts w ere passed  
by the N ew  England Confederation  
in protest to the actions o f the Eng­
lish Parliam ent.
) 23. The first battle o f the Revolutionary 
W ar came after the colonists had  
written the Declaration o f Inde­
pendence.
) 24. The Articles of Confederation cre­
ated a strong central government.
) 25. The Second Continental Congress 
w as in session during the W ar for  
Independence.
) 26. The Constitution, as drafted in 
1787, provided for the admission o f 
thirty-five new  states.
) 27. The president o f the United States  
has the power to levy and collect 
taxes w ithout asking the help o f  
state governments.
) 28. Each state has an equal representa­
tion in the Senate.
) 29. A lexander Hamilton believed that 
all debts contracted by the separate  
states prior to the - adoption o f the  
Constitution should be cancelled.
) 30. The W hisky Rebellion w as an at­
tem pt to evade th e prohibition 
amendment to the Constitution.
) 31. The Kentucky and Virginia Resolu­
tions declared th at the states m ight 
refuse to obey federal laws.
) 32. Napoleon w as emperor o f France a t 
th e tim e o f the Louisiana Purchase.
) 83. Oregon w as a part o f the territory 
of Louisiana.
Published 1937. All rights reserved.
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54:
) 35,
As a result o f the W ar o f 1812, 
United States gained a part o f the  
territory which formerly belonged  
to Canada. '
The Monroe Doctrine declared that 
the United States would force the 
European nations to give up the  
power of intervention they then 
lie ld  in the Americas.
) 36-
) 38.
A fter the W ar o f 1812 a tariff w as 
passed to protect the American in- 
. dustries which w ere developed dur-' 
ing the war.
37." The abuses o f the factory system  
 ̂ soon led to bitter feeling between  
labor and capital.
The X. Y. Z. Affair pertained to a 
secret organization in the North 
which tried to free the slaves.
) ?9. The Soutji, prior to the Civil War, 
favored a high protective tariff.
) 40.),Jackson favored the establishm ent 
of a national bank.
) 41. The territory of Texas was bought 
from Mexico!
) 42. The invention o f the cotton gin 
made possible the cheap production 
of cotton in large quantities.
) 43. B y "squatter sovereignty” is meant 
the right of the people living within 
a territory to ‘decide whether slav­
ery shall be legal in that territory.
) 44 . Prior to the Civil War, the North 
was wealthier than the South.
) 45. England sent troops to America to 
aid the South during the Civil War.
) 46. The Battle of Gettysburg was the  
turning point o f the Civil War.
) 47. The Union Pacific Railway was built 
principally by slave labor.
) 48. The Grange was the first organized  
farmers’ movement.
) 49. The frontier tended to develop a 
, feeling of democracy.
) 50. Strikes are forbidden by state law  
in nearly a ll the states.
) 51,. In 1936 the number of immigrants 
arriving from Europe was greater 
than the number which arrived in 
1900.
) 52. Iron-clad vessels came into use dur­
ing the Civil War.
) 53, The improved conditions o f trans­
portation and communication are 
responsible for many great changes 
in American life.
) 54, Arbitration means the peaceful set­
tlem ent o f a dispute by a group of  
persons agreed upon by both con­
testing parties,
) * 55. The Nineteenth Amendm ent to the 
Constitution has to do with child  
labor.
) 56. The boundary between Canada and • 
the United States is highly fortified.
)  57. The Philippine Islands are "undet 
the political control of Japan.
(  i  58. Candidates for the presidency of
the United States are nominated jay 
m eans o f the direct primary.
( ) 59. TJie conservation of natural re­
sources is one o f the important 
problems facing th e American peo­
ple. —       '
The H ohenzollern fam ily was ruL-( ) 60 .
ing in Germany at the time of the 
outbreak of the World War.
( ) 61. Russia was a democracy at the time
of the outbreak of the World War.
( ) 62. Woodrow Wilson opposed the idea
o f the United States entering the 
League of Nations.
( ) 63, George VI succeeded to the throne
of England after the abdication of 
Edward VIII.
( ) 64. The so-called "Lame Duck” amend­
ment to the Constitution provides 
that the newly-elected Congress 
shall regularly take office in the 
January following the election.
PART n  * 1
DIRECTIONS: Bach of the following statements may be 
completed in four ways. Three of these are right, and one 
is wrong. In the parenthesis at the left of the statement 
place the number ctf the incorreet part.
Example:
( 3 ) One of the presidents of the United States was;
1. Washington. 2. Lincoln. 3. Smith. 4. Wilson.
Smith was not a president of the United States; therefore, 
the figure “3," the number of this answer, has been placed 
in the parenthesis.
( ) 65. The Spanish settlers: 1. built towns
on a grand scalje. 2 . set up the first 
printing press in America. 3. often 
married Indian women. 4. treated 
the Indians w ith respect*
( ) 66 . The Puritans came to America:
1. for religious freedom. 2. to look 
for gold in the new  world. 3. be­
cause th ey  wished t e  make a better 
living. 4. because they d ew ed  free 
* government.
( ) 67. English colonies were governed:
1. under a  charter. 2 . by a trading 
com pany. 3. directly by Parliament.
4. by a  proprietor.
( ) 68 . There were better schools in New
England than in the southern colon­
ies because: 1. the people of the
South w ere t o o . poor to maintain 
schools. 2, w ealthy planters of the 
South had private tutors for their 
sons. 3. the people o f New England 
lived closer together. 4. the New 
England settlers wanted the chil­
dren to  study th e  Puritan religion.
( ) 69. The Declaration of Independence
~ stated: 1. all m en sure created equal.
2 . the reasons th e colonies had con­
sidered the English government un­
just. 3. that these united colonies 
are, and o f a  right ought to  be, free
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( ) 82.
and independent states. 4. th e peo- ( ) 79.
p ie  o f th e colonies should establish  
a  constitution for th e United States 
o f Am erica.
) 70. H am ilton’s financial policy includ­
ed : 1̂  an  excise tax. 2. establish- ( )
m ent o f a  national bank. 3. as­
sum ption of state debts. 4. pur­
chase o f Louisiana Territory.
) 71. The N orthw est Ordinance o f 1787
provided th at: 1. in due tim e states . .
should be form ed and adm itted to '  J o l ,
I the union. 2 . slavery should be for­
bidden. 3. a state supported church 
should be organized. 4. lands 
should be set aside to maintain pub-, 
lie  schools.
) 72. The Constitution: 1. gave more
power to the state governm ents than  
did the A rticles of Confederation.
2. w as based largely on England’s 
experience in government. 3. pro­
vided for a  two-house system  of leg­
islature. 4. provided for three de­
partm ents o f  government.
) 73. The Federalist Party believed in:  ̂ j gg
1. strong central government.
2. protective tariff. 3. national 
bank. 4. agricultural regulations.
) 74. The Louisiana Territory: 1. was
purchased from Spain. 2. w as ex ­
plored by Lewis and Clark. 3. was 
purchased by Jefferson. 4. cost the  
federal government hfteen million ( ) g4 .
dollars.
) 75. The Oregon Territory: 1. w as
claim ed by both the United States 
and Great Britain. 2. w as the basis 
for th e slogan “Fifty-four forty, or 
fight.” 3. w as obtained by the Unit­
ed States as a  result o f the war of 
1812. 4. north of the 49th parallel ( ) 85.
w as le ft  to  Great Britain.
) 76. Texas; 1. w as admitted as a state to 
the United States before the Mexi­
can W ar. 2. w as readily accepted  
as a  state by the northern members 
in Congress. 3 . w as settled  largely  
by pioneers from th e states. 4 . was 
adm itted by an  extraconstitutional 
method.
) 77. The Industrial Revolution : 1. in
Am erica came before that in Eng­
land. 2 . resulted in concentration  
o f people in cities. 3. took place  
more rapidly in the North than in 
the South. 4 . m ade mass produc- ( ) 87.
tion possible.
) 78. Railroad building in  the United  
State: 1. began w ith the building
o f the Baltim ore and Ohio Railroad.
2. w as opposed by western settlers.
3. progressed more rapidly in the  
North than in the South. 4. w as 
aided by land grants from  the fed ­
eral. governm ent.
( ) 86.
Nullification: 1. w as advocated by  
Calhoun. 2. was attem pted in the  
Kentucky and Virginia resolutions.
3. means secession from the Union.
4. w as opposed by Jackson.
80. Labor unions: 1. grew  up as a  re­
sult o f the low  w ages o f unskilled  
labor. 2. grew up as a bargaining  
agency opposed to capital. 3. began  
as small local unions. 4. w ere en­
couraged by capitalists.
Education: 1. was first controlled
by the church. 2. supported by 
public taxation was proposed by 
Horace Mann. 3. w as more nearly  
universal in the South than in th e  
North. 4. on the college level cam e  
before that o f the high school. 
Slavery: 1. was introduced in the
United States in 1619. 2 . w as de-r 
dared  illegal by the Dred Scott de­
cision. 3. w as the real issue behind 
the organization o f the Republican 
party. 4. w as especially profitable 
in the South after the invention of 
the cotton gin.
The Emancipation Proclamation: 
1. w as a  decision o f th e  Supreme 
Court. 2. w as an act o f war. 3. freed  
slaves only in that part o f th e Unit-* 
ed States which w as at w ar against 
the federal government. 4. m ade  
England more sym pathetic w ith the  
North.
The Homestead Law of 1862; 1- had  
long been demanded by the western  
settlers. 2. provided that any citi­
zen could take up 160 acres o f pub­
lic lands. 3. provided special fav­
ors for Northern soldiers. 4 . w as  
successful in preventing exploita^  
tion of the public domain.
A federal income tax: 1. w as de­
clared unconstitutional by the Su­
preme Court.  ̂ 2. w as m ade possible 
by a  constitutional am endm ent.
3. p laces taxes on thé man w ho is 
able to  pay. 4. w as opposed by  
laborers.
The United States entered the Span- 
ish-American War because: 1. the  
United States wanted the Hawaiian  
Islands. 2. Americans sym pathized  
with the Cubans. 3. the United  
States thought Spain w as responsi­
ble for sinking the “M aine.”
4. American business interests in  
Cuba w ere ruined by the revolution. 
The “Alabama Claims” were: 
1. brought against England for 
dam ages done to  our merchant 
vessels during the Civil W ar. 2. set­
tled peaceably by arbitration. 
3. concerned the paym ent to  A la ­
bama for th e dam age done by th e  
army o f the North. 4. settled  by  
England’s  paying $15,500,000 to  
the United States.
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( ) 88. Definite steps in the direction o f
world peace were th e: 1. W ashing­
ton Disarmament Conference. 2. es­
tablishment o f a  W orld Court.
3. establishment o f the League of 
Nations. 4. adoption o f high pro­
tective tariffs.
( ) 89. Important questions that arose at
the close o f the Word W ar w ere:
1. need for governmental economy.
2. creation of a Federal Reserve 
Banking System. 3. reduction o f  
immigration. 4. ownership and op­
eration of railroads.
FART n i
DIRECTIONS: Prom the list of answers in Column H se­
lect the name or term which matches each Item of Column 
I, and write the number of the answer in the parenthesis at 
the left of the item. The answers of one section may be 
matched with the items in Column I of the same section 
only. The example has been correctly marked.
Example: (18)  Author of Tom Sawyer
Column 1 Column II
) 90. Founded Ameri­ 1. Adams
can Red Cross 2. Barton
) 91. Inventor of te le­ 3. Bell
phone 4. Byrd
) 92. First leader of the 5. Cooper
Mormons in the 6. Edison
Far W est 7. Franklin
) 93. Man who invented 8. Hancock
process of vulcan­ 9. Henry
izing rubber 10. Goodyear
) 94. Founder and first 11. Lafayette
president of W . 12. Lodge
C. T. U. 13. M agellan
) 95. French general 14. Mann
who helped Amer­ 15. Peary
ican Colonies dur­ 16. Pershing
ing the Revolu­ 17. Smith
tion 18. Twain
) 96. Famoujs “Liberty 19. W illard
or Death” speech 20. Young
) 97. First man to fly over both the
North and South Poles
) 98. H elped to settle Jamestown
) 99. First man to sail across the Pacific
Ocean
) 100. Leader of fight in United States 
Senate against the United States 
becoming a member o f League of 
Nations
) 101. Author of “Leatherstocking T ales”
) 102. American who won the help o f  
' France for the American colonies 
during Revolutionary W ar
) 103. First vice-president o f the United  
States
) 104. Leader of American expeditionary 







Absence o f  gov­
ernment
A  nation tak in g  
neither side dur­
ing a w ar  
A  warring nation  
The exclusive con­
trol o f the supply  
o f goods
A device whereby  
the voters ap­
prove or disap­
prove a m easure 
adopted by a leg­
islative body 






















tricts for the ben- ^ _ ,
efit o f a political R^erend-
party
( ) 111. Prohibition im­
posed by law up­
on commerce 
( ) 112. A device whereby legislation may
be introduced or enacted directly 
by the electorate , 7 1
(  ) 113. Withdrawing from the Union
( ) 114. The type of general election ballot
used in the United States 
( ) 115. Attempt by a state to prevent the
operation within its territory of a 
United States law
PART IV
D IR EC TIO N S: In  each of the following items is a list
o f  historical events. Select the event which is the most 
recent, and place its number in  the parenthesis a t the left. 
The example has been correctly marked.
Example:
( 4 ) 1 .  The adm inistration of Washington
2. The adm inistration of Wilson
3. The adm inistration of Lincoln
4. The adm inistration of Hoover




( ) 117. 1 . Missouri Compromise
2. Kansas-Nebraska Bill
3. Wilmot Proviso
4. Compromise of 1850
( ) 118. 1. The Albany Plan of Union
2. The New  England Confederation
3. Mayflower Compact
4. Articles of Confederation 
( ) 119. 1. Japanese Exclusion A ct2. Open-door Policy in China
3. Holy Alliance
4. Monroe Doctrine
( ) 120. 1. Kentucky and Virginia Resolu­
tions
2 . Hartford Convention
8. South Carolina Ordinance of 
Nullification .
4. Whisky Rebellion
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A g e ....................................... Grade
-S tate     .....    Date
PART I
DIRECTIONS: Each of the items of this part refers to a state or a city marked on the 
accompanying map. Find the number of the state, or letter of the city, corresponding to 
each item and place this number or letter in the parenthesis before the item. The ex­
ample has been correctly marked.
Example: < 17 Ï The state farthest to the southeast.
)
J
1. The capital o f th e United States
2. A  lake port in Ohio noted for trade 
in grain, lumber,, and iron ore ^
3. An industrial center in the eastern  
part o f the Rocky Mountains region
4. A  city near the mouth of the Missis­
sippi River
The c ity  having Independence H all 
as a historical attraction
An im portant city located on the  
eastern end of Lake Erie
A -city ort Puget Sounâ
The largest N ew  England city
The city  having the w orld’s ta llest 
buildings
A shipping port located on the w est­
ern end of Lake Superion







) 12. The state which has the Columbia 
River as a part o f its northern 
boundary
X ) 13. The state which is the farthest to
the northeast
( ) 14. The state in which is found the
greatest part o f the Yellow stone  
National Park
X ) 15. The state in which the Roosevelt
Dam is located
( ) 16. The state in which Carlsbad Cav­
erns is located
( ) 17. The state which is the m ost sparsely
settled
( ) 18. The state in which the Erie Canal is
located
( ) 19.1 The State in which Omaha is locat­
ed
(  ) 20 , The state in which the Great Salt
Lake is located
Pubtisbed 1937. All right» reserved.
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PART n
DIRECTIONS: Read the following sentences carefully. If 
a sentence is true, place a plus (+ ) in the parenthesis be­
fore the statement, as in example A below. If the state- 
iment is false, make a minus (—) in the parenthesis, as in  
example B.
Examples:
( -)- ) A. The Mississippi River flows into the Gulf of 
Mexico.
{ — ) B. The Rocky Mountains are in the eastern part 
of the United States.
( ) 21. The North Central States may be
called the granary o f the United  
States because this section produces 
about two-thirds of the nation’s 
w heat and corn.
22. Rosin and turpentine are known as 
“naval stores.”
23. Glaciers once covered most o f the  
land north of the Ohio and Missouri 
Rivers with great mountains of ice.
24. The southwestern states are thinly  
populated chiefly because a large 
part of that territory lacks suffici­
ent rainfall for raising grain crops.
25. Kansas has all the materials neces­
sary to make a great manufacturing  
state.
26. Since winter w heat needs a long  
growing season, it is raised princi­
pally in North Dakota and Canada.
27. Since England is farther from the  
equator than is Newfoundland, the  
climate of England is colder than  
that of Newfoundland.
28. The agricultural output o f  th e  
plains region of the United States 
could be increased by adequate 
means of irrigation.
29. Mining is an important industry in 
Florida.
30. Conservation of natural resources is 
left exclusively to the control o f  
various states,
h I
31. The United States has such a w ide  
variety o f clim ates and natural re­
sources that it needs to buy nothing  
from foreign countries.
32. The wide Pacific coastal plain is an 
extrem ely rich agricultural region.
33. The W illam ette-Puget Sound V al­
ley  is a desert.
34. Cotton grows w ell in the sandy soil 
of Florida.
35. Effective methods o f transportation  
and communication are essential to  
the developm ent o f a nation.
36. The N ew  England States have w a­
ter falls which furnish power for  
factory operation.
37. Seattle and Tacoma, W ashington, 
are located on the Chesapeake Bay.
Agriculture
Labrador.
is h ig lily  developed in(— y 38.
39. Most of th e  m anufactured goods of 
Ph iladelph ia  a re  shipped down the 
St. Law rence River.
40. The land  north  of th e  G reat North­
ern Forest is a treeless plain called 
th e  tund ra .
41. The region around the  North Pole is 
known as th e  A ntarctic.
42. A laska yields vast amounts of 
w ealth  in m inerals, anim al furs, and 
fish.
43. The tem perature throughout Mex­
ico is hot during the entire year.
44. The islands of th e  W est Indies are 
really  th e  tops of a  high, rugged 
m ountain chain.
45. One of th e  principal exports of Cu­
ba is sugar.
46. O f all th e  continents Europe has the 
g rea test proportion of land which is 
suitable as a  home fo r mankind and 
as a place fo r farm ing and manu­
facturing .
47. T he G ulf Stream  is a g reat current 
o f w arm  w ater th a t  flows from the 
tropical p a rt of th e  A tlantic Ocean 
tow ard  the w estern coast of Europe.
48. Norw ay is a g rea t manufacturing 
country.
49. The chief export of G reat Britain is 
raw  m aterials.
50. E ngland’s location has made her the 
w orld’s g rea test center for trade 
and  travel.
51. EnglandT im ports much coal with 
which to carry  on h e r manufactur­
ing.
52. The people of Holland have in­
creased th e  size of th e ir  country by 
building dykes ou t into the ocean 
and draining th e  land cut off from 
th e  sea in this way.
53. France is a  m ore im portant manu­
facturing  nation th an  is England.
54. The Nazis governm ent of Germany 
was noted  fo r its democratic politi­
cal views.
55. W h eat is one of th e  leading pro­
ducts of Russia.
56. The Pyrenees M ountains are in 
northern  A frica.
57. The B alkan States lack  raw  materi­
als because they  a re  so old th a t all 
th e  n a tu ra l resources have been ex­
hausted .
58. Since m edieval tim es the Mediter­
ranean  Sea has been im portant com­
m ercially.
59. Irrigation  w ith th e  w ater of the Nile 
R iver keeps E gyp t from  being a 
desert land.
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PART I
DIRECTIONS: Each of the items of this part refers to a state or a city marked on the 
accompanying map. Find the number of the state, or letter of the city, corresponding to 
each item and place this number or letter in the parenthesis before the item. The ex­
ample has been correctly marked.




The cap ital of the  United States 
A lake port in Ohio noted fo r trad e  
in grain, lum ber, and iron ore 
An industrial center in the  eastern  
p a r t of th e  Rocky M ountains region
4. A city near th e  m outh of th e  Missis­
sippi River
5. The city having Independence H all 
as a historical a ttraction
6. An im portan t city located on the  
eastern  end of Lake Erie
7. A city on Puget Sound
8. The la rgest New England city
9. The city having th e  w orld’s ta llest 
buildings
10. A shipping port located on the  w est­
ern  end of Lake Superior
, 11., T he s ta te  w hich has th e  largest land 
a rea
) 12. The sta te  which has the  Columbia 
River as a p a rt of its northern  
boundary
) 13. The sta te  which is the  fa rth est to
' the  northeast
) 14. The sta te  in which is found the  
g reatest p a r t  of th e  Yellowstone 
N ational P ark
) 15. The sta te  in which the  Roosevelt 
Dam is located
) 16. The sta te  in which Carlsbad Cav­
erns is located
) 17. The sta te  which is th e  m ost sparsely 
settled
) 18. The s ta te  in which th e  Erie Canal is 
located
) 19. The sta te  in which O m aha is locat­
ed
) 20. The s ta te  in which th e  G reat S alt 
L ake is located
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fA B T  n
DIRECTIONS: Read the following sentences carefully. If 
a sentence is true, place a plus (+ )  in the parenthesis be­
fore ttie statement, as in example A below. If the state­
ment is false, make a minus (—) in the parentheds, as in 
example B.
Examples:
{ +  ) A. The Mississippi River flows into the Gulf of 
Mexico.
(— y B. The Rocky Mountains are in the eastern part 
of the United States.
( ) 21. The North Central States m ay be
called the granap^ of the United  
States because this section produces 
about two-thirds o f the nation’s 
wheat and corn.
22. Rosin and turpentine are known as 
"naval stores.”
23. Glaciers once covered most of the  
land north o f the Ohio and Missouri 
Rivers with great mountains o f ice.
24. The southwestern states are thinly  
populated chiefly because a large 
part o f that territory lacks suffici­
ent rainfall for raising grain crops.
25. Kansas has a ll the materials neces­
sary to m ake a great manufacturing 
state.
26. Since winter w heat needs a long  
growing season, it is raised princi­
pally in North Dakota and Canada.
27. Since England is farther from the  
equator than is Newfoundland, the  
climate of England is colder than  
that o f Newfoundland.
28. The agricultural output o f the 
plains region of the United States 
could be increased by adequate 
means of irrigation.
29. Mining is an important industry in  
Florida.
30. Conservation o f natural resources is 
le ft exclusively to the control o f  
various states.
31. The United States has such a w ide 
variety of clim ates and natural re­
sources that it needs to buy nothing 
from foreign countries.
32. The wide Pacific coastal plain is an 
extrem ely rich agricultural region.
33. The W illam ette-Puget Sound V al­
ley is a desert.
34. Cotton grows w ell in the sandy soil 
of Florida.
35. Effective methods o f transportation 
and communication are essential to 
the developm ent o f a  nation.
36. The N ew  England States have w a­
ter falls which furnish power for  
factory operation.
37. Seattle and Tacoma, W ashington, 
are located on the Chesapeake Bay.
38. A griculture I s  h ig h ly  developed in 
Labrador.
39. Most of th e  m anufactured  goods of 
Philadelphia a re  shipped down the 
St. Law rence River,
40. The lan d  north  o f th e  G reat North­
ern Forest is a  treeless plain called 
the  tundra .
41. The region around the  North Pole is 
known as th e  A ntarctic.
42. A laska yields vast amounts of 
w ealth  in m inerals, anim al furs, and 
fish.
43. The tem peratu re  throughout Mex­
ico is ho t during th e  entire year.
44. The islands of th e  W est Indies are 
rea lly  th e  tops of a  high, rugged 
m ountain chain.
45. One of th e  principal exports of Cu­
ba is sugar.
46. O f all th e  continents Europe has the 
g rea test proportion of land which is 
suitable as a  home fo r mankind and 
as a place fo r farm ing and manu­
facturing .
47. The G ulf Stream  is a g reat current 
of w arm  w ater th a t  flows from the 
tropical p a r t  of th e  A tlantic Ocean 
tow ard  th e  western coast of Europe.
48. Norw ay is a g rea t manufacturing 
country.
49. The chief export of G reat Britain is 
raw  m aterials.
50. E ngland’s location has made her the 
w orld’s g rea test center for trade 
and travel.
51. E ngland im ports much coal with 
which to  carry  on her manufactur­
ing.
52. The people of H olland have in­
creased th e  size of th e ir  country by 
building dykes out into the ocean 
and  draining the  land cut off from 
the  sea in this way.
53. France is. a  m ore im portant manu­
factu ring  nation th an  is England.
54. The N azis governm ent of Germany 
w as noted fo r its dem ocratic politi­
cal views.
55. W heat is one of th e  leading pro­
ducts of Russia.
56. The Pyrenees M ountains are in 
northern  A frica,
57. The B alkan States lack  raw  materi­
als because they  are  so old th a t all 
the n a tu ra l resources have been ex­
hausted.
58. Since m edieval tim es th e  Mediter­
ranean  Sea has been im portan t com­
m ercially.
59. Irrigation  with th e  w ate r of the  Nile 
R iver keeps E gyp t from  being a 
desert land.
0^
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PART I
DIRECTIONS: Each of the items of this part refers to a state or a city marked on the 
accompanying map. Find the number of the state, or letter of the city, corresponding to 
each item and place this number or letter in the parenthesis before the item. The ex­
ample has been correctly marked.
Example: (17 ) The state farthest to the southeast.
V
1. The capital o f the United States
2. A  lake port in Ohio noted for trade 
in grain, lumber, and iron ore
3. A n industrial center in the eastern  
part o f the Rocky Mountains region
4. A city near the mouth o f th e Missis­
sippi River
The city having Independence H all 
as a historical attraction
6  ̂ An im portant city located on the  
eastern end o f Lake Erie
7: A  city on Puget Sound
8. The largest N ew  England city
9. The city having the world’s ta llest 
buildings
10. A  shipping port located on the w est­
ern end o f Lake Superior
11. The state w hich h as th e largest land  
area
) 12. The state which has the Columbia 
River as a part o f its northern 
boundary
) 13. The state which is the farthest to 
the northeast
) 14. The state in which is found the  
greatest part of the Yellowstone 
National Park
) 15. The state in which the R oosevelt 
Dam is located
) 16. The state in which Carlsbad Cav­
erns is located
) 17. The state which is the most sparsely  
settled
) 18. The state in which the Erie Canal is  
located
) 19. The state in which Omaha is locat­
ed
) 20. The state in  which th e  Great Salt 
Lake is located
Published 1937. All right» remetved.
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t A l l T l l
DIRECTIONS: Read the following sentences carefully. If 
a sentence is true, place a plus (+ ) in the parenthesis be­
fore the statement, as in example A below. If the state­
ment is false, make a minus (—) in the parenthesis, as in 
example B.
Examples:
( +  ) A. The Mississippi River flows into the Gulf of 
Mexico.
( — ) B. The Rocky Mountains are in the eastern part 
of the United States.
( ) 21. The North Central States m ay he
called the granary of the United  
States because this section produces 
about two-thirds o f the nation's 
wheat and corn.
22. Rosin and turpentine are known as 
“naval stores."
23. Glaciers once covered most o f the  
land north of the Ohio and Missouri 
Rivers with great mountains o f ice.
24. The southwestern states are thinly  
populated chiefly because a large 
part of that territory lacks suffici­
ent rainfall for raising grain crops.
25. Kansas has all the materials neces­
sary to make a great manufacturing 
state.
26. Since winter w heat needs a long  
growing season, it  is raised princi­
pally in North Dakota and Canada.
27. Since England is farther from the  
equator than is Newfoundland, the  
climate o f England is colder than 
that of Newfoundland.
28. The agricultural output of the  
plains region of the United States 
could be increased by adequate 
means of irrigation.
29. Mining is an important industry in 
Florida.
30. Conservation o f natural resources is 
left exclusively to the control o f  
various states.
31. The United States has such a w ide  
variety of climates and natural re­
sources that it needs to buy nothing  
from foreign countries.
32. The wide Pacific coastal plain is an 
extremely rich agricultural region.
33. The W illam ette-Puget Sound V al­
ley  is a desert.
34. Cotton grows w ell in the sandy soil 
of Florida. ‘
35. Effective methods of transportation  
and communication are essential to 
the developm ent of a nation.
36. The N ew  England States have wa­
ter falls which furnish power for  
factory operation.
37. Seattle and Tacoma, W ashington, 























Agriculture is h igh ly  developed in 
Labrador.
Most o f the manufactured goods of 
Philadelphia are shipped down the 
%. Lawrence River.
The land north o f th e Great North­
ern Forest is a treeless plain called 
the tundra.
The region around the North Pole is 
known as the Antarctic-.
A laska yields vast amounts of 
w ealth in minerals, animal furs, and 
fish.
The tem perature throughout Mex­
ico is hot during the entire year. 
The islands o f the W est Indies are 
really  the tops of a high, rugged 
mountain chain.
One o f the principal exports of Cu­
ba is sugar.
O f all th e continents Europe has the 
greatest proportion of land which is 
suitable as a hom e for mankind and 
as a place for farm ing and manu­
facturing.
The G ulf Stream is a great current 
of warm water that flows from the 
tropical part o f the Atlantic Ocean 
toward th e western coast of Europe. 
N orway is a great manufacturing 
country.
The ch ief export o f Great Britain is 
raw  materials.
England’s location has made her the 
world's greatest -center for trade 
and travel.
England imports much coal with 
which to carry on her manufactur­
ing.
The people o f  Holland have in­
creased the size o f their country by 
building dykes out into the ocean 
and draining the land cut off from 
the sea in this way.
France is a more important manu­
facturing nation than is England. 
The N azis government o f Germany 
w as noted for its democratic politi­
cal view s.
W heat is one o f 
ducts o f Russia.
the leading pro-
The Pyrenees Mountains are ih 
northern Africa.
The Balkan States lack  raw  materi­
als because they are so old that all 
the natural resources have been ex­
hausted.
Since m edieval tim es the Mediter­
ranean Sea has been important com­
m ercially.
Irrigation with the w ater o f the Nile 
River keeps E gypt from  being a 
desert land.
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PART I
DIRECTIONS: Each of the items of this part refers to a state or a city marked on the 
accompanying map. Find the number of the state, or letter of the city, corresponding to 
each item and place this number or letter in the parenthesis before the item. The ex­
ample has been correctly marked.
Example: ( 17 ) The state farthest to the southeast.
1
1. The capital o f the United States
2. A  lake port in Ohio noted for trade 
in grain, lumber, and iron ore
3. An industrial center in the eastern  
part o f the Rocky Mountains region
4. A city near the mouth of the Missis­
sippi River
5. The city having Independence H all 
as a historical attraction
6. An important city located on the  
eastern end of Lake Erie
7. A  city on Puget Sound •
8. The largest N ew  England city
9. The city having th e world’s ta llest 
buildings
10. A  shipping port located on the w est­
ern end of Lake Superior
11. The state which has th e largest land  
area
The state which has the Columbia 
River as a part o f its northern  
boundary
13. The state which is the farthest to 
the northeast
14. The state in which is found the  
greatest part o f th e Yellowstone  
National Park
15. The state in which the Roosevelt 
Dam is located
16. The state in which Carlsbad Cav­
erns is located
17. The state which is the m ost sparsely  
settled
18. The state in which the Erie Canal is 
located
19. The state in which Omaha is locat­
ed
20. The state in which the Great Salt 
Lake is  located
P u b lish e d  1937. A ll r i s h t s  r e s e rv e d .
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PART n
DIRECTIONS: Read the following sentences carefully. If 
a sentence is true, place a plus (+ ) in the parenthesis be­
fore the statement, as in example A below. • If the state­
ment is false, make a minus (—) in the parenthesis, as in 
example B.
Examples:
( +  ) A, The Mississippi River flows into the Gulf of 
Mexico.
( — ) B. The Rocky Mountains are in the eastern part 
of the United States.
( ) 21. The North Central States m ay he
called the granary o f the United 
States because this section produces 
about two-thirds o f the nation's 
wheat and corn.
22. Rosin and turpentine are known as 
“naval stores,”
23. Glaciers once covered most o f the  
land north of the Ohio and Missouri 
Rivers with great mountains o f ice.
24. The southwestern states are thinly  
populated chiefly because a large  
part of that territory lacks suffici­
ent rainfall for raising grain crops.
25. Kansas has all the materials neces­
sary to make a great manufacturing 
state.
26. Since winter w heat needs a  long 
growing season, it is raised princi­
pally in North Dakota and Canada.
27. Since England is farther from the  
equator than is Newfoundland, the  
climate o f England is colder than 
that of Newfoundland.
28. The agricultural output o f the  
plains region of the United States 
could be increased by adequate 
means of irrigation.
29. Mining is an important industry in 
Florida.
30. Conservation of natural resources is 
left exclusively to the control o f 
various states.
31. The United States has such a wide 
variety o f clim ates and natural re­
sources that it needs to buy nothing  
from foreign countries.
32. The wide Pacific coastal plain is an 
extremely rich agricultural region.
S3. The W illam ette-Puget Sound V al­
ley is a desert.
34. Cotton grows w ell in the sandy soil 
o f Florida.
85. Effective methods o f transportation  
and communication are essential to  
the developm ent of a nation.
36. The N ew  England States have w a­
ter fa lls which furnish power for 
factory operation.
37. Seattle and Tacoma, W ashington, 
are located on the Chesapeake Bay.
38. Agriculture is h igh ly  developed in 
Labrador.
39. Most o f the m anufactured goods of 
Philadelphia are shipped down the 
St. Lawrence River.
40. The land north o f th e  Great North­
ern Forest is a treeless plain called 
the tundra.
41. The region around the North Pole is 
known as th e Antarctic.
42. A laska yields vast amounts of 
w ealth  in minerals, animal furs, and 
fish.
43. The tem perature throughout Mex­
ico is hot during the entire year.
44. The islands o f th e W est Indies are 
really  the tops o f a high, rugged 
mountain chain.
45. One o f the principal exports of Cu­
ba is sugar.
46. Of all the continents Europe has the 
greatest proportion o f land which is 
suitable as a home for mankind and 
as a place for farm ing and manu­
facturing.
47. The G ulf Stream is a great current 
of warm w ater th at flows from the 
tropical part o f th e Atlantic Ocean 
toward the western coast o f Europe.
48. Norway is a great manufacturing 
country.
49. The ch ief export o f Great Britain is 
raw  m aterials.
50. England’s location has made her the 
world’s greatest center for trade 
and travel.
51. England imports much coal with 
which to carry on her manufactur­
ing.
52. The people o f H olland have in­
creased the size o f their country by 
building dykes out into the ocean 
and draining the land cut off from 
the sea in this way.
53. France is a more important manu­
facturing nation than is England.
54. The N azis government o f Germany 
w as noted for its democratic politi­
cal view s.
55. W heat is one o f the leading pro­
ducts o f Russia.
56. The Pyrenees Mountains are in 
northern Africa.
57. The Balkan States lack raw materi­
als because th ey  are so old that all 
the natural resources have been ex­
hausted.
58. Since m edieval tim es . the Mediter­
ranean Sea has been important com­
mercially.
59. Irrigation with the w ater o f the Nile 
River keeps E gypt from  being a 
desert land.
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) 60. Afnca produces raw materials 
which she exchanges for manufac­
tured products.
) 61. The average rainfall is low  for all 
parts o f Africa.
) 62. Gold and diam onds are important 
products o f  South A frica.
) 63. Siberia, as one o f the world’s great 
grain reserves, is o f less value than  
its area would indicate because its  
rivers are com m ercially o f little  
value.
India is a politically  independent 
country.
The area o f Japan is about equal to  
that o f th e  part o f the United States 
east o f  th e M ississippi River.
Japan is looking for a land to which  
her people m ay m ove because the  
Japanese Islands are so densely  
populated.
China’s large population is scat­


















M anufacturing in China is exten­
sive.
The chief export of 
silk.
China is raw
Alm ost a ll of India is a desert.
The h igh est mountain range in the  
world is the Him alaya.
underThe Philippine Islands are 
the control of Great Britain.
A ll th e countries o f South America 
are politically independent.
A  great mountain w all extends 
down th e eastern coast o f South 
Am erica.
The m ost important industry o f the  
A m azon region is th at o f gathering  
rubber.
Since V enezuela is in th e northern 
part o f  South America, the average 
tem perature o f th at country is very  
sim ilar to th at o f  Northern Can­
ada.
The w ealth  o f South Am erica con­
sists largely  o f raw  m aterials.
The ch ief export o f Australia is 
w ool.
The population o f Australia is  
greater than that o f the United  
States.
The ch ief export o f th e H awaiian  
Islands is  sugar.
PART t i l
DIRECTIONS: Place the number of the part which makes 
the best answer to the statement in the parenthesis before 
the statement, as in the example.
Example:
( I ) Philadelphia Is a city in: 1. Pennsylvania. 2. New 
York. 3. New Jwsey. 4. Obiow
In this example "Pennsylvania” is the Correct answer; 
therefore, a figure 1 has been placed in the parenthesis.
( ) 81. The raising o f many crops on one
farm is called: 1. diversified farm­
ing. 2 . dry farming. 3. extensive  
farm ing. 4. intensive farming.
( ) 82. The winds which blow toward the
equator are called th e: 1. sirocco.
2. trade winds. 3. monsoon. 4 . pre­
vailing westerly winds.
{ ) 83. The distance north or south o f th e
equator measured in degrees is  
called: 1. longitude. 2. gravitation.
3. equinox. 4. latitude.
( ) 84. An eclipse o f the sun occurs w hen:
1. the earth is  between the 'moon 
and the sun. 2 . the sun is betw een  
the earth and the moon. 3. the  
moon is betw een the earth and the  
sun. 4 . Mars is between th e earth  
and the sun.
( ) 85. The Red River V alley of the North
is a : 1. spring w heat region. 2 . win­
ter w heat region. 3. com  region.
4. cotton region.
( ) 86. The Florida keys are: 1. railroads.'
2. lakes. 3. islands. 4. cities.
( ) 87. A drought-resisting crop is: 1. cot­
ton. 2. corn. 3. kaffir. 4 . oats.
( ) 88. The state known as th e “Land of
Ten Thousand Lakes’’ is: 1. Minne­
sota. 2. Michigan. 3. Utah. 4 . W is­
consin.
( ) 89. The canal which connects Lake Su­
perior with Lake Huron is th e:  
1. Sod. 2. Erie. 3. Suez. 4 . W el­
land.
( ) 90. The “Father of W aters” is th e:
1. Mississippi River. 2. Great Lakes.
3. M editerranean Sea. 4. Missouri 
River.
( ) 91. The Blue Grass region is in; 1. Ken­
tucky. 2. Kansas. 3. Montana.
4. Tennessee.
( ) 92. Hard coal is known as: 1. bitumin­
ous. 2. anthracite. 3. coke. 4. drift.
( ) 93. M inneapolis is a center for: 1. sugar
refining. 2. flour m illing. 3. textile  
m anufacturing. 4. sa lt mining.
( ) 94. Atlantic City is known as a : 1. min­
ing town. 2. flour m illing center.
3. w ool m arket. 4. pleasure resort.
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( ) 95. Chicago has become a great rail­
road center because: 1. it is located  
on the Ohio River. 2. it has im­
mense w ealth to build railroads.
3. it is located at a  natural m eeting  
point of trade routes. 4 . it is on the 
Mississippi River.
( ) 96. The most highly industrialized coun­
try in South America in the decade 
following the W orld W ar w as:
1. Brazil. 2 . Peru. 3. Argentina.
4. Colombia.
( ) 97. The country which leads in the pro­
duction of coffee is: 1. Chile. 2. Ar­
gentina. 3. Brazil. 4 . Uruguay.
( ) 98. The canal which shortens the dis­
tance of ships traveling between the  
Pacific and Atlantic ports o f the 
United States is the: 1. Kiel.
2. W elland. ' 3. Erie. 4. Panama.
( ) 99. The Spaniards w ere first attracted
to the Andean countries by the:
1. fertile land. 2. variety of plants.
3. precious metals. 4 . raw materi­
als for manufacturing.
( ) 100. The portion of South America hav­
ing a climate most nearly like that 
of the United States is: 1. Bra­
zil. 2. northern South America. 
3. Argentina and Chile. 4. Peru 
and Ecuador.
) 101. The “Mother of Nations” is a term  
applied to: 1. Europe. 2. Africa.
3. Asia. 4. North America.
) 102. The form of government in France 
imm ediately after the World W ar 
was: 1. Fascist. 2. Republican.
3. Monarchial. 4. Soviet.
) 103. The League of Nations meets in: 
1. Geneva. 2. London. 3. The 
Hague. 4. Paris.
) 104. Lyons is one of the important cities 
of France because: 1. it has exten­
sive silk manufacturing. 2. it is 
located in the fruit growing sec­
tion. 3. it is one of the leading sea­
ports for shipping on the M editer­
ranean Sea. 4. it has extensive 
wool manufacturing.
( ) 105. One of the Scandinavian countries
is: 1. Sweden. 2. Switzerland.
3. Bulgaria. 4. Belgium.
( ) 106. The largest country in Europe is:
1. Russia. 2. France. 3. Czecho­
slovakia. 4. Germany.
( ) 107. The most prosperous farm ing reg­
ion of Italy is: 1. around Naples.
2. the coastal region of the Gulf o f 
Taranto. 3. the Tiber V alley.
4. the Po V alley.
( ) 108. The im portance o f the Balkan]
States lies in their : 1.‘ intensive ag- 
.ricu lture. 2 . large manufacturing 
plants. 3. strategic geographical 
ipcation . 4. artistic productions. I
( ) 109. Alsace-Lorraine is noted chiefly
for its: 1. iron ore. 2. food prod- I 
ucts. 3. tapestries. 4. wines.
{ ) 110. The ch ief export of India is:
1. rice. 2 . cotton. 3. cloth. 4. su­
gar. .
( ) 111. China is very w eak because: 1. it
has no m inerals. 2. the Chinese 
have refused to adopt modem
m ethods o f civilization. 3. the land 
is poor. 4. it is sparsely settled.
( ) 112. The Suez Canal connects the:
1. M editerranean Sea with the Red 
Sea. 2. Mediterranean Sea with
Persian Gulf. 3. Pacific with the 
A tlantic Ocean. 4 . Mediterranean 
Sea w ith the A tlantic Ocean.
( ) 113. The Asiatic country resembling
England the closest economically 
is: 1. China. 2 , Japan. 3. Tur­
key. 4. Arabia.
( ) 114. Australia is an important British
possession because: 1. it produces 
much cotton. 2. it is covered with 
forests and grass lands. 3. it 
trades its wool, meat, and other 
raw  m aterials for England’s man­
ufactured goods. 4. it is an effec­
tive prison island for English of­
fenders.
( ) 115. More than ninety per cent of the
world’s supply of diamonds comes 
from : 1. China. 2. Peru. 3. South 
Africa. 4. A laska. ______ _
( ) 116. The H awaiian Islands are valuable
to the United States chiefly as a:
1. naval base and a  coaling and re­
pair station for ships. 2. potential 
m ining region. 3. winter resort for 
tourists. 4 . rich agricultural region.










) 118. The home of the yellow  race is:
1. A frica. 2. A sia. 3. Australia. 
4, Europe.
) 119. The longest river , in the world is 
the: 1. Am azon. 2. Nile. 3. Rio 
Grande. 4. Missouri-Mississippi.
) 120. The country . on the southern 
boundary of the United States is:
1. M exico. 2. Canada. 3. Panama.
4. Chile.
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) 60. A frica produces raw m aterials 
which she exchanges for m anufac­
tured products.
) 61. The average rainfall is  low  for all 
parts o f Africa.
) 62. Gold and diam onds are important 
products o f South Africa.
) 63. Siberia, as one of the world's great 
grain reserves, is o f less value than  
its area would indicate because its 
rivers are com m ercially o f little  
value.
) 64. India is a politically independent 
country.
) 65. The area o f Japan is about equal to 
th at o f the part o f the United States 
east o f the M ississippi River.
) 66. Japan is looking for a land to which  
her people m ay m ove because the  
. Japanese Islands are so densely  
populated.
) 67. China’s large population is sca t­
tered  evenly over her large land  
area.
) 68. M anufacturing in China is exten­
sive.
) 69. The chief export of China is raw  
silk.
) 70. Alm ost all o f India is a desert.
) 71. The highest mountain range in the 
world is the Him alaya.
) 72. The Philippine Islands are under ( 
th e control o f Great Britain.
) 73. A ll th e countries o f South America ( 
are politically independent.
) 74. A great mountain w all extends
down th e  eastern coast o f South /
America.
) 75. The most important industry of the 
Amazon region is that of gathering 
rubber. ^
) 76. Since V enezuela is in th e northern 
part o f South America, the average 
tem perature o f th at country is  very  
sim ilar to  th at o f Northern Can- ,
a da.
) 77. The w ealth o f South America con­
sists largely o f raw m aterials. ^
) 78. The ch ief export o f Australia is
wool. (
) 79. The population o f Australia is  
greater than th at o f the United 
States.
) 80. The ch ief export o f the Hawaiian  
Islands is  sugar.
tART III
DIRECTIONS: Place the number of the part which makes 
the best answer to the statement in the parenthesis before 
the statement, as in the example.
Example:
( 1 ) Philadelphia is a city in: 1. Pennsylvania. Z. New 
York. 3. New Jersey. 4. Ohio.
In this example "Pennsylvania” is the correct answer; 
therefore, a figure 1 has been placed in the parenthesis.
( ) 81. The raising o f many crops on one
farm is called: 1. diversified farm­
ing. 2. dry farming. 3. extensive 
farming. 4. intensive farming.
( ) 82. The winds which blow toward the
equator are called the: 1. sirocco.
2. trade winds. 3. monsoon. 4. pre­
vailing westerly winds.
( ) 83. The distance north or south of th e
equator measured in degrees is  
called: 1. longitude. 2. gravitation.
3. equinox. 4. latitude.
( ) 84. An eclipse of the sun occurs w hen:
1. the earth is  betw een the moon 
and the sun. 2. the sun is betw een  
the earth and th e moon. 3. the  
moon is between th e earth and the  
sun. 4 . Mars is between the earth  
and the sun.
( ) 85. The Red River V alley o f the North
is a : 1. spring w heat region. 2. win­
ter w heat region. 3. com  region.
4. cotton region.
( ) 86. The Florida keys are: 1. railroads.'
2. lakes. 3. islands. 4. cities.
) 87. A drought-resisting crop is: 1. cot­
ton. 2. com . 3. kaffir. 4. oats.
) 88. The state known as the “Land o f 
Ten Thousand Lakes” is: 1. Minne­
sota. 2. Michigan. 3. Utah. 4 . W is­
consin.
( ) 89. The canal which connects Lake Su­
perior with Lake Huron is th e:
1. Soo. 2. Erie. 3. Suez. 4 . W el­
land.
( ) 90. The “Father of W aters” is the:
■ 1. Mississippi River. 2. Great Lakes.
3. Mediterranean Sea. 4. Missouri 
River.
( ) 91. The Blue Gr:.ss region is in: 1. Ken­
tucky. 2. Kansas. 3. Montana.
4. Tennessee.
( ) 92. Hard coal is known as: 1. bitumin­
ous. 2. anthracite. 3. coke. 4. drift.
( ) 93. Minneapolis is a center for: 1. sugar
refining. 2. flour m illing. 3. textile  
manufacturing. 4 . salt mining.
( ) 94. A tlantic City is known as a : 1. min­
ing town. 2. flour m illing center.
3. wool m arket. 4. pleasure resort.
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( ) 95. Chicago has becom e a great rail­
road center because: 1. it is located  
on the Ohio River. 2. it has im­
m ense w ealth  to build railroads.
3. it is located a t a  natural m eeting  
point o f trade routes. 4. it is on the  
M ississippi River.
( ) 96. The m ost h ighly industrialized coun­
try in South Am erica in the decade  
follow ing the W orld W ar w as:
1. Brazil. 2 . Peru. 3. A rgentina.
4. Colombia.
( ) 97. The country which leads in the pro­
duction of coffee is: 1. Chile. 2. A r­
gentina. 3. Brazil. 4. Uruguay.
( ) 98. The canal which shortens the dis­
tance of ships traveling between the  
Pacific and A tlantic ports of the  
United States is the: 1. K iel.
2 . W elland. ' 3. Erie. 4. Panama.
( ) 99. The Spaniards w ere first attracted
to the Andean countries by the : 
1. fertile land. 2. variety of plants.
3. precious m etals. 4. raw  m ateri­
als for manufacturing.
Ç ) 100. The portion o f South America hav­
ing a climate m ost nearly like th at  
of the United States is: 1. Bra­
zil. 2. northern South America.
3. Argentina and Chile. 4. Peru 
and Ecuador.
) 101. The “Mother o f Nations” is a term  
applied to: 1. Europe. 2. A frica.
3 . A sia. 4. North Am erica.
) .  102. The form of government in France 
im m ediately after the W orld War 
w as: 1. Fascist. 2. Republican,
3. Monarchial. 4. Soviet.
) 103. The League of Nations m eets in:





c ) 104. Lyons is one o f the important cities 
of France because: 1. it has exten­
sive silk manufacturing. 2. it is 
located in the fruit growing sec-n 
tion. 3. it is one o f the leading sea­
ports for shipping on the M editer­
ranean Sea. 4. it has extensive  
wool manufacturing.
( ) 105. One of the Scandinavian countries
is: 1. Sweden. 2. Switzerland.
3. Bulgaria. 4. Belgium.
(■ ) 106. The largest country in Europe is:
1. Russia. 2. France. 3. Czecho­
slovakia. 4. Germany.
( y 107. The most prosperous farm ing reg­
ion o f Italy is: 1. around Naples.
2 . th e coastal region o f the G ulf o f  
Taranto. 3. the Tiber V alley.
4 . th e Po V alley.
( ) 108.
( ) 109.
The importance of the Balkan 
States lies in their: 1. intensive ag­
riculture. 2 . large manufacturing 
plants. 3. strategic geographical 
Ipcation. 4 . artistic  productions.
Alsace-Lorraine is 
for its: 1. iron ore. 
ucts. 3. tapestries.
noted chiefly 
2 . food prod- 
4 . wines.
( ) lie. The c h ie f  export o f ’ India is:
1. rice. 2. cotton. 3: cloth. 4. su­
gar.
( ) 111. China is very w eak because: 1. it
has no m inerals. 2. th e Chinese 
have refused to  adopt modem  
m ethods o f civilization. 3. the land 
is poor. 4. it is  sparsely settled.
( ) 112. The Suez Canal connects the:
1. M editerranean Sea w ith the Red 
Sea. 2. M editerranean Sea with
Persian G ulf. 3. Pacific with the 
A tlantic Ocean. 4. Mediterranean 
Sea w ith  th e A tlantic Ocean.
( ) 113 . The A siatic , country resembling
England th e  ' closest economically 
is: 1. China. 2. Japan. 3. Tur­
key. 4. Arabia.
( ) 114. Australia is an im portant British
possession because: 1. it produces 
much cotton. 2. it is covered with 
forests and grass lands. 3. it 
trades its^ w ool, m eat, and other 
raw  m aterials for England’s man­
ufactured goods. 4. it is an effec­
tive prison island for English of­
fenders. '
( ) 115. More than ninety per cent of the
w orld’s supply o f diam onds comes 
from : 1. China. 2. Peru. 3. South 
A frica. 4. A laska.
( ) 116. The H aw aiian Islands are valuable
to the United States chiefly  as a: 
1. naval base and a coaling and re­
pair station for ships. 2. potential 
m ining region. 3. w inter resort for 
tourists. 4. rich agricultural region.
( ) 117. The body o f w ater east o f Japan is
th e: A tlan tic  Ocean^. 2. Pacific
Ocean. 3- Y ellow  Sea.^ 4. Sea of 
Japan.
( ) 118. The hom e of th e yellow  -race is:
1. A frica. 1 2. A sia. 3f Australia.
4. Europe.
( ) 119. The longest river in the world is
th e ;  1. A m azon. 2. N ile. 3. Rio 
Grande. 4. Missouri-Mississippi.
( ) 120. The country on th e southern
boundary o f  the United. States is:
1. M exico. 2- Canada* 3. Panama.
4 . Chile.
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) 60. A frica produces raw  m aterials 
which she exchanges for m anufac­
tured products,
) 61. The average rainfall is  low  for all 
parts o f  A frica.
) 62. Gold and diam onds are im portant 
products o f South Africa.
) 63. Siberia, as one o f th e w orld’s great 
grain reserves, is o f less value than  
its area would indicate because its 
rivers are com m ercially o f little  
value.
) 64. India is a politically independent 
country.
) 65. The area o f Japan is about equal to 
that o f th e part o f  th e United States 
east o f the M ississippi River.
) 66. Japan is looking for a land to which  
her people m ay m ove because the  
. Japanese Islands are so densely  
populated.
) 67. China’s large population is scat­















Manufacturing in China is exten­
sive.
China is rawThe chief export of 
silk.
Almost a ll o f India is a desert.
The h ighest mountain range in the  
world is the Him alaya.
The Philippine Islands are under 
the control o f Great Britain.
A ll th e countries o f South America 
are politically independent.
A great mountain w all extends 
down the eastern coast o f South 
America.
The m ost important industry of the  
Am azon region is that o f gathering  
rubber.
Since V enezuela is in th e northern  
part o f South America, the average  
tem perature o f th at country is very  
sim ilar to th at o f Northern Can­
ada.
The w ealth  of South America con­
sists largely  o f raw  m aterials.
The ch ief export o f Australia is 
wool.
The population o f Australia is  
greater than th a t o f th e United  
States.
The ch ief export o f the H awaiian  
Islands is  sugar.
PART 111
DIRECTIONS: Place the number of the part which makes 
the best answer to the statement in the parenthesis before 
the statement, as in the example.
Example:
( 1 ) Philadelphia is a city in: 1. Pennsylvania. 2. New 
York. 3. New Jersey. 4. Ohio.
In this example “Pennsylvania” is the correct answer; 
therefore, a figure 1 has been placed in the parenthesis.
( ) 81. The raising of many crops on one
farm is called: 1. diversified farm­
ing.  ̂2 . dry farming. 3. extensive  
farming. 4. intensive farming.
( ) 82. The winds which blow toward the
equator are called the : 1. sirocco.
2. trade winds. 3. monsoon. 4. pre­
vailing westerly winds.
( ) 83. The distance north or south o f the
equator measured in degrees is 
called: 1. longitude. 2 . gravitation.
3. equinox. 4. latitude.
( ) 84. An eclipse o f the sun occurs w hen:
1. the earth is between the moon 
and the sun. 2 . the sun is between  
the earth and the moon. 3. the  
moon is between the earth and the  
sun. 4. Mars is between the earth  
and the sun.
( ) 85. The Red River V alley of the North
is a : 1. spring w heat region. 2. w in­
ter w heat region. 3. corn region.
4. cotton region.
( ) 86, The Florida keys are: 1. railroads.'
2. lakes. 3. islands. 4 . cities.
( ) 87. A drought-resisting crop is: 1. cot­
ton. 2. com . 3. kaffir. 4 . oats.
( ) 88. The state known as the "Land o f
Ten Thousand Lakes” is: 1. Minne­
sota. 2. Michigan. 3. Utah. 4. W is­
consin.
( ) 89. The canal which connects Lake Su­
perior with Lake Huron is th e:
1. Soo. 2. Erie. 3. Suez. 4. W el­
land.
( ) 90. The "Father of W aters” is th e:
1. Mississippi River. 2. Great Lakes.
3. Mediterranean Sea. 4. Missouri 
River.
( ) 91. The Blue Grass region is in : 1. Ken­
tucky. 2. Kansas. 3. Montana.
4. Tennessee.
( ) 92. Hard coal is known as: 1. bitumin­
ous. 2. anthracite. 3. coke. 4. drift.
( ) 93. Minneapolis is a center for: 1. sugar
refining, 2. flour m illing. 3. textile  
manufacturing. 4. salt mining.
( ) 94. Atlantic City is known as a : 1. m in­
ing town. 2. flour m illing center.
3. wool market. 4. pleasure resort.
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( ) 95. Chicago has becom e a great rail­
road center because: 1. it is located  
on th e Ohio River. 2. it has im­
m ense w ealth  to  build railroads.
3. it is located at a  natural m eeting  
point o f trade routes. 4 . it is on the  
M ississippi River.
( ) 96. The m ost h igh ly  industrialized coun­
try in South Am erica in the decade  
follow ing the W orld W ar w as:
1. Brazil. 2. Peru. 3. A rgentina.
4. Colombia.
( ) 97. The country which leads in the pro­
duction o f coffee is: 1. Chile. 2. A r­
gentina. 3. Brazil. 4 . Uruguay.
( ) 98. The canal which shortens th e dis­
tance of ships traveling betw een the  
Pacific and A tlantic ports o f the  
United States is the : 1. K iel.
2. W elland. ' 3. Erie. 4. Panam a.
( ) 99. The Spaniards w ere first attracted
to the Andean countries by the : 
1. fertile land. 2. variety of plants.
3. precious m etals. 4. raw  m ateri­
als for m anufacturing.
i  ) 100. The portion o f South A m erica hav­
ing a clim ate m ost nearly like that 
of the United States is: 1. Bra­
zil. 2. northern South Am erica.
3. Argentina and Chile. 4 . Peru 
and Ecuador.
( ) 101. The “Mother o f N ations” is a term
applied to: 1. Europe. 2. A frica.
3. A sia. 4. North Am erica.
( ) 102. The form  o f governm ent in France
im m ediately after th e W orld W ar 
w as: 1. Fascist. 2. Republican.
3. Monarchial. 4. Soviet.
'< ) 103. The League of Nations m eets in:
1. Geneva. 2 . London. 3. T he  
Hague. 4. Paris.
( ) 104. Lyons is one of the im portant cities
o f France because: 1. it has exten­
sive silk m anufacturing. 2. it is 
T' located in th e fruit growing sec­
tion. 3. it is one o f the leading sea­
ports for shipping on the M editer­
ranean Sea. 4. it has extensive  
w ool m anufacturing.
( ) 105. One of the Scandinavian countries
is: 1. Sweden. 2. Sw itzerland.
3. Bulgaria. 4 . Belgium .
( ) 106. The largest country in Europe is:
1. Russia. 2. France. 3. Czecho­
slovakia. 4 . Germany.
( ) 107. The m ost prosperous farm ing reg­
ion o f Italy is: 1. around N aples.
2. th e coastal region o f th e G ulf o f  
Taranto. 3. th e T iber V alley .
4 . th e  Po V alley.
( ) 108. The im portance o f th e Balkan
States lies  in th eir: 1. intensive ag­
riculture. 2 . large manufacturing 
plants. 3. stra teg ic  geographical 
Ipcation. 4 . artistic productions.
( ) 109. A lsace-Lorraine is noted chiefly
I for its: 1. iron ore. 2. food prod­
ucts. 3. tapestries. 4 . wines.
( ) 110. The ch ief export o f India is:
1. rice. 2. cotton. 3. cloth. 4. su-
' gar.
( ) 111. China is very w eak because: 1. it
has no m inerals. 2 . th e Chinese 
have refused ' to  adopt modern 
m ethods o f civilization . 3. the land 
is poor. 4. it is  sparsely  settled.
( ) 112. The Suez Canal connects the:
1. M editerranean Sea w ith th e Red 
Sea. 2. M editerranean Sea with 
Persian G ulf. 3. Pacific with the 
A tlan tic  O cean. 4. Mediterranean 
Sea w ith  the A tlan tic  Ocean.
( ) 113. The A siatic country resembling
E ngland th e closest economically 
is: 1. China. 2. Japan. 3. Tur­
key. 4. A rabia.
( ) 114. A ustralia is an im portant British
possession because: 1, it produces 
much cotton. 2 . it  is covered with 
forests and grass lands. 3. it 
trades its w ool, m eat, and other 
raw  m aterials for England’s man­
ufactured goods. 4 . it is  an effec­
tive prison island for English of­
fenders.
( ) 115. More than ninety per cent of the
w orld’s supply  o f diam onds comes 
from : 1. China. 2 . Peru. 3. South 
A frica. 4. A laska.
( ) 116. The H aw aiian Islands are valuable
to th e  U nited States ch iefly  as a:
1. naval base and a  coaling and re- . 
pair station for ships. 2. potential 
m ining region. 3. w inter resort for 
tourists. 4 . rich agricultural region.
( ) 117. The body o f w ater east o f Japan is
th e: 1. A tlantic  O cean. 2. Pacific 
Ocean. 3^ Y ellow  Sea. 4. Sea of 
Japan.
( ) 118, T he hom e o f th e  yellow  race is:
1. A frica. 2 . A sia . 3 . Australia.
4 . Europe.
( ) 119. The longest river in th e  world is
th e: 1. A m azon. 2 . N ile. 3. Rio 
G rande. 4. M issouri-M ississippi.
( ) 120. The country on th e southern
boundary of th e U nited States is:
1. M exico. 2 . C anada. 3. Panama.
4 . Chile.
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) 60. A frica produces raw  m aterials  
which she exch an ges for  m anufac­
tured products.
) 61. The average rainfall is  low  for all 
parts o f  Africa.
) 62, Gold and diam onds are im portant 
products o f  South A frica.
) 63. Siberia, as one o f th e  w orld’s great 
grain reserves, is o f  less value than  
its area w ould ind icate because its 



















India is a politica lly  independent 
country.
The area o f Japan is  about equal to  
that o f th e part o f th e  U nited States 
east of th e  M ississippi River.
Japan is looking for  a land to  w hich  
her people m ay m ove because the  
. Japanese Islands are so densely  
populated.
China’s large population is scat­
tered evenly over her large land  
area.
M anufacturing in China is  exten­
sive.
The ch ief export o f China is raw  
silk.
Alm ost a ll o f  India is a desert.
The h igh est m ountain range in the
world is th e  H im alaya.
The P hilipp ine Islands are under 
the control o f  Great Britain.
A ll th e countries o f  South Am erica  
are politica lly  independent.
A  great mountain w all extends 
down th e eastern coast o f South  
Am erica.
The m ost im portant industry o f th e  
Am azon region is th at o f gathering  
rubber.
Since V enezuela  is in th e  northern  
part o f  South Am erica, th e average  
tem perature o f th at country is  very  
sim ilar to th at o f  Northern Can­
ada.
T he w ealth  o f South Am erica con­
sists largely  o f raw  m aterials.
The ch ief export o f  Australia is 
w ool.
The population o f A ustralia is  
greater than  th a t o f th e United  
States.
The ch ie f export o f  th e H aw aiian  
Islands is  sugar.
pAkï m
DIRECTIONS: Place the number of the part which makes
the best answer to the statement in the parenthesis before
the statement, as in the example.
Example:
( 1 ) Philadelphia is a city in: 1. Pennsylvania. 2. New 
York. 3. New Jersey. 4. Ohio.
In this example “Pennsylvania” is the correct answer;
therefore, a figure 1 has been placed in the parenthesis.
( ) 81. The raising o f many crops on one
farm  is called : 1. diversified farm ­
ing. 2. dry farm ing. 3. extensive  
farm ing. 4. intensive farm ing.
( ) 82. The winds w hich blow toward the
equator are called th e: 1. sirocco.
- 2. trade winds. 3. monsoon. 4 . pre­
vailing w esterly winds.
( ) 83. The distance north or south o f th e
equator m easured in degrees is  
called: 1. longitude. 2. gravitation. 
3. equinox. 4. latitude.
( ) 84. An eclipse o f the sun occurs w hen;
1. th e earth is  betw een th e moon 
and th e sun. 2. the sun is betw een  
the earth and the moon. 3. the  
moon is betw een the earth and the  
sun. 4 . Mars is between th e earth  
and the sun.
( ) 85.
( ) 86 .
( ) 87.







The Red River V alley o f the North  
is a : 1. spring w heat region. 2. w in­
ter w heat region. 3. com  region.
4. cotton region.
The Florida keys are: 1. railroads.
2. lakes. 3. islands. 4 . cities.
A  drought-resisting crop is: 1. cot­
ton. 2. corn. 3. kaffir. 4 . oats.
The state known as the “Land o f  
Ten Thousand Lakes’’ is: 1. Minne­
sota. 2. M ichigan. 3. U tah. 4 . W is­
consin.
The canal which connects Lake Su­
perior with Lake Huron is th e:
1. Soo. 2. Erie. 3. Suez. 4. W el­
land.
The “Father of W aters’’ is th e:
1. M ississippi River. 2. Great Lakes.
3. M editerranean Sea. 4. Missouri 
River.
The Blue Grass region is in : 1. Ken­
tucky. 2. Kansas. 3. Montana.
4 . Tennessee.
Hard coal is known as: 1. bitumin­
ous. 2. anthracite. 3. coke. 4. drifL
M inneapolis is a center for: 1. sugar 
refining. 2. flour m illing. 3. textile  
m anufacturing. 4 . sa lt m ining.
A tlantic C ity is known as a: 1. min­
ing tow n. 2. Hour m illing center.
3. w ool m arket. 4 . pleasure resort.
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( ) 95. Chicago has becom e a great rail­
road center because: 1. it is located  
on the Ohio River. 2. it has im­
m ense w ealth  to  build railroads.
3. it is located at a  natural m eeting  
point of trade routes. 4. it is on the  
Mississippi River.
(  ) 96. The most h igh ly industrialized coun­
try in South Am erica in the decade  
follow ing the W orld W ar w as:
1. Brazil. 2 . Peru. 3. A rgentina.
4. Colombia.
( ) 97. The country which leads in the pro­
duction o f coffee is :  1. Chile. 2. Ar­
gentina. 3. Brazil. 4. Uruguay.
( ) 98. The canal which shortens the dis­
tance of ships traveling between the  
Pacific and A tlantic ports o f the  
United States is th e: 1. K iel.
2 . W elland. 3. Erie. 4. Panama.
( ) 99. The Spaniards w ere first attracted
to the Andean countries by the: 
1. fertile land. 2. variety o f plants.
3. precious m etals. 4. raw  m ateri­
a ls  for manufacturing.
X ) 100, The portion o f South America hav­
ing a clim ate m ost nearly like that 
of the United States is: 1. Bra­
zil. 2. northern South Am erica.
3. Argentina and Chile. 4. Peru 
and Ecuador.
( ) 101. The “Mother o f Nations" is a term
j applied to: 1. Europe. 2. A frica.
3. Asia. 4. North America.
< ) 102. The form of government in France
im m ediately after the W orld W ar 
w as: 1. Fascist. 2 . Republican.
3. Monarchial. 4. Soviet.
( ) 103. The League o f Nations m eets in :
1. Geneva. 2. London. 3. The
Hague. 4. Paris.
X , ) 104. Lyons is one of the important cities
o f France because: 1. it has exten­
sive silk m anufacturing. 2. it is 
located in the fruit growing sec­
tion. 3. it is one of the leading sea­
ports for shipping on the M editer­
ranean Sea. 4. it has extensive  
wool manufacturing.
X ) 105. One of the Scandinavian countries
is : 1. Sweden. 2. Switzerland.
3. Bulgaria. 4. Belgium.
( ) 106. The largest country in Europe is:
1. Russia. 2. France. 3. Czecho­
slovakia. 4. Germany.
( ) 107. The most prosperous farm ing reg­
ion of Italy is: 1. around Naples.
2. th e  coastal region o f th e G ulf of 
Taranto. 3. the Tiber V alley.
4 . th e Po V alley.
( ) 108. The im portance ,p f  th e  Balkan
States lies in .th eir; intensive ag­
riculture. large m anufacturing  
plants. 3. strategic geographical 
location. 4. artistic productions.
( ) 109. Alsace-Lorraine is noted chiefly
for i t s  ; 1. iron ore. 2. food prod^ 
ucts. 3. tapestries. 4.' w ines.
is*:( ) 110. The ch ief export o f  India 
1. rice. 2. cotton. 3. cloth. 4. su­
gar. ' ^
( ) 111. China is very w eak because: 1. it
has no m inerals. 2. the Chinese 
' i have refused to adopt m odem  
m ethods o f civilization. ' 3. th e land 
is  poor- 4. it ^s sparsely settled.
I ) 4 1 2 . The Suez Canal connects the:
1. M editerranean Sea w ith  th e  Red 
Sea.  ̂ 2 . ■ M editerranean Sea with 
Persian Gulf. 3, Pacific w ith the 
A tlantic Ocean. 4 . M editerranean  
Sea w ith  the A tlantic Ocean.
( ) 113. The A siatic country resembling
England the closest economically 
is: 1. China. 2 . dapan. 3. Tur­
key. 4. Arabia.
i j
( ) 114. Australia is an im portant British 
possession because: 1. it produces 
much cotton. 2 . it is covered with 
forests and grass lands. 3. it 
trades its wdol, m eat, and «other 
I raw  m aterials for England’s man­
ufactured goods. 4. it is an effec­
tive prison island for English of- 
i fenders. I " . (
( ) 115. More than ninety per cent o f the
w orld’s supply o f diam onds comes 
from ; 1. China. 2 . Peru. 3. South
A frica. 4. A laska.
1
{ y 116. The H aw aiian Islands are valuable 
to the United States chiefly  as a:
' , 1, naval base and a coaling and re­
pair station, for ships. 2. potential 
mining region. 3 . w inter resort for 
tourists. 4. rich agricultural region.
( ) 117. The body o f w ater east o f j^apan is
th e: 1. A tlantic O cean, 2. Pacific 
Ocean, 3 . Y ellow  Sea, 4. Sea of 
Japan.
) 118. The hom e of the yellow  race is:
1 1* A frica. 2. A sia. 13 , Australia.
,4. Europe.
*■ I I <
) 119. The longest river ifi the world is
, th e: 1. A m azon. 2 , N ile, 3. Rio 
I  Grande. 4. Missouri-M ississippi.
) 120. The country on ' th e  southern  
boundary o f the TJpited States is;
1. M exico ,, 2* C anada. r3. Panama.
4 . Chile. '
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PART I
DIRECTIONS: Read the following sentences carefully. If 
a statement is true, place a plus (+1 in the parenthesis be­
fore the statement, as in example A below. If the state­
ment is false, make a minus (—) in the parenthesis before 
it, as in example B. Make the +  and the — small and dear. 
Examples: ( +  ) A. George Washii^ton was the first pres­
ident of the United States.
(— ) B. Woodrow Wilson was elected president 
of the United States in 1860.
1. The contribution o f th e H ebrew s to  
Am erican life  w as in th e field o f re­
ligion.
2. The purpose o f th e Crusades w as to  
-capture th e  H oly Land from  the  
Turks.
3. The Renaissance or “Revival o f  
Learning” began in Italy during the  
latter part o f th e fifteenth century.
4. Columbus explored th e m ainland of  
North Am erica.
5. The desire to establish hom es in the  
N ew  W orld w as the principal rea­
son for the com ing o f th e  Spanish.
6. One reason for  rivalry betw een  
England and Spain w as their relig­
ious differences.
7. W ith th e d efeat o f  the Invincible 
Arm ada th e  suprem acy o f th e seas  
passed from  Spain to England.
8. The English colonists from  the first 
cam e to  Am erica w ith th e idea of
■ establishing perm anent hom es.
9. The H ouse of Burgesses o f Virginia, 
which m et in 1619, w as th e  first leg ­
islative body in North Am erica.
10. A fter  England becam e a Protestant 
nation, religious toleration w as ac­
corded to  all.
11. The colony o f  M assachusetts Bay  
gave religious and political liberty  
to  all persons.
12. In M aryland any Christian m ight 
worship as he p leased  w ithout los­
in g  his political rights.
13. The “patroon system ” o f  land hold­
in g  flourished in Georgia.
14. The W est India Company w as a 
D utch  com pany w hich m ade settle­
m ents along th e Hudson, D elaw are, 
and Connecticut Rivers.
( ) 15. A ll o f  th e French colonies w ere lo­
cated  in w hat is now  Canada.
li
D ate
) 16. The Frenchm en in th e N ew  W orld  
w ere given self-governm ent.
) 17. A s a result o f th e French and Indian  
W ar, England took Canada from  
France.
) 18. The local unit o f governm ent in the  
Southern colonies w as the county.
) 19. In the English colonies there w ere  
free public schools for  all children.
) 20. England w ished to keep English  
trade in English hands after the  
close o f  th e French and Indian W ar.
) 21. The tax  which the English placed  
on tea  was so high th at th e colonists 
could not afford to buy the tea.
) 22. The Townshend Acts w ere passed  
by the N ew  England Confederation  
in protest to the actions o f the Eng­
lish Parliam ent.
) 23. The first battle o f the Revolutionary 
W ar came after the colonists had  
written the Declaration o f Inde­
pendence.
) 24. The Articles o f Confederation cre­
ated a strong central government.
) 25. The Second Continental Congress 
w as in session during the W ar for  
Independence.
) 26. The Constitution, as drafted in 
1787, provided for th e  adm ission o f  
thirty-five new  states.
) 27. The president o f th e U nited States  
has th e  pow er to levy  and collect 
taxes w ithout asking th e help o f  
state governments.
) 28. Each state has an equal representa­
tion in the Senate.
) 29. A lexander Hamilton believed th at  
a ll debts contracted by th e separate  
states prior to  the adoption o f th e  
Constitution should be cancelled.
) 30. The W hisky Rebellion w as an at­
tem pt to evade th e prohibition  
am endm ent to the Constitution.
) 31. The K entucky and Virginia Resolu­
tions declared th at th e states m ight 
refuse to  obey federal laws.
) 32. Napoleon w as emperor o f France at 
th e tim e o f th e Louisiana Purchase.
) 83. Oregon w as a part o f th e territory  
o f Louisiana.
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( , ) S4. As a result of the W ar of 1812, th e
United States gained a part o f the  
territory which formerly belonged  
to Canada. r . ' i
(J ) 35. The Monroe Doctrine declared that
I the United States would force the
' European hâtions to give up the
  power of intervention they then
held in the Americas.
) 36. A fter the W ar of 1812 a tariff was 
passed to protect the American in­
dustries which were developed dur­
ing the war.
) ' 37. The abuses o f the factory system  
soon led to bitter feeling  between  
labor and capital.
) 38. The X. Y. Z. Affair pertained to a 
secret organization in the North 
which tried to free the slaves.
) 39. The South, prior to the Civil War, 
favored a high protective tariff.
)  40, Jackson favored the establishm ent 
of a national bank.
J 41. The territory! o f Texas w as bought 
from Mexico.
) 42. The invention of the cotton gin 
made possible the cheap production 
of cotton in large quantities.
) 43. By “squatter sovereignty” is meant 
the right of the people living within 
a territory to decide whether slav­
ery shall be legal in that territory.
) 44. Prior to the Civil War, the North 
was wealthier than the South.
) 45. England sent troops to America to  
aid the South during the Civil War.
) 46. The Battle o f Gettysburg w as the  
turning point o f the Civil War.
) 47. The Union Pacific Railway was built 
principally by slave labor.
) 48. The Grange was the first organized  
farmers’ movement.
) 49, The frontier tended to develop a 
feeling  of democracy.
) 50. Strikes are forbidden by state law  
in nearly all the states.
) 51. In 1936 the number o f immigrants 
arriving from Europe was greater 
than the number which arrived in 
1900;
y 52. Iron-clad vessels came into use dur­
ing th e Civil War.
) 53, The improved conditions of trans­
portation and communication are 
responsible for many great changes 
in American life.
.)  54. Arbitration means the peaceful set­
tlem ent of a dispute by a group o f 
persons agreed upon by both con­
testing parties.
) 55. The Nineteenth Amendm ent to the 
Constitution has to do with child  
labor.
) 56. The boundary between Canada-and— 
the United States is h ighly fortified.
"1 , 1 5t. The Philippine Islands are under
' the political control o f  Japan.^ ^
{ ) 58. Candidates for the presidency of
f the United States are nominated, by
I means of the direct primary.* *“
( ) 59. The conservation o f natural re­
sources is one o f the important 
problems facing th e  American peo­
ple.    J
( ) 60. The H ohenzollem  fam ily was ruk
ing in Germ any at the tim e o f  the 
outbreak o f the W orld War.
( ) 61. Russia w as a d e m o c r a c y  at the time
of the outbreak o f the W orld War.
C ) 62. W oodrow W ilson opposed the idea
of the United States entering the 
League o f Nations.
( ) 63. George VI succeeded to  the throne
of England after the abdication of 
Edward VIII.
( ) 64. The so-called “Lame Duck” amend­
m ent to the Constitution provides 
th at the new ly-elected Congress 
shall regularly take office in the 
January follow ing the election.
FART n
DIRECTIONS: Each of the following statements may be 
completed in four ways. Three of these are right, and one 
is wrong. In the parenthesis at the left of the statement 
place the number of the incorrect part.
Example:
( a ) One of the presidents of the United States was:
1. Washington. Z. Lincoln. 3. SmiUn 4. Wilsoix
Smith was not a president of the United States; therefore, 
the figure "3," the number of this answer, has been placed 
in the parenthesis.
( ) 65. The Spanish settlers: 1 . built towns
on a  grand scale. 2 . set up the first 
printing press in America. 3. often 
married Indian wom en. 4 . treated 
the Indians w ith respect^
( ) 66, The Puritans came to America:
1. for religious freedom . 2 . to look 
for gold in the new  world. 3. be­
cause they wished to m ake a better 
living. 4. because they desired free 
government.
( ) 67. English colonies w ere governed:
1. under a  charter. 2 . by a  trading 
company. 3. directly by Parliament.
4 . by a proprietor.
( ) 68. There w ere better schools in New
England than in the southern colon­
ies because: 1. the people o f the
South w ere too poor to maintain 
schools. 2 , w ealthy planters of the 
South had private tutors for their 
sons. 3. the people o f  N ew  England 
lived closer together, 4 . the New 
England settlers wamted the chil­
dren to  study th e  Puritan religion.
( ) 69. The Declaration of Independence
stated: 1, a ll m en are created equal.
2. the reasons th e colonies had con^ 
sidered th e English government un­
just. 3. that these united colonies 
are, and o f a  right ought to be, free
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&ndi independent states. 4. the peo­
p le  o f the colonies should establish  
a  constitution for th e United States 
o f  Am erica.
( ) 70, H am ilton’s financial policy includ­
ed: 1- an excise tax , 2. establish­
m ent o f a national bank. 3. as­
sumption o f state debts. 4 . pur­
chase of Louisiana Territory.
( ) 71. The N orthw est Ordinance of 1787
provided that: 1. in due tim e states 
should be form ed and adm itted to 
th e union. 2 . slavery should be for­
bidden. 3. a state  supported church 
should be organized. 4. lands 
should be set aside to maintain pub­
lic schools.
( ) 72. The Constitution: 1. gave more
power to  th e state governments than  
did the A rticles o f Confederation.
2. w as based largely on England’s  
experience in  government. 3. pro­
vided for a two-house system  o f leg­
islature. 4 . provided for three de­
partments o f  government.
( ) 73. The Federalist Party believed in:
1. strong central government.
2. protective tariff. 3. national 
bank. 4. agricultural regulations.
( ) 74. The Louisiana Territory: 1. was
purchased from  Spain. 2. was ex­
plored by Lewis and Clark. 3. was 
purchased by Jefferson. 4. cost the  
federal government fifteen million  
dollars.
( ) 75. The Oregon Territory: 1. w as
claim ed by both the United States 
and Great Britain. 2. w as the basis 
for th e slogan “Fifty-four forty, or 
fight.” 3. w as obtained by the Unit­
ed States as a  result o f the war of 
1812. 4. north o f the 49th parallel 
w as le ft  to Great Britain.
( ) 76. Texas: 1. w as adm itted as a state to
the United States before the M exi­
can W ar. 2. w as readily accepted  
as a  state by the northern members 
in Congress. 3. w as settled  largely  
by pioneers from th e  states. _ 4. was 
adm itted by an extraconstitutional 
m ethod.
( ) 77. The Industrial Revolution: 1. in
A m erica cam e before that in Eng­
land. 2. resulted in concentration  
of people in cities. 3. took place  
m ore rapidly in the North than in 
the South. 4 . m ade m ass produc­
tion possible.
( ) 78. Railroad building in the United
State: 1. began w ith the building
o f the Baltim ore and Ohio Railroad.
2. w as opposed by western settlers.
3. progressed more rapidly in the  
North than in the South. 4. w as 
aided by land grants from the fed ­
eral, government.
) 79. Nullification: 1. w as advocated by  
Calhoun. 2. w as attem pted in the  
Kentucky and Virginia resolutions.
* 3. means secession from the Union.
4. w as opposed by Jackson.
) 80. Labor unions: 1. grew up as a re­
sult o f the low w ages of unskilled  
labor. 2. grew up as a bargaining 
agency opposed to capital. 3. began  
as small local unions. 4- w ere en­
couraged by capitalists. ■
) 81. Education: 1. was first controlled
by the church. 2. supported by 
public taxation was proposed by 
Horace Mann. 3. was more nearly  
universal in the South than in th e  
North. 4. on the college level came 
before that o f the high school.
) 82. Slavery: 1. was introduced in th e
United States in 1619. 2. w as de­
clared illegal by the Dred Scott de­
cision. 3. w as the real issue behind 
the organization of the Republican 
party. 4. was especially profitable 
in the South after the invention o f  
the cotton gin.
) 88. The Emancipation Proclamation: 
1. w as a decision o f th e Supreme 
Court. 2. was an act o f war. 3. freed  
slaves only in that part o f the Unit­
ed States which was at w ar against 
the federal government. 4. m ade  
England more sym pathetic w ith the  
North.
) 84. The Homestead Law of 1862: Ij had  
long been demanded by the western  
settlers. 2. provided that any citi­
zen  could take up 160 acres o f pub­
lic lands. 3. provided special fav­
ors for Northern soldiers. 4 . w as  
successful in preventing exploita­
tion o f  the public domain.
) 85. A federal income tax: 1. w as de­
clared unconstitutional by the Su­
preme Court. 2. w as m ade possible 
by a constitutional amendment.
3. places taxes on th e man w ho is 
able to pay. 4 . w as opposed by  
laborers.
) 86. The United States entered the Span- 
ish-American W ar because: 1. the  
United States wanted the Hawaiism  
Islands. 2. Americans sym pathized  
with the Cubans. 3. the United  
States thought Spain w as responsi­
b le for sinking the “M aine.”
4. American business interests in 
Cuba w ere ruined by the revolution,
) 87. The “Alabama Claims” w ere: 
1. brought against England for  
dam ages done to  our merchant 
vessels during the Civil W ar. 2. set­
tled peaceably by arbitration.
3. concerned the paym ent to A la ­
bama for the dam age done by th e  
army of the North. 4 . settled  by  
England’s  paying $15,500,000 to  
the United States.
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( ) 88. Definite steps in the direction of
world peace were th e: 1. W ashing­
ton Disarmament Conference. 2. es­
tablishm ent o f a  W orld Court. 
3. establishment o f  the League of  
Nations. 4. adoption o f high pro­
tective tariffs.
C ) 89. Important questions that arose at
the close o f the W ord W ar were:
1. need for governmental economy.
2. creation of a Federal Reserve 
Banking System. 3. reduction of  
immigration. 4 . ownership and op­
eration o f railroads.
PART i n
DIRECTIONS: From the list of answers In Column II se­
lect the name or term which matches each item of Column 
I, and write the number of the answer in the parenthesis at 
the left of the item. The answers of one section may be 
matched with the Items in Column I of the same section 
only. The example has been correctly maAed.
Example: ( 18 ) Author of Tmn Sawyer
Column. 1 Column n
) 90. Founded Ameri­ 1. Adams
can Red Cross 2. Barton
) 91. Inventor o f te le­ 3. Bell
phone 4. Byrd
) 92. First leader o f the 5. Cooper
Mormons in the 6. Edison
Far W est 7. Franklin
) 93. Man who invented 8. Hancock
process of vulcan­ 9. Henry
izing rubber 10. Goodyear
) 94. Founder and first 11. Lafayette
president o f W . 12. Lodge
C. T , U. 13. M agellan
) 95. French general 14. Mann
who helped Amer­ 15. Peary
ican Colonies dur­ 16. Pershing
ing the Revolu­ 17. Smith
tion 18. Twain
) 96. Famou# “Liberty 19. W illard
or Death” speech 20. Young
) 97. First man to fly over both the
North and South Poles
) 98. H elped to settle Jamestown
) 99. First man to sail across the Pacific
Ocean
) 100. Leader of fight in United States 
Senate against the United States 
becoming a member o f League of 
Nations
) 101. Author of "Leatherstocking Tales”
) 102. American who won the help of  
France for the American colonies 
during Revolutionary W ar
) 103. First vice-president o f the United  
States
) 104. Leader of American expeditionary 















A  -nation taking  
neither side dur­
ing a w ar i 
A warring nation f 
The exclusive con­
trol o f the supply  
of goods
A  device whereby  
th e voters ap­
prove or disapj 
prove a measure 




tricts for th e  ben-* 
efit o f a  political 
party
Prohibition im­
posed by law  up-
1. Anarchy






















A device whereby legislation may 
be introduced or enacted directly  
by the electorate . , <
W ithdrawing from the Union 
The type of general election ballot 
used in the United States 
Attem pt by a state to prevent the 
operation within its territory‘of a 
United States law
PART IV 1
DIRECTIONS: III each Of the following items Is a list
of historical events. Select the event which is the most 
recent, and place its number in the parenthesis at the left. 
The example has been correctly marked.
Example:
( 4 ) 1 .  The administration of Washington
2. The administration of Wilson
3. The administration of Lincoln
4. The administrati(m of Hoover
( ) 116. 1.2.
3.
( ) 118.
Purchase of Alaska  
Gadsden Purchase  ̂
Louisiana Purchase 
4. Florida Purchase 
( ) 117. 1. Missouri Compromise
Kansas-Nebraska B ill 
W ilmot Proviso 
Compromise of 1850 
The Albany Plan o f Union
2. The N ew  England Confederation
3. Mayflower Compact 
A rticles o f Confederation  
Japanese Exclusion A ct  
Open-door Policy in China 
H oly A lliance  
Monroe Doctrine
1. K entucky and Virginia Résolut 
tions
2. H artford Convention
3. South Carolina Ordinance of 
Nullification
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DIRECTIONS: This is a test in Silent Reading. 
You w ill find a number o f exercises like the  
sam ple below . Read these exercises, one a t a 
tim e, as rapidly as possible. On the right side 
of each exercise you will find a number of state­
ments or questions on w hat you have read. For 
each o f these questions there are several an­
swers. Only one o f these is correct. Decide 
which is the right answer, and write its number 
in the parenthesis before the question. If neces­
sary, you m ay reread part or all o f an exercise 
to find th e right answer.
N ow read this sam ple exercise.
Little John ran down the road. He had a 
reading book in one hand, a spelling book in the 
other, and a lunch-box under his right arm.
N ow read the questions on the right o f the  
exercise you just read. The correct answer to 
question No. 1 is “John,” and the number o f  
this word is “3.” Hence a figure “3” has been 
placed in the parenthesis before the question.
The correct answer to statem ent No. 2 is 
“school.” The number of th is word is “2.” 
Hence the figure “2” has been placed in the pa­
renthesis.
W hat is the correct answer to question No. 
3? W rite its number in the parenthesis before 
this question.
Questions on the sample exercise.
1. ( 3 ) W hat was the boy’s  name ?
1. Roy. 2. Harry. 3. John. 4 . Dick.
2. ( 2 ) The boy was probably going to :
1. church. 2. school. 3. a  circus.
3. ( ) The boy traveled on :
1. horseback. 2  . foot. 3. skates.
Now, when the signal to begin is given, read 
as many o f the follow ing exercises as you can, 
and answer the questions that belong with each  
exercise. You w ill have exactly fifteen (15 )  
minutes.
A t six-thirty every morning, Harry w as ready  
to g et up. H is mother had told him not to get 
up before she did. One morning when she came 
downstairs she w as surprised to see Harry 
dressed and w aiting for his breakfast.
1. ( ) The person who told Harry not to
get up was his :
1. brother. 2. father. 3. sister.
4. mother.
2. ( ) Harry’s mother w as surprised be­
cause he:
1. stayed in bed. 2. was dressed.
3. prepared breakfast. 4. lighted  
the fire.
It w as the m orning o f June tw entieth. I stood  
at the gate o f the farm house where three roads 
met. The air w as fu ll o f bird songs. For a 
long tim e I stood there and tried to note how  
many different songs I could hear.
3. ( ) The month was:
1. June. 2. July. 3. May. 4 . Octo­
ber.
4. ( ) The number of roads m eeting at the
farm house w as :
1. two. 2. five. 3. three. 4. four.
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More than three hundred years ago, there 5. ( 
was, upon the banks o f the River Jam es, an en­
campment o f Indians. The people lived in long, 
low houses made o f bark and boughs, each one 6. ( 
large enough to hold tw enty fam ilies.
The encam pm ent w as:
1. in a  valley. 2. along a  river. 3. on 
the prairie. 4 . on a  plain.
The houses w ere: C I - .  .
1. big. 2 . sm all. 3. o f stone. 4. high.
Peter crossed his arms and swung around on 7. (
one leg. He could do the corkscrew, skate 
backward as easily as forward, and lie so low  
and near the ice that he m ight have kissed it. 8. (
A ll these stunts he did as easily and neatly as 
one turns around on the parlor floor.
Peter could skate:
1. fairly w ell.. 2 . a s  w ell as manyi
3. better than m any. 4 . not at all. 
Peter w as skating on: - '
1. roller skates. 2. ice. 3. the pat^ 
lor floor. 4. the sidew alk.
Elephants have been used for doing road­
work in Texas. In order to get Spencer High­
w ay between Houston and th e  coast completed 
on schedule, a herd of idle circus elephants 
nearby w as drafted. Crowds watched the huge 
beasts switch cars of gravel, push heavily load­
ed trucks out of mudholes, lift logs, spray foun­
tains o f w ater on the roadway, and do every­
thing else asked of them.
9. ( ) The paragraph says th at the 'ele­
phants w ere taken from : '
1. other road gangs. 2. the African  
jungles. 3  a  group o f circus ani­
mals. 4 . India.
10. ( ) The paragraph says , th at the ■ ele­
phants:' ' ' ■’
1. sprayed the roadway. 2. spread 
• cement. 3. helped tear up th e  old 
roadway. 4. frightened the crowd.
11. ( ) The work o f  th e  "elephants was
w atched by; , .  '
1. only the road workers. 2. the 
owners o f the elephants. 3. no one,
4. a  great many people.  ̂ ^
The world’s tallest lighthouse stands on tiny 
Lehua Island, one of the Hawaiian group, on a 
ledge 707 feet above the Pacific. Because Lehua 
is very dangerous to climb, the light is so 
equipped with electrical devices that it will 
keep on shining for a year, unattended. Light­
houses usually stand but 100 to 200 feet above 
the water, though one on the California coast 
rises to 422 feet.
12. ( ) The world’s ta llest lighthouse is lo­
cated in :
1. California. 2. Hawaii.— Cuba:
4. Africa.
13. ( ) The keeper of the lighthouse must
climb Lehua:
1. once a  day. 2. tw ice a week.
3. once a year. 4. once every two 
years.
14. ( ) The lighthouse at Lehua is in the:
1. Pacific Ocean. 2. A tlantic Ocean.
3. Arctic Ocean. 4. G ulf o f Mexico.
The door of Scrooge’s counting-house was 
open that he might keep his eye upon the clerk 
who was copying letters. A lthough it was cold, 
biting weather, Scrooge had but a small fire to 
keep him self warm; and the clerk’s fire was 
much smaller. He couldn’t  replenish it, for 
Scrooge kept the coal box in his own room ; and 
as surely as the clerk came in with the shovel, 
the master predicted that it would be necessary  




) The clerk w as busy: ‘  ̂ ^
1. copying letters. 2 . helping cus­
tomers. 3. counting m oney. 4. car­
ing for th e fire.
) The coal box w as in :
—~ 1. the clerk’s roomr-^2.- Sdrooge’s 
room. 3, the basement. ̂  4 . the
kitchen. ^
) Scrooge’s attitude toward, the clerk
w as;
1. friendly. 2. generous.  ̂ 3̂  
hearted. 4. sym pathetic.
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Y ou don*t have to  be â m echanic to  under- 18. ( )
stand th e  difference betw een gasoline th at  
knocks and gasoline th at drives your car w ith  
fu ll-pow ered ease. Listen to  th e m otor o f  your 
own car. A nd rem em ber, w hat sounds like on- 19. ( )
ly  click-click-click from  the driver’s seat would  
be a v io len t knock if  heard through a stetho­
scope. Knock dam ages engine parts, runs up 
repair bills, w astes gasoline and oil, overheats 20. ( )
the motor, and robs you of the fine perform ance 
your e a t  should give.
A ccording to  th e paragraph, engine- 
knock is caused by:
1. poor oil. 2 . poor driving. 3. poor 
gasoline. 4. a  poor motor.
A  stethoscope is an instrum ent for:  
1. m easuring distance. 2 . m agnify­
ing sound. 3. m easuring vibrations 
o f th e  earth. 4. m easuring heat. 
Knock :
1. dam ages tires. 2. w astes gasoline.
3. m akes the car run m ore sm oothly.
4. has no effect on the car.
You've perhaps heard “Scotty” over the ra­
dio, and been to ld  th at he plays the piano w ith  
hands encased in m ittens. I t’s a ll true, though  
you m ight b e  tem pted to w onder w hy he does 
it? But H enry Scott delights his hearers with  
Anything from  jazz  to L iszt’s Second Hungar­
ian B hapsody.
H e has developed his stunt o f p laying w ith  
heavy, w ool knit m ittens to a rem arkable de­
gree. H e never plays for any one w ithout them .
His stunt w as first conceived w hen h e  came 
in One afternoon from  skating and, sitting down 
at th e piano without rem oving his mitters, 
found th a t by carefu l m anipulation he could  
play in sp ite o f the heavy ya m  coverings on his 
hands. The stunt has developed for him a 
great deal o f technique w hich he believes he  
could not possibly have developed without 
som ething like th e  m ittens to  hinder his playing.
21. ( ) “Scotty” plays:
1. only ja zz . 2. only classical music.
3. neither ja zz  nor classical music.
4. a ll types o f music.
22. ( ) Scott wears the m ittens :
1. because h is hands are deform ed.2. to  keep his hands warm . 3 . be­
cause the idea o f p laying w ith mit­
tens on fascinates him. 4. to  keep  
his hands d ea n .
23. ( ) The musician believes th e m ittens
have:
1. kept him from developing a  tech ­
nique. 2. m ade it im possible for  
him to p lay certain types o f  music.
3. had no effect on his playing.
4. helped him develop a technique.
The beauty and richness o f the country w ere 
alm ost as appealing to D aniel Boone as the  
abundance of gam e. Everywhere great forests, 
broken here and there by sm aller patches o f  
prairie and m eadow , covered the land. The 
forest trees w ere m ainly hard-wooks, oak, hick­
ory, beech, b lack and w hite walnut, tu lip, and 
coffee-berry. T hey grew  w ith high branches 
and com paratively little underbrush, so th at it 
w as easy  to  w alk  or ride am ong them . From  
tree to tree flitted song birds of m any kinds ; and  
the red birds, w ith  their loud, clear w histling  
and their bright plum age, w ere especially  
cheerful as com panions of the forest. Every­
w here flowed stream s and springs of crystal 
cold w ater. The clim ate on the w hole w as mild 
and tem perate, the sun nearly alw ays shining, 
and th e  w inter short and genHe.
24. ( ) In the forest grew :
1. elm  and poplar trees. 2 . soft 
pine. 3. cottonwood trees. 4 . oaks  
and w hite walnut trees.
25. ( ) W alking in the forest w as:
1. easy. 2. difficult. 3. im possible.
4 . dangerous.
26. (  ) As companions in th e forest, D aniel
Boone had :
1. his fam ily. 2. a  group o f trap­
pers. 3. h is dogs. 4 . birds.
The exterem e northern end o f South America 
is farther from  th e extrem e southern end than 27. ( 
Panam a is from  G reenland. A t the southern tip  
is a h igh  rocky cape; at th e northern tip the 
m ountains reach th e  sea; and betw een them  is 
th e  great A ndean mountain system  which is a 28. ( )
world by itse lf. T his mountain world is high  
and cool, even w here th e hot tropic low lands lie  
at its fee t. Som e o f the world's h ighest volca­
noes are A ndean peaks, th e sm oking tops o f 29. ( 
w hich are covered w ith perpetual snow. D ust 
blown out from  th ese  volcanoes has m ade much 
rich v a lley  land betw een th e ranges.
) The cape m entioned in th e para­
graph is in :
1. Panam a. 2. Greenland. 3. South  
Am erica. 4 . A laska.
The clim ate o f the A ndean moun­
tain world is:
1. tropical. 2. warm . 3. rainy. 
4. cool.
) A s a result o f volcanic action, there  
have been benefits to :
1. agriculture. 2. m ining. 3. lum ­
bering. 4 . m ountain-clim bing.
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A  soil is fine earthy matter in which plants 30. ( )
w ill grow. It m ay be mixed with coarse or even  
stony m aterials, or it m ay be entirely fine and 
free from stones. If the soil is sandy, the farm­
er calls it a light soil. W ater readily drains out 
of such soils, and plants growing in them  often 81. ( )
suffer from lack of moisture. Sandy soils are in 
many cases less fertile than others. If the soil 
is clayey, the farmer calls it  heavy. Sometimes 
it holds too much water, and care must be taken 32. ( )
not to work it, when it is w et, or it may bake 
under the sun's heat into hard lumps. I f the  
soil is a mixture o f sand and clay, it  is a loam.
Many of the soils that are the most productive 
are loams.
Sandy soils are best suited for the  
growing o f plants w hich require:
1. m uch m oisture. 2 . v ery  fertile  
soil. 3 . litt le  m oisture. 4 .  heavy  
soils.
According to  the paragraph, a Very 
fertile soil is J
1. ssmdy so il. 2 . loam . 3 . c la y  soil.
4 . very w e t  soil.
Light soils are:
1. san dy so ils. 2 . c la y  so ils. 3 . loam s,
4 . a  m ixture o f c la y  and loam .
Glaciers once covered most of the land north 
o f the Ohio and Missouri Rivers with great 
mountains of ice. The glaciers began to form  
long ago when the winters became longer and 
colder for a tim e. North o f the Great Lakes it 
was so cold for such a long tim e that the snow  
did not m elt but lay on the ground even in sum­
mer. Each year it piled higher and higher un­
til the w eight o f the snow on top pressed the 
snow underneath into solid ice. Finally the pile 
began to move. The huge mass, or glacier, 
pushed its w ay southward for hundreds of 
miles, until it reached the place where the sun 
was warm enough to m elt the ice as fast as it 
pushed down from the north.
33. ( ) Glaciers w ere originally:
1. ordinary m ountains. 2 .  p iles o f  
rock. 3 . p ile s  o f  rock  and dirt.
4 . p iles  o f  snow  and ice.
34. ( ) The glaciers were m oved by:
1. a  strong w ind. 2 . am earthquake.
3 . th e  force  o f  th e  g lac iers them ­
selves. 4 . m en try ing  to  rem ove th e  
ice.
35. ( ) The formation o f th e glaciers cov­
ered a period o f :
1. m any years. 2 . on e  year. 3. a  
fe w  w eek s. 4 . severa l m onths.
The biggest surprise and the biggest thrill I 
ever got anywhere came on a forbidden trek 36. ( )
through the Siamese jungles near the Burma 
border line. That's where the hamadryads 
mate and breed, fight and kill. The fiercest, 
fightingest, fastest snake alive; the only snake 37. ( )
which can outrun a horse; the only snake that 
w ill attack a man on sight— that's the ring co­
bra, more properly known as the hamadryad.
You don't hunt the hamadryad ; he hunts you. 38. ( )
He's sixteen fee t of coiled and poisoned fury.
His hood, when puffed out like the black cobra, 
is almost as w ide as this page. H e’s king of the 
serpents, roving terror o f the Siamese jungle  
lands.
The ham adryad lives in ;
1. th e  A frican  ju n g les. 2 . desert 
lands. 3 . N orth A m erica. 4 . th e  Si­
am ese jungles.
The ring cobra is :
1. a fra id  o f  m an. 2 . very  sw ift.
3. a  com paratively  sm all snake.
4. la rg e  and sluggish .
As compared to  the height o f man, 
th e length o f the ham adryad is 
about:
1. th e  sam e. 2 . tw ice  as great.
3. on e-h a lf as great. 4 . th ree tim es 
a s great.
For every $2 spent on elem entary and secon­
dary school pupils, we spend $1.50 to control 39 , ( j
the criminal. There are more than 25,000,000  
pupils in these schools. How many criminals 
there are, no one can say w ith certainty, but it 
is clear that the per capita outlay of society on 
its criminals far exceeds the per capita expend- 40, ( \
iture for its children.
It costs on the average about $400 a year to 
maintain a delinquent in a public institution, 
and som ewhat less than $100 for each public 
school pupil. In a sense, then, if  the $100 spent 41. ( )
annually on each public school pupil does not 
produce a good citizen, the state must pay later  
three or four tim es th at amount for penal or 
correctional treatment.
(2) 1,000,000. 
(4 )  n o t definitely
The number o f criminals in the  
United States is:
( 1 )  500 ,000 .
(3 )  25 ,000 ,000 . 
know n.
The amount o f m oney spent on a 
criminal as compared to the amount 
spent on a school child is:
1. m uch less. 2 . on ly  a  litt le  less.
3 . m uch greater. 4 . th e  sam e.
A suggested rem edy for  the crime 
situation is:
1. com pulsory church  a ttosdan ce .
2 . c itizensh ip  ed u cation  in  schools.
3 . m ore effic ien t p o lice . 4 . mmre se­
v ere  punishm ent o f  crim inals.
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TA BL E OF M EN TA L AGE EQ UIVALENTS OF SCORES '
Score M . A. Score M. A. Score M. A.
1 3-3 18 7-6 35 11-9
2 3-6 19 7-9 36 12-0
3 3-9 20 8-0 37 12-3
4 4-0 21 8-3 38 12-6
5 4-3 22 8-6 39 12-9
6 4-6 23 8-9 40 13-0
7 4-9 24 9-0 41 Above 13
8  . 5-0 25 9-3 42 Above 13
9 5-3 26 9-6 43 Above 13
10 5-6 27 9-9 44 Above 13 '
11 5-9 28 10-0 45 Above 13
12 6-0 29 10-3 46 Above 13
13 6-3 30 10-6 47 Above 13
14 6-6 31 10-9 48 Above 13
15 6-9 32 11-0 49 Above 13
16 7-0 33 11-3 50 Above 13
17 7-3 34 11-6 51 Above 13
1 It  has not seemed wise to attempt to derive mental age equivalents above age 13. In finding the IQ’s of retarded children who are more than 
thirteen years old, the chronological age should be treated as thirteen only, and the IQ recorded as “ or bdow.” In the case of children who 
earn scores above 40, the mental age should be recorded as “ 13 or above ” and the IQ as “ or above.”
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4 a. Trunk present.
4 b. Trunk proportion.
4 c. Shoulders present,
5 a. Attachment of limbs.
5 6. Attachment of limbs.
6 a. Neck present.





12 a. Proportion. Head. 
12 b. Proportion. Arms. 
12 c. Proportion. Legs. 
12 d. Proportion. Feet. 
12 e. Two dimensions.
7 o. Eyes present.
7 b. N ose present.
7 c. M outh present.
7 d. Features in two dimensions.
7 e. Nostrils shown.
8 a. Hair present.
8 b. Hair detail.
9 a. Clothing present.
9 b. Two articles non-transparent. 
9 c. Entirely non-transparent.
9d. Four articles shown.
9 e. Complete costume.
10 a. Fingers present.
10 6. Number correct.
10 c. D etail correct. 
lOd. Thumb shown.





Arms and Legs. 
Features..
13. Heel.
14 o. Coordination. 
14 b. Coordination. 
14 c. Coordination. 
14 d. Coordination. 
14 e. Coordination.
14 / .  Coordination.
15 a. Ear present. 
15 b. Ear detail.
16 a. Eye detail. Brow.
16 6. Eye detail. Pupil.
16 c. E ye detail. Shape.
16 d. Eye detail. Glance.
17 a. Chin and forehead shown. 





‘ See over for Table of Mental Age Equivalents of Scores. This Key is, of course, merely an outline and can be used only by a scorer 
who is thoroughly familiar with the methods of scoring each item as described in the author’s book. Measurement of Inielligence bv Drawinas 
pages 112-153 (published by World Book Company).
m
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